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Abstract

This thesis exprores the problematic nature of a particu_
lar deviant categorization - learning disabilities and how

Manitoba and cntaric have attempted tc address the issues in-
volved with a 'fail-ure to learn, through their various educa_
tionaL policies.

The paper is dlvided intc two sections. The first section
involves a l-iterature review and a critical examinaticn of the
theoretical, the practical and the ideclogical currents which
are preveLant within the field of learning di-.abil-ities specific-
al}y and within the centext of education generally.

The second section deal-s with the specific social policies
that have been devised within the separate educational jurisdic-
tions of Manitoba and Cntario as a way of addressing the deviant
categorization of learning disabili_ties. The period involved
in thi-s examination is from about the mid 1960's to the early
1980's.

A conceptual-analytical framework is utitized which postu-
lates firstly that education functicns as an agent of social iza-
tion and sociar contrcl. secondly, it 1s pcstulated that there
are two quite different views as to the cause and,/or nature of
deviance - as individuar pathclogy or as a sociarly defined
and constructed phencmencn.

This examination revealed that the learning disabilities

iii



paradigm is rather contentious conceptualry and aLso t,hat
it's efficacy in a practical interventive sense is open to
question. rt was also found that ontario accepted utilized
the dominant individual pathology perspective in its poricy
formulations. Manitoba, on the other hand attempts to utilize
a wider interactional perspective in recognitj-cn that Learning
Disability, in large part, is a social)_y constructed phenomenon.

However, it was recognized that in Manitoba 1t is quite prob_
able that the prcfessional diagncstic and remediaÌ toots utilized
by educators generaLry enforce a certain orthodcxy - t,hat of
the individual_ pathology mode1.

1V
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Section I

Deviant roles are social constructs which
qre parts of a societyrs organization ofbeliefs and understandings ãbout itself
and. lhe larger wor1d. Idhj-tst dlsruptive,
problenatic cr bizame behaviour woüId
exist withcut these constructs, collective
acts of interpretation give deviancy apeculiar clarity and coñcreteness oi ex-pression. fn their joint effort to unoer-
stand and sustain social life, men designate
certain phencmena as deviant and endow themwith -.psc iaÌ propert ies . These des ignat ions
serve to explain, separate and justify par-
ticular activiti.es. They impose an oiOér
cn what might otherwise be an inchoate wor1d.(p.26, RocË :-gT))



CHAFTER I

IMIRCDUCTION

Learning disabilities as a specific societal-educational
concern' and as a larger sociol0gical. phenonenon, have been and
continue to be probtematic for educators, other concerned pro_
fessionals, parents and most importantly for the individuals
so label-led.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the problern of
t'learning disabiritiesr'. The prinary inLent is nct to examine
the influences and proce-eses that have caused it to ccme to be
viewed as a new deviance category. Rather the main intent is
to expì-ore and examine the rerevant characteristics of the
l-earning disabilities paradigm and subsequentr.y to examine hcw
Manitoba and Ontario have chosen to dear wi.th this problem of
a I'failure to learn, in their educationaÌ poricies.

rt is also problematic in an institutionar sense _ what
are its ramifications not onry for educators, but for chird
werfare ' corrections, the fanily and various other agencies in
the mental health - social work field.

the learning disability rproblemr has been described as

"of suffici-ent severity to impair seriously the overar_l rearn_
ing experiences of these students and their ultinate usefulness

I
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and adaptability to modern society.fr (yahraes and prestwich

L976)

The CELDIC Report (1970) entitled ',One lt{illion Children,l
also pointed to the continuing failure of societyts institutions
to adequately address rlearning problems' and fschool failuref
and the long-term negative effects that this has on individual
children, their families and on society as a whol-e. sinilarly,
Bryant (1978) has descrlbed learning disabillties as a serious
nental health problen which adversely affects the quality of
life, not only for the individuar but for his famiry and ulti-
nately the community.

Associations for children with Learning Disabilities have

sprung up across canada and the united states during the past
two decades. These organizations function both in an educative
and supportive roÌe to parents whose children are experiencing
learning disabiLities and also as advocates and Ìobbyists in
their attempts to infruence sociar policy and obtain adequate

and appropriate prograns and services. Journals dealing specific-
ally with learning disabilities are also published on a regular
basis for parents and professionals.

It is readily apparent that learning disability is viewed

as a soclar problem of a serlous nature by a segment of the popu-

lation within the North American and specifically Canadian con-
texts; by professionals, by parents, by goverrunents and by the
educational heirarchy.
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$Jith this growth in awareness has ccme substanÈial grovuth

in research, in programs and in expertise. However, Mcrntyre
et aI (1980) observes that: r'rts growth has been accompanied

by difficulties in arriving at a general consensus regarding
def init j-on, etiology, diagnostic procedures and measures,

treatments and programs . f, (p. 7 )

As Ysserdyke and Algozzíne (rggz) point out, accurate

diagnosis depends upon the specification of characteristics or
definition of what constitutes a learning d.isability. What con-

stitutes a learning disability? The Natlonal- Advisory Cornnittee

on Handieapped Children (1968) outlined a definition which has

been and continues to be very influential in terrns of perceptions

and practices around }earning disabilities. This definitj-on readst

Children with special learning disabilities
exhlbit a disorder in one or more of the
basic psychclogical processes involved in
understanding or using spoken or written
languages. The-.e may be manifested in dis-
orders of Iistening, thinking, taJ-kÍng,
reading, writing, spelllng, þerceptuaLhandicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental aphasia,
etc. They do not include problens whiõh are
due primarily to vj-sual, hearing, or motor
handicaps, to mental retardatioñ, emotional
disturbance, or to environmental disadvantage.

In the United States the nature and extent of the perceived

problem has been recognized and acknowledged through the passage

of legislation whereby the LD classification has been included

within the categorical educational system as a specific type of
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handicap. The above definition aLmost to the letter, becarne

the I official I definition at the federal level und,er the Educa-
tion for All Handicapped Children Act of lr975. provisions for
funding to the individual states and the establishnent of pro-
gra¡ns is dependent on the acceptance of a specific, though gen_

eral definition and conception of the problem as welL as the
establishnent of specific diagnostic protgcoì-s. This has made

for a fairly unified approach within the educational field to
the probrem of LD. ontario is in the process of irnplenenting
a similar system based on a si¡niIar conception of the problem
and how it should be dealr wirh. (Bitl g2 19gO)

While learning disability is viewed as a problem with which
society must deal, the very concept itself as well as the diag_
nostic-intervention paradigms are also viewed as being somewhat

problematical in and of thenselves. The literature when reviewed,
reveals that a consensus on a functional definition is non-exist-
ant. As pointed out above, much debate, concern and. confusion
has been evidenced and conÈi-nues to be exhibited around the
appropriatness of the learning disabil-ity label because of prob-
lems with definition, establishing cause, with the types and
the effectiveness of interventions and with prognosis, not to
mention the negative consequences that the laber nay have for
children. In actual practice great disparity has been evidenced
between jurisdictions as to the above.
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There are problems in the rather imprecise nature of the
definition and in the terrns subsu.med under learning dlsabil-i-
ties. There are probLems with the notions of who is to be in-
cluded and therefore who is to be excruded. There are prob-
lems with the fact that children who are labelLed as learning
disabled are primarily test identified. The rather imprecise
nature of the tests currently availabre and most often used,
as weLl as substantial- problems with their reliabirity and

validity, make it difficult to make adequate distinctions be-
tween fdeviantr and fnormalr. There are also problems as to
the efficacy of remedial techniques and their application to
specific disabilities. Thus the issues of definition, diag_
nosis, intervention and hence of prognosis remain problernatic
in a theoretical and practical sense.

AIr of these deveropments have been very infLuential- on

the canadian scene because of our penchant for the borrowing
and importation of educationaL ideologies, theories, techno_
logies and techniques from the United States. This is evident
1n the growbh and infruence of the canadian Association for
chirdren with Learning Disabilities (cAcLD) and its various
provincÍar chapters. They possess a perception of the problem

and espouse sorutions which have been greatly infruenced or
borrowed from the mainstream American experience. canadian

research and writing in the area of LD and education in general
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is also greatly influenced by the United States as is evidenced
in the references cited and bibllographies used as sources of
information and points of reference. Thus the American exper-
ience has been held up as an exarnple and has provided the
theoreticar and ideological basis for both tobbying efforts
and reform movements within and outside of the ed.ucational
heirarchy.

However, the arnbiguity, confusion and uncertainty within
the LD rubric that has been in evidence since the beginning,
and the subsequent attempts to define LD as a social problen,
have also had an inpaet on the shaping of educational policy in
the various Canadian jurisdictj-cns. Ontario and lvlanitoba for
example' address the problems of ffailure to learn' and learning
disabilj-ties through policy initiatives that are somewhat differ-
ent.

A najor task of this paper therefore, is to examine and

compare the policy initlatives that have been developed, in
Manitoba and Ontario as a means of addressing the social-educa-
tional problem of learning disabilities.

warham (1970) defj.nes sociar policy si-mply as the general-
ized concept of ways of dealing with a collective social problem.

since soci-al policy is an action and change process concerned

with means and ends, with actions directed at achieving certain
objecti-ves, all within the context of values, perceptions and

ideologies, it is understandable that there are bound to be
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differences in perceptions as to the ends themselves and the
methods utilized in achieving them. This is true particurarly
within the area of learning disabilities where there are obvious
differences of perception and perspective as to the nature of
the problem, and where there are semantic differences as wel_l

as differences of understanding and arriving at con¡non meanings

and practices.

How these issues have been and are reflected in sociaÌ
policy forurulations is the central concern of this paper. For
the purposes of this exar¡ination, the paper has been divided into
two najor secti-ons. The first section involves a titerature re-
view and a critical examination of the theoretical, the practi-
cal and the ideological currents which are prevel-ant within t,he

context of education generally and within the field of learning
disabilities specifically. ft also involves a criticaL examina-
tion of the broad ideological stances and varue systems that
are central to the welfare state and which foru the context with-
in which the educational systen operates. This generally in-
cludes the period from the end of The Second i{orld Iilar to the
present. The second section deals with a comparison of the
specific social policies which have been developed in Manitoba
and Ontario as a way of addressing the social problen - learning
disability. the period from the late 1960's to the present is
nost central- to these explorations.
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A conceptual-analytical fra¡nework or model is utilized
in examining and interpreting the infor"mation in both of the
above mentioned sections. rt posturates firstry, that educa-
tlon generally and speciar education particularly, is to a very
great extentr âfi institution of socialízation and social con-
trol-, and secondly that there are two basically divergent vÍews
of deviance or abnormality - as individual pathorogy or, as a
socially defined and constructed phenonenon where cause is viewed
as being for the most part, outside of the individual-.

that education is an institution of social ízation and social
control- is generally acknowledged in the l-iterature as a 1egiti-
mate function of the educational heirarchy. That it operates to
provide basic skills and instill basic values that are inportant
in the econonic, soclal and polj.tical rife of our comraunity is
also viewed as a valid endeavour.

However issues of socialízation and social control take on

a new meaning, when the educational system per se, is seen to
perpetuaÞe and/or create inequalit,ies and the differential treat-
ment of individuals which negatively effect life chances. This
has been the case during the past twenty years whereby the de-
velopnent of speclal education programs have had, as a specific
purposer the mandate to address issues of inequality through
efforts to increase the equality of ed.ucational opportunity.
These issues are certainly dealt with by both Manitoba and

Ontario whereby initiatives to deal with flearning disabilities'
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are an attenpt to increase the equality of educational oppor-
tunity for a specific group.

The poriticar economy perspective would argue with some

justification, that the educational systen in fact, repJ,icates,
strengthens and legitimizes the inequalities of the existing
social system and thereby is serving the interests of the donin-
ant order and the preservatlon of the -ctatus quo.

The fact that education generarry i.s rcompulsory' points
to the issue of social control. The reasons behind the need for
a compulsory system, which was instituted j-n most North American
jurisdictions during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, have been variously stated as: education is good and

desÍrabre in and of itself; it is an economic investnent; and

as an antidote against pathological social conditions and the
possibility of social- upheaval and/or political unrest. (Ford

1982; Pike I98O; platr L}TT) Obviously these forces have had

a continuing and often pervasive effect which must be kept in
nind when one reviews the policy initiatives discussed later
in this paper. ltrhile they are often implicitly stated, they
are also stated or translated into the nodern context almost
unaltered.

From this rantidote perspectiver has grown the belief in
and application of the therapeutic ideology (Illood LgTt+) and the
use of the nedical or treatment nodel as a way of perceiving
and intervening on individual and sociar probrems. rt was very
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evident in the riterature reviewed that the medical- model
individuaL pathol'ogy perspective is the dominant model utilized
in the field of special ed.ucation and with learning di*.abilitles.
rt i-e viewed as very controrling by many because by its very
nature ' it f ocuse-. on individuar- pathology and the individual
nature of a problem through its rel-iance on a diagnostic
i-ntervention - treatment paradigm. rn this sense it centres on
indivldual problems thereby ,braming' the individual. l¡Ihile
blaming the individuar may be r-ess stigmatizing attention may

be diverted from the broader lssues of cause as found in struc-
turaf inequalÍt,y and/or the negative or problematíe nature of
interactions and environments. rt thereby attempts to eÌimin_
ater adjust and/or norrnalize behaviours to nake the ind.ividual
adapt to existing situations rather than viewlng the situation
as in need of change. fn this sense individual functioning is
enhanced. The push is to normalize individuals.

The normaL-abnor"nal or deviant dichotony also serves a
controLling and socializlng function as Ford et al (19g2) pcints
out¡ rt(the) process of defining, identifying, explaining and

responding to deviant or abnormal behaviour is the vital refer-
ence point against which nor^mality itserf is def ined.,' (p.r)

The clinicar ¡nodel (a refinement of the medical model)
within the therapeutic ideology and the technorogy that, has
grown up to support it, is the predominant manner in which learn-
ing dlsabitities are perceived. This certainly is reflected in
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the policy initi-atives and programs which have been developed
in Ontario during the past several years.

l¡Jhile it aPpears that Manitoba has taken a somewhat broader
stance with regards to the problem of LD, t,he educational tech_
nology that is available dictates to a degree the acceptance
and use of the paradigns inherent in the clinical perspective
and thereby may preclude, to a degree a wider more radical per-
ception of the problen.

the issues involved in the social control aspects of edu-
cation are obscure and are often ca.noflauged in the positive
statements about the objectives and benefits of prograns designed
as solutions to problems. However, the negative counterpoints
must also be kept in nindr pafricurarly in terrns of stated ob-
jectives and hidden agendas and part,icurarly in light of the
often uncritical acceptance of solutions and the rmisuse of
analogies nodels and paradigms" which rnay gloss over and divert
pubric and professionar attention, thereby failing to address
the broader issues of inequatity and failure. (Ford et.a1. r9g2)

Basically there are two rather dichotomus approaches to
the problem of deviance generally and to learning disabilities
and the failure to rearn specifically. There are many perspec_

tives within each of these areas as werl as overlap that must

be kept in mind.

The first general perspective sees the problen of learning
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disability as being basically intrinsic to the individual in
that etiology or cause has been perceived as damage to, or a
malfunction of the brain the associated neurological pathways

and/or the psychologicar processes. children have been vari-
ously labelled as having perceptual motor disorders, hyper_
activity, brai-n damage, mini-mal brain dysfunct j.on, dyslexia and
psychoneurological learning disabilities just to name a few.
(Ross L977) More recently the cause has been seen to be in
perceptual processing deficits. Ttris has been viewed as the
inability or difficulty in utilizing and conrprehending verbal
and non-verbal communication skills in both the academic and

social senses. (Ross L9T7)

Vfhile enviror¡mental or interactional factors are excluded,
as the cause is seen within the child, nevertheless, such vari-
ables as poor teaching, class settirg, home life, system demands,

notivations etc., are all viewed as being only compounding and

confounding agents; as causal onÌy in a secondary sense. Thus

the problem of learning disabilities from within this viewpoint,
in tenns of cause, diagnosis and intervention, is perceived as

within the content of the medical model and therapeutic ideology
as mentioned above.

The second perspective tends to see the preoccupation with
the definition rlearnj.ng disability' and the individual pathology
approach as a trap which takes a l-imited view and is therefore
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open to emoneous assumptions as to the naüure and causes of
learning probrems and how they shouLd be intervened upon,

This perspective may be generally and roosely called the
interactional-transactionar, labelring perspective. lfhlte t,he
possibility of a rink between something being inherently wrong
wit,hin t'he chi-Id is certainly not dismissed, it is viewed as

often being grossly exaggerated and/or rnisleadlng. rnstead it
would be stressed that a personf s success or failure is more a

function of interactions between intrinsic strengths and weak-
nesses notivations etc. , and the larger environmentar, situa-
tional and interactional factors to be found in the elassroom,
the school, the home, and society generally.

The act of defining or labelling sone one individual or
class of individuals as deviant or abno¡-mar i. e. rearning dis_
abled, mentally retarded, hearing i.mpaired, etc. is the result
of a social process. Deviance or abno¡roality is a social con-
struction brought about through a process of sociaL d,efinition
and reaction.

As Erikson (1962) points out: nthe critical variable is
the social audience...since it is the audience which eventually
decides whether or not any given action or actions will becone a

visible case of deviation. " (p.30B)

The social audience, for any nunber of reasons and motiva-
tions involving values and morar issuesrsystem demands and a

range of economicr politi-cal and social consideratj-on, choose to
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define a phenomenon or act(s) as somehow problematic. schur
(1980) points out that deviance situations ,'develop through
interactions between the supposed deviators on the one hand,

and those who seek to impose deviantizing conceptions and pro-
cesses on the other.r' He also points out that it is an emergent
process in that *deviance does not so much inhere 1n any given
set of circumstances as it emerges or is actualized.r' (p.11)
It may therefore involve a process which is not easily discern-
able given the possible complexities involved.

Lemert I s (1967) concepts of primary and secondary deviance
are very i-nportant in understanding the social processes inferred
in the abcve. r,Primary deviance is assumed to rise in a wid.e

variety of soclal, cultural and psychological contexts.f, lp.rZ)
The source is not as important as the possibre social conse-
quences of the apprication of a deviant designation or label;
of how the individual is viewed by the sociaL audience. Lemert
(1967) points out that if nothing much happens as a consequence

of some act or behaviour then the impact of the deviant act fades.
Thus deviant acts of this order tend, to be handled in a variety
of ways. They may be ignored, rationalized ai^ray or d.enied. They

may be nor^ualized where the deviance is perceived as nor"mal, vari-
ation or through nominal controls which do not seriously impede

the social functioning of the individual. (p.l*O) Secondary

deviance on the other hand refers to:
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...a special class of socially defined
response-s whlch peop)_e make tó problems
created by the ,cocietal reaction to theirdeviance. These problems are essentially
mcral .problemç which revol-ve around stigña_tization, punishrnent, segregation and- 

q----

social control. Their geneial effect is todifferentiate the symboric and interaciionãr
environment to wh_ich the person responds sothat early or aduLt sociai ízation iè .ãt"_-gorically affected. They become centralfacts of existence for tho--e experien.lñgthen, altering psychic structurê produciñs
specialized organization of sociai roles e

and self regarding attitudes. (p.LO, Lemert l-96T)

As a resurt, the individuar is effectively stamped as

deviant or abnor:nal in some manner as night occur in the case

of someone labefled as learning disabred. The label makes a
difference in social relations not onry for the person so

labeÌled but for others; those who do the labelling and others
who come to know of it in a public sense.

Thus deviance as social process is dependent on the social
contextr on labeLs and stereotypical image-. being conferred by

significant others and the subsequent action-reaction interplay.
ft is also dependent on and a reflection of rule, vaJ,ue and nor.m

vioLation, on the boundaries estabLished by which we define the
paremeters of no¡aarity and hence of abnormality. rt is depend_

ent on the differential distribution of power in society and

hence of control- both in a formal and Ínformal sense as found
in our personal constructs and in the larger social contexts of
systems and institutions. rn short, and particularly with
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reference to learning disabilities, the idea that the responsi-
birity for school failure rests solely within the chiLd is re-
jected. rt j-s largely fron within this perspective that the
writer views the LD phenomenon.

These two views, pafricularly the first (individual pathol-
ogy) have had a great irnpact on the development of the learning
disabilities field in both a theoretical and actual, practical
sense in terms of delivery systems and diagnostic-j-nterventicn
paradigms as they have been imprenented nainry 1n the united
states. The najority of professionals working in the field of
LD are in the mai,n, supportive of the individ,uar pathology per_
spective. (Tucker et.al. 1983)

A critical exa¡nination of the generally accepted concepts
involved in the definition of LD, as well as the concepts and

accepted processes invorved in how and through the use of what

methodology an individual comes to be identified as such, points
to this general acceptance and use.

Ontario seems to have adopted this sane paradigm as a
policy stance and a generarized way of perceiving and dealing
with a segment of the schoor population who experience school
failure.

The second view (L0 as a socialry defined phenonenon) has

been most influential in its critical analysis of the theoreti-
cal constructs of research and the practicar applications of
the dominant intrinsic perspective.
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rt has also pointed out a very key issue which revorves

around what Schur (rg8o) refers to as *the selective and rou-
tinized intervention that characterizes much deviance proces-
sing and the fact that these tendencj.es are often grounded in
and facilitated through the stereotypes or 'typifications' held
and developed by controL agents. r' (p.20)

An awareness of this in the real-m cf theory and critical
viewpoint has led to a significant reaction against categorical
systems in education which depend on handicap classificatj-ons,
specific etiorogies and/or prescriptions, and hence to a move-

ment towards a &ore non-categorical approach which relies less
on labels being applied and more on addressing individual needs

through understanding process and adjusting environments.

To what degree it has impacted on -"haping policy and pro-
gram considerations is not easily determined. That its main

purpose has been to point to weaknesses in the dominant position
and to suggest a much less restricted percepticn of social prob-
lens is readily apparent. ImpJ-ied in its theoretical constructs
and the examination of a wide range of variabres, is the assump-

tion that, because of a wider perspective¡ interventicns will
change and that wider questions of basic inequalities within
the hunan sccial context will also be recognized and addressed.

Ittlanitoba, in contrast to Ontario, has demonstrated a wari-
ness of adopting the individual pathology stance and a categori-
cal systen that necessitates the labelling of children. Thls
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may stem in part from the acceptance of a I deviance as social
process I viewpoint and the enphasis which is placed on inter_
actional considerations, Given the adverse affects of label-
ling and the self-fulfilling prophecy on the achievements of
children in conjunction with the weaknesses that are apparent
in the definition and the diagnostic-intervention -<ystem, they
see& to have opted for a wider conception of schoor failure.

rn both instances, the perceptions and praetices which
Manitoba and Or'tario have developed are to a degree determined
by the current Level of educational technology and the linits
which this imposes. They are arso limited by the wider con-
siderations of social contexts - by economi-c constraints and

by politicat constraints.

Ïn the following pages the writer is therefore attempting
to outline the problematic nature of a particular social problen -
learning disabirity and the resurting policy in two canadian
jurisdictions.

rt is a basic assumption that man in society attempts to
explainr justify and control human behaviour in its many for"ms.

It is also assumed that we, as hr:-man beings, often know relatively
little about the processes involved in these attempts and that
urhat we do think we know is often very superficiar and conten-
tiously viewed.

rt is hoped that this paper adds.a little somethingrlto the
understanding of the processes involved in our attempts at con-



ceptualizing and dealing with what has

disabilities | .
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been ca1led 'learning



CHAPTER II
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The focus of this paper is the development in a socio-
logical and historical sense of social pol-icy formulations and

positj.ons in the area of learning disabilities specifically as

it relates to education policy. Within this context it is es-
sential that an examination be undertaken of learning disabifi-
ties as it is critically discussed in the professional litera-
ture. ïn addition it invorves a comparison of specific educa-

tional policy formulations and positions as they have been de-
veloped in Manitoba and Ontario. The paper has been divided
into two sections fcr the purposes of this analysis. (see

Appendix F for additionar expranation as to the research

methodology used. )

The first section involves a l-iterature review and a criti-
cal examination and evaluation of the theoretical, the research

and the ideological currents within which learning dlsabllities
have developed. This centres on the nature and variety of theo-
retical perspectives as to the etj-ology or cause(s) of rearning
disabillties and how these have developed and changed. The in-
vestigation of analogies, models and paradigms within which LD

is viewed and intervened upon is also a necessary concern. 0f
particul,ar interest is the medical- model and the clinical per-
spective. How LD i.s defined and diagnosed as an outgrowth of
the above is al-so an important consideration in examining the

_20_
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policies directed at the renediation of this problem. The

prob)-ematic nature of definition and the diagnostic and treat-
ment paradigms used must also be understood in right of the
often contentious nature of the views surrounding rearning
disabil it ies.

The literature on the sociology of deviance was al_so re_
viewed particularly to gain an understanding of the various per-
spectives as to how abnormafity and/or deviance is defined and

how identified problems have been and are dealt with in the
Iarger society.

The growbh and nature of the welfare state its basic tenets,
beliefs and ideologies were explored and consideredr pafricularly
the naüure of its relationship to education and how the develop-
ment of ideas policies and prograrns in education are a refl-ection
of these beliefs and ideology.

Also involved in the above review was an exanination of
issues in social policy. fssue-. lnherent in these discussions
generally centred on the compJ-exity involved in what is generally
viewed as a social Process; a process which involves considera-
tions of constraj,nts imposed by tine, money, politÍcs, morals,
values, etc. These constraints impact on both objectives and

the means utilized to achieve sociar poricy objectives no ress
so in education than in any other of our political, economic and

social endeavours.
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Through this critical literature review of LD, deviance,
the welfare state and sociaL policy, a franework is establj.shed
and a context set whereby an analy-.is can be rnade of l{anitoba
and Ontariors policies towards rearning disabilities.

The second section of this paper undertakes the compari-

son of provincial education policies in Manitoba and gntarj.o

as they relate to rearning disabirities. rt is postulated
that by comparing Manitoba with Ontario, that differences (hcw-

ever small-) in perspective and vlew as to cause, definition
and remediation of learning disabillties wilL be illustrated
which reffeet the deviance as individual- pathology versus the
social creation and process dichotomy. ft is further postulated
that Ontariofs policies generally reflect the former view while
It{anitoba's poricy is more a ref}ection of the l-atter.

In exarnining the policies which Manitoba has developed to
deal with issues of failure to learn and learni-ng disabilitles,
rel-evant inforuation has been gathered from a variety of sources.

First of alr the area of government legislation and regu-
lation was explored. This area outlines both the general man-

dates as to the provision of services for whom and by whom, and

as such the general intent of governnent policy. They give focus

to the probJ-en and some indication as to how it is to be handfed.

Another important aspect which often gives further clarity
to the above and is necessary in the implementation of policy
initiatives is the whole area of funding and what procedures
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and requi-rements are stipulated. Do, for exampre, funding
procedures help or hinder poricy intent and. if so what changes
need to be instituted? One of the nost oft cited concerns ex-
pressed by those involved in the funding prccess has had to do

with the need for adequate funding to support proposed changes
and to meet the intent of government policy.

The annual reports issued by the Departrnent of Education
were also useful sources of information in tems of a philosophy
and the direction of policy in a general and a specific sense.

Relevant corresPondence between the Minister of Education
and/or his department and various organizations also eontributed
to understanding the intent of policy generalry or in crarifying
issues that might be uncrear or seemingry contradictory. The

publication of several reports by the Minister of Educations
Advisory Conrnittee on Bill 58 and the IgBl Report of the Advisory
cornrnittee on special Education also was usefur in that they
clarified issues and reflected the views of a substantial cross-
section of the relevant conrnunities involved in education.
Their lmpact on governnent policy is fairry evident in some

areas.

various other sources such as departnental guidelines,
discussion papers and research projects were al-"o exprored.
Litt'Le is to be found in the policy initiatives as fo¡"mulated
and developed 1n l¡lanitoba that speaks directly to the issue of
learning disabirity as a specific handicapping entity or condi-
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tion. rn part this reflects on awereness of the problematic
nature of the definitional diagnostic intervention paradign
that is evident in the literature and in the united states
experience. rt also refl-ects a rearization of the possibre
negative effects of laberling and the adoption of basicalry a
non-categorical system of service delivery and the philosophy
and principles of fmainstreamingr and rthe least restrictlve
envirorunentf as educational objectives.

Policy initiatives as developed by governnent through
study, discussion and birls presented etc., are a reflecti_on
of a consultative process that involves other interested and
invorved parties. Government is often reacting to needs that
have been identified, presented or advocated for by a variety
of concerned parties. They very serdo¡n initiate progra¡¡s on
their ownr out of the blue so to speak, rather it is a process
of something becoming defined as probJ-enatic anð./or needful of
attention which requires that it be ad.dressed in a public way.
rn this sense grouPs which have a direct or perceived interest,
often act as advocates, catarysts and reactive agents which
prompt, change and herp shape policy initiatives. rt is there_
fore i-mportant to exanine the positions of a variety of groups
as they address the issues of rearning disabirities and./or
special education needs generally.

consuner groups such as The l¡lanitoba Association for
ChiLdren with Learning Disabilities, (Iì{ACLD) and the Canadian
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councir for Exceptionar chirdren (cnc) are important in that
they have had an impact and influence on developments in t,he

area of special education. Since its inception MACLD has been

very invorved in the presentation of briefs which refl-ected
their perspectives and position with regards to meeting the
needs of the LD population, and in advocating for change. They

were also very clearly in the arena in tenns of the critical
analysis of proposed changes in legisration or program delivery
that have occurred.

Calls for change to meet a combination of individual needs

and/or system needs have also been advocated for and. advanced by

organizations such as the Manitoba Association of School Tn¡stees
(l¡lst) and the Manitoba Teacher,s sociery (Þffs). Both these

groups are directly affected by governnent policies and changes

in legislation and regulation, in funding systens, etc., as

these changes effect the educational progra¡¡ming aspects of
service delivery. Involved are a host of variables which range

from staffing considerations, teacher expertise, to supplies and

space.

Both of the above mentioned organLzations present yearry

briefs that lay out their concerns and recornmendations, They

also anaLyze and study proposed changes, their rarnifications
and strengths and weakness. The MTS for exampfe, has conpired

and presented several studies as to the nature and extent of
special education progranming in the Province of lvlanitoba. All
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of the above mentioned sources provide a fairly comprehensive

vi-ew as to the nature of policy developments as they effect
the learning disability population both 1n terms of content
and process.

Ontariors situation is sonewhat different from Manitobafs
in that it has developed policies over the past decade that
deal specifically with an entity laberted rearning disability.
Thus the issue of LD is much more d^irectly addressed in many ways.

Basically the salüe approach was used as was utilized with
Manitoba. The exploration of legislation and regulation as to
policy intent and the nature of the mandate was important. The

annual reports of the ltilinistry of Ed.ucation also revealed in-
sights and further clarification particularly as it revealed
philosophy direction and a chronology of changes.

The use of l-etters of memorandr¡m, circulars, etc., as a
means of clarifying and expanding poticy as it rel_ated to LD

was also useful in that they often further outlined procedures
and qualifications to be applied in the area of definition and

diagnosis by school districts throughout the province. Statisti-
car information a-" published by the Ministry of Education was

also revealing in that it points to policy content and direction
as it relates to specific programs and the nu.nbers of children
served, costsr €tc.

Positions taken by consuner and advocacy groups *.uch as
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the cEc and OACLD were arso examined particutarry in their
attempts to push for a mandatory categoricar systen of identi_
fication and service delivery and their criticar anarysis of
exlsting progra¡ns and proposed changes. Similarly inforuration
that originated with the various teacher organizations in
Ontario was also examined.

IrÍuch of the above information was put into perspective
through the discus-qions which the writer herd with varÍous
peopJ-e from the Manitoba Department of Education, MAsr, lulTs,

M¡'CLD, and -selected Directors of Special Education from schooL
divisions within ì¡lanitoba. This not onry heJ-ped to put Manitoba,s
policies into perspective but arso those developed in 0ntario.

The comparison between Manitoba and ontario carried out
within the context of severar broad categories, not to be seen
as descrete variable, but rather as an organizational framework
within which the anaLytical task can be performed. As policy
formul-ation is an ongoing process of more or less continuous
response and adaptation to new j-nfor¡nation needs and. economic,
poriticar and sociar constraints, the nyri.d of variables in_
vol-ved must be viewed as inextricably linked j-n interactional
movement. (Rein 1976) This must be kept in nind when vlewing
the rather artifically descrete divisions used in this analysis.
These categories are es follows:
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1) The theoreticar rationare and philosophy on which
the policy positi.ons and statements of intent nay be

based. This invoLves t,he apparent theory and, research
base from which such rationares'ay be drawn.

2) Legisration and regulations which outline the para-
meters of the problem as well as the general intent
and direction of social invol_vement and how the probrem

is going to be addre-.sed.

3) Funding procedures and provisions.

4) the definitions which are utilized. As there are
variations in definitions within the literature on

LD, and since these variations and how they are inter_
preted may reflect divergent views, the diagnostic-
intervention paradigms that necessarily follow, may

also be conceptualry constructed quite differently.
They may arso be a reflection of different views as

to the nature and extent of deviance and abnormalit,y.
rt must arso be pointed out that differences in defini_
tion may not necessarily nean differences in diagnosis
or intervention or in terms of outcome.

5) the diagnostic perspectives and processes used. This
would be indicative of a view toward deviance to a

degree at l-east. perhaps this indication i-. a matter
of ernphasis in that the process nay be viewed as e
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continuun from a 1Ímited and restricted consideration
of variabres to an approach that considers a wide
range of interacting variabLes.

6) suggested. methods of intervention - i.e.¡ the cascade

Model, special class model.

7) The various infruences and contri.butions of the advo-
cate consumer movement, and reLevant professional
organizations as mentioned in the preceeding pages.



CHAPTER IIT

PERSPECTIVES ON LEARNING DISABILITTES

How then has a rsociat problemr such as learning disability
come to be identified and defined? some understanding of its
theoretical-conceptual development and history is necessary.
Whil-e the discovery of 'Learning disabilitj.es' is fairly recent,
Ross (1977) points out that we can assume that some children
have experienced learning difficulties since the introduction of
formal education and that they met various fates depending on
eontemporary wisdon. They may have been d.ismissed as dumb,

disruptive, lazy or lacking in the wilr to l-earn; the underlying
assunption being that there is something wrong with the child
and that somehow one must try and straighten the child out. He

further states that:
ilFron dunce and dullard and d.obt, wegradually developed more sophisticated
sounct]-ng tenns, some with graeco_latinpretensions. Underachieveñent, perceptual
motor disorders, psycholingulsúiè retärdã-tionr. perceptual hairdicap, -hyperact ivitylhyperkinesib, hyper:nobiliúy, - äistrá¿ii:"biliry, imputsiüity, dyslelía, dvsðaiõu1ia,brain injury, niniäal brain ¿isrúncii;;---'
and psychoneur_ological learniirg disabili_ties- häve alL had"thðlr-ããv--ãi:' sri11 havecurrency.rf (p.4_5, Ross LTTT ) -

The above mentioned labe1s point to the ori-gins from whence

they cane. Professionals from many d.isciplines inctuding educa-

-30
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tion, medicine, psychorogy, neurorogy, speech and ranguage

therapy' physical therapy and psychiatry have all been involved
in the fierds development. The rabels are rargery descriptive
and purport to name a cause or syrnptomology which can be gener_

ally viewed as a malfunction within the child such as damage

to the brain and/or the associated neurological pathways or to
the psychological processes. lrrong (1979) points out that these
theories have tended to be unidimensional and they seem to re-
frect the professionar background of the theorists.

A conceptualization of the phenomenon that is somewhat

broader has been advoeated by theorists who posit that uni-
dimensional conceptions of LD are much to narow and incomplete
given iÈs apparent heterogeneity. They advocate instead. an

interactional nodel I'that conceptualizes learning disabilities
as an interaction between organismic variables and situational
or instructional variables.,' (p.582 ¡ Vtlong LgTg)

the ter"n learning disabilities emerged from a perceived
need to identify and serve students who experience or exhibj,t
learning probÌems and continuous school failure despit,e evidence
that their basic intellectual, sensory and motoric abilities are
approximately norrnal.

Clements (1966) in a review of the literature, id.entÍfied
about 100 characteristics or synptons generally associated with
learning disabilities.pannbacker (196S), in a survey of the
literature from lgll+ to 1968, identified about )2 various te¡urs
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which were used to refer to the learning disabred child.
Cruickshank (1972) noted that more than l+O te¡"r¡s have been

variously used to refer to essentially the sa¡ne phenomenon.

As we shall see, LD is an area of much confusion, disagreement

and variation from both a theoretical and practical viewpoint.
As has been noted in other areas of hunan endeavour, the

initial search for causaL explanations of newly.observed pheno-

mena (deviance) tend to be towards a single all eneompassing

explanation. This search as it continues, tends to move towards

a wider focus on nulticausal explanations and hence perceptions

of the rproblem' become more complex. This has certainly been

the case with learning disabilities.
Mercer (1979) outlines four phases in the historicar de-

velopment of learning disabilities concepts, from the antece-
dent concepts that were the precursors of the LD rubric, to
those hording currency at the present ti-me. He outlines these

as a)the brain-injury phase; b)the mininal brain dysfunction
phase; c) the learning disabilÍty phase; and curently, d)the
refinement phase. (p.38) These phases are not nutuarly excrus-
ive, as all of the first three - the concepts Ínvolved and the
various perspectlves, have carried over into the refinement
phase. rt is not within the scope of this paper to describe

the historical developnent in any detail other than to make

some key remarks and. observations involving the various phases.l

1""" Wiederholt ]rgTb and Hallahan and Cruickshank lgZB for
a more complete treatment.
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From a nr¡¡¡ber of studies and through the work of several
individuals (Goldstein l9ló, f%9; Werner and St,rauss I94O;
Lehtinen and strauss r9l+7; strauss and Kephart Lg5i; cruick-
shank 1961) tt¡e concepts of brain damage and brain dysfunction
energed. The popuration that were investigated by these early
researchers into this area evoLved from brain injured adults
to brain injured and retarded children to children of normal
intelligence. (Mercer l9?9)

However, attempts to directly link learning disabiLities
in a very generic sense, with brain damage or dysfunction were,
and continue to be, very difficult to establish. Ross (rg71)
points to studies which compared known brain damaged children
with learning disabled youngsters and concluded that rbrain
damaged children perform in ways that are quite unlÍke those
shown by the learning disabled.,' (p.t+5) Stevens and Birch (Igl7)
also pointed to several objections which made brain damage some-

what unacceptable aside from the fact 1t seemed to stress a con-
dition of permanence and hence was very threatening to parents.
they point out that it was largely cause oriented and not re_
lated to behavioural aspects. rt could apply to a wide range
of conditions i.e.¡ cerebrar palsy, epilepsy, mental retarda-
tion, - and as such, was of rittle varue as a means of crassify_
irg, describing or teaching children. rn other words 1t was a

catchall and hence somewhat useless in planning educational
interventions particularì-y as one of the most common character-
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istics shared by virtually all of the populations of such child-
ren, was and 1s, academic retardation.

Due to the inability to prover or adequately substantiate
a brain danage - learning disability link, and because of the

objections mentioned above, the teruinology shifted to minimal

brain dysfunction syndrome, a tem coined by Clements and peters

(t962) in an article ilMinima1 Brain þsfunct,ion 1n the School-

aged ChiIdr'.

I'Clements and Peters were striving to make further and

more subtle extrapolations from the primary point of reference

bequeathed to them from the 1940ts, that is the rbrain danage

behaviour syndrome'." (p.221+, Denckla 1978) CLenents pointed

to ten characteristics of learning disabilities about which

Mcfntosh and Dunn (1973) state in retrospect that rit would be

difficult to find a child who did not possess some of the quali-
ties listed by Clements. Thus the minimal brain dysfunction

label also became somewhat of a catch all.f' (p,ii6)
Ross (1977) also points to this problen of meaninglessness

when hp -qt¡f.pq t.Ìrct.r

t,l{inimal, because it canrt be demonstrated;
dysfunction, because it says nothing about
the structure of the brain only that the
brain is not working right; syndrome, be-
cause there is supposed to be a cluster of
problems or symptons that go together and
fo¡m the learning disability entity.t' (p.l+8)
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Again, because of difficurties in prcving the assertion
of causality and because of the rarge number of possible symp_

toms allegedì.y within this syndrome, questions were raised.
Problems that had been raised previously with the brain damage

syndrome remained, particularly its rack of usefur_ness in plan_
ning educational interventions.

At the saae trne that crements (tgïz) coined the term MBD,

Kirk (tgíZ) used the te¡m learning disabilities for the first
time. rt began to be recognized as a substitute te¡'r¡ for ldBD,

perceptualry handicapped, brain injury, etc. (Kirk and Kirk r9g3)
However the 1966 Task Force sponsored by the United States

government and authored by clements (19óó) put forth the first
definition proposed at the national l-evel in the United States.
MBD was defined as:

t'children of near average, average or aboveaverage general intelligence witñ certainlearning or behavioural-disabilities 
"ãtrni.ofrom nild to 'qevere, which are associát;ã----with deviation of function of the c"ni"ãinervous system. ', (p.9-t0 r Clement_. l-g66t-

ït must also be noted that the term learning disabitities ap-
peared in parenthesis after MBD and was considered synonamous

with MBD. (Denckla t9Z8) Bryan and Bryan (1990) concur. MBD

or mininal brain dysfunction is a term whose meaning is very
crose to t,hat of learning disabitities. They point out that
the terms are often used synonaJnously and distinctions in their
definitions thave not yet been demonstrated, empirically. (p.l+57)
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However the MBD term did not gain wide acceptance at a national-
lever in the unit,ed States nor in canada perhaps for nany of
the reasons as mentj-oned previously.

In 1969 a definition (as previously quoted in the fntro-
duction) was presented to the united states congress by the
National Advisory Cornmittee on Handicapped Children. This defini-
tion served as the basis of the L969 U.S. Fed.eral- Learning Dis_
abilities Act (pL 9l-Z3O) and later in l9Z5 was incl_uded wirh
substantially the sane meaning in pr.rblic Law gt+-It+Z. (Iou wiII
note that the te¡'ms brain injury and mininal brain dysfunctÍon
MBD are subsr¡med under the te¡-r¡ LD. )

I'The te¡rn I children with specif ic learningdisabilities, meens those óhildren who halea disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in under_
standing o¡ in using language, spoken orwritten, _which disorders may nanifest itselfin imperfect ability to listen, think, speak,
read, write, spell or do nathematical-caicu_
lations. Such disorders incl-ude such condi-tions as.perceptual handicaps, brain injury,
minimal brain dysfunction, âyslexia and-de1'
velopnental aphasia. Such tern does not in_
clude children who have learning problems
which are primarily the result õf-visual_,
hearingr or motor handicaps, of nental ré-tardation, of emotional disturbance or en-
viron¡nentar, cultural or economic disadvantage.fl
(Federa1 Regisrer 1977)

Despite various attenpts to refine the definition during the nid
1970'sr includinS a l-976 request by the United States Congress to
the Office of Education, the definition used i.n public Law gt+-Lt+z

still stands as government policy. (rirx and Kirk l9B3)
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thls definition has also been influential on the Canadian
scene 1n that the concepts in the definition and service para-
meters have been influential, if not always overtly in te¡ns of
provinciar educational policies, then perhaps in a more covert
sense in the implicit definitions individuals use in daily edu-
cational Practices. The various branches of the Canadian Asso-
ciation for Children lllith Learning Dlsabilities certainly have
accepted it as has been evidenced in their lobbying efforts.
(See Appendix E for CACLD definition)

As a result of this definition and. its placement in the
public educat,ional domain and its controversial but widespread
acceptance3

f'The most criticar evorutionary change wasthe shift, from a definition of- cerebiar ,ãr-function as ¡ninimal cerebrar dysfunctlõn :-(MBD) - ro a definirion thãi mäae no "èf"r_ence to_organic etiology. Nevertheless,borh definitions perpetüated ttre ãsÃu¡rptio"that, the locus of-dairage or dysfunciloã-;;;inrernar ro rhe child.ií (p.iL, B"yil-är,ä*n"y.n r975)
The purpose of this shift in emphasis which demphasized

organic pathoJ'ogy, was in part, a refl.ection of the ¡rove toward
an educational perspective and the need for educational inter-
ventions in terts of a diagnostic protocol and remedial-conpensa-
tory paradigm. The hidden assumption remained, however, that
organic pathology h'as an essentiar etiological factor.

Both views (MBD and LD) continue to hold currency however.
ülhile one is subsu¡ned under the other, (brain damage or MBD
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under LD) it shourd also be noted that recentry:
f'The- National Joint co¡nnittee on LearninsDisabiliries in rhe u.S. (NJcLD) l;-¿il;ïFfor"nulations of a new definition whichpromise". !o shape future pract icei, -träve
taken a 'dra¡natic. swing Þe.L to thé ãpproact,taken earlier in t,he freld, nameJ.y tr,ä[----t'hese disorders are taken to be iätriñi:.cto the individual and presumed to be dù;-to central nervous system dysfunction.fl(p.ZZ, Mcloughrin anä Neti.É-iöä¡ t-""'

Since the establishment in the United States of mand.atory
educational provisions for LD children, and its inclusion as a
category of handicap under pL 9r-z3o and pL gi-ruz, educational
needs and generar strategies for defining, diagnosing and inter_
vening with LD children have become the central concern. one
might arso infer that the shift which the Bryans (LgT5) refer
to in the above quote also signifies, in part, a shift from a
rnedical-causal orientation to a more central concern with the
educational inplications of the problen.

This has Ied t,o what some have identified as a shift in
emphasis from a medical model to an educationar noder of con-
ceptualization and intervention. This model focuses otrr and.

deals with the dyna-nic*" of learning and with addressing probleurs
of skil"l deficits and deficiencies through compensatory progra¡ns
and remedial technique, (Mercer l-gTg)

This emphasis has not impeded the search for etiological
explanation but rather has focused on the educational implications
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and how to address them in a specific sense. perceptions as
to cause will necessarily have inplications for interventlonal
nethodologies.

rn this senser the distinction between the vari.ous opin_
ions, theories and perspectives (often advanced as objective
definition) that have been offered as expranation as to why
some children do not function adequately on academic tasks, is
often not easy to nake. All are concerned with cause, inter*
venùion and technique, and concepts, etc. often overl_ap. per_
spectives are not easily categorized or necessarily mutually
exclusive. Thisr âs welr as the rather general nature of the
definition in use, the increasing recognition of the hetero_
geneity and perceived complexity of the LD rubric has led to
sone confusion, disagreement and even outright call_s for its
abandonnent as a usefur category in education. (Tucker et.ar_.
1983 )

rn the contemporary sphere these theories and perspectives
can be grouped into three basic categories as to the perceived.
cause of the dysfunction and nature of the problem. They are
the a)psycho-physiorogicar dysfunctions, b)psychological per_
ceptual-infornation processing deficits and what may be loosery
cal,led c)the lnteractional perspective.

while these perspectives often cut across areas of specific
professional expertise, they remain anchored in specific sphere,<
of professional operation. Hence the psycho-physiologicar per_
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spective has been very much infruenced by medicine. The
psychologicar info¡'mation processing and interactional per-
spectives demonstrate educational concerns.

Epstein et.al. (1990) points out that within the psycho_
physiological perspectlves, dysfunctions and disorders 1n the
ability to rearn originate with a biorogical dysfunction. The
locus of the dysfunction will vary depending on the theorist
but include such perspectives as central nervous systen disorders
and dysfunction (clements 1962; Gad.des 1980; Johnson and Myklebust
1967; crulckshank 1980; Denkla ]-gZg; okrzut and Hynd t9g3;
Hartlage and Terzrow 1983); disorders of the metabolic processes
(\ríender 19?6, Lg?I Adler l-gTg); and allerglc reactions ro a

variety of ingested substances (Feingold 19|6, 1975; Mayron rg1g,
1978).

Smith observes that I'the earliest and most persistent ex-
planation of LD is t,hat poor schooL perfonaance and slaptons of
impulsivity and hyperactivity can be traced to specific organic
injury or abnornarity in the brain,,' (p.6o) while the nonen_

clature has changed from brain d.amage to Iï{BD to neuropsychological
dysfunction and perceptual process d.ysfunction, the essential
focus has remained on brain abnoruality as a source of the prob-
Iêm. the theory postulates that some fo¡rn of trauma impacts on

the central nervous system in that subtle deviations may arise
from I'genetj-c factors,perinatal braln insults and illnesses and

injuries sustained during the years critical for the developrnent
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and maturetion of those parts of the nervous system having to
do with perceptÍon, language, inhibition of inpurses and motor
control.' (p.r85, crenents and peters l-962) tt¡us it is posüu-
lated that these dysfunctions may cause disruptions in learning
involving any of the sensory modalities or perceptual processes.
(Cruickshank 1981) I basic assumption within this approach is
that since all learning is neurological, invorving the central
nervous system and the perceptual processes and since damage or
insurt may resurt in learning probrems it may arso be assumed

that failure to learn may ind.lcate a neurological dysfunction.
Hartlage and Terzrow (1983) point to this relationship be-

tween learning disabilities and specific processing deficits
with specific underrying neuropsychorogical dysfunction. They

state that:
ffdiscrete. subtypes of learning disabilities(eg. , audirory-þhoneric and. visu"r:.pãiiãii
are associ-ated with functional diffeiences'in the integrity of the neuropsychological
systems,subserving- these procesêing sõrate_
Fig:": _(Bro4er I97I; Geschwind t9TÇ; Harriage1981) Furrhe¡rnore, 'rhe functioñái - í"tü;i;;of the.biologic processes underlying t,hã;¿-'cognitive strategies can be reveäleã throuehcareful neuropsychological assessment.f' G.SZZ)

The attempt therefore has been to rink danage or dysfunction
(through thard' or fsoftr signs) of the brain to learning prob-
rems in a specific sense. Thompson et.al. (1990) points out
that little is known about the cerebraL status of children with
MBD. Much of the inforrnation obtained has been indirect ,in
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that inferences have been nade about cerebral status from be-
havioural, neurorogic and electroencephalographic changes.r, (p.l_g)

lvluch is inferred fromr or determined by ,softr neuroÌogical
signs described as subtle, nild, equivocal or minimal deviations
fron nor"maL responses and as such do not point direct]-y to brain
dysfunction per se but are the result of cLinical interpretation.
Wong (1979) points out that this type of subjective inference
may render the reliabirlty of such neasures as suspect.

Cole (1978) 1n a review of the llterature and research on

testing pointed to the poor validity of neurological examinations
and assessments made by eÌectroencepholograms. Satz and Fletcher
(1980) r in summarizing the research on the neurological basis of
LD state that:

the vasb nrajority of chiLdren who arelabelÌed MBD have no consistent evidenceof s9{t neurological signs, perinatal
complications or electroenceþhalographic
abnornalitÍes. ..There are nairy seîerêLybrain injured chirdren who shöw no eviäenceof academic difficulty nor behavioural
impulse problems. (p. 674)

More recent research and writing in the field of neuro_
psychology posits that problems with inference and. interpreta_
tion of data has been repraced with a certain *definity in
diagnosistr. (cruickshank r9B3; Gaddes 1990, l9g3; Obrzut and

Hynd r98); Harrrage and rerzrow 19Bj; Fisk and Rourke 19g3)

Cruickshank (1983) srates thar:
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"The_ continuing developments in computerizedaxial tomography (thq Clt scan), in^pori.t"òrr_
emission romography -(thç pET sðán), i, n,.,ði"",nagnetic resonance. _(NMR) en a variety of oih""devices now avairable, take inferencä ã"t-õrthe pi cture. r, (p. 28 )

Improvement and development in tests used in neuropsychological
assessments of children as reported by obrzut and Hynd (1993)

and Gaddes (1980) has also greatly contributed to this trend
toward attempting definity of diagnosis.

Thompson et.al. (1980) in a study of t+U children diagnosed
as l¡lBD with specific learning disabilities, concluded that the
cAT scan is not a good predictor of MBD or LD. The tests re-
ferred to by Obrzut and Hynd (rgsj) - (Halstead Neuropsyehologi_
caI Test Battery for Children, Reitan fndiana Neuropsychological
Test Battery for children. Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychorogical
Battery for Children) remaln somewhat prob]-ematic in tenns of
their ability to definitivery discern LD. They are interpre-
tlve. (p.518)

It is also assumed that the I'neuropsychologica]- dysfunction
concept of learning disabilities can be transLated almost d.ir-
ectly into an educationar regimen.r' (p.29, cruickshank l9g3;
Hartlage et.al. 1983; Gaddes rg8t; Fostig and Maslow rgTg)
IUercer (1979) points out that various approaches have been pro-
posed and utilized based on a number of conceptions such as

cerebral dominance and brain laterality. the neural retraining
approach which has been widely advocated and used, is based on
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the I'premise that one can retrain, reprogra¡u or in some way

inprove the functioning of the cNs through specific seLected
activiti-es.fr Educational therapies based on this premise
i.e. ¡ patterning and sensory-integrative therapy - have proven
to be less than effective. (Mercer Lg7g, p.134_136)

While Hartlage et.al. 1983 points out (as discussed else_
where in this paper) that attempts in the past to r¡atch learner
characteristics with specific teaching approaches have been

large],y unsuccessfur, he does however point out that evidence
is now coming to right as to the efficacy of a strength - matched
teaching approach based on a neuropsychological assessment.

In such an approa_ch, neuropsychologicaltest data are analyzed to deiive a-profileof the learnerf s nêuropsychorogicar' sirðnãt,rr"
and weaknesses. ThÍs moâel prãsumes that"neurological strengths repreêent the indi_vidual most expedient and- efficient meansof processing infomation in ways whiõh -conpliment intraindividual preference.ït is hypothesized that eduèationaÌ benefitswill result. (p . jãt+)

closeJ-y interrelated with the above approach in a theoreticat
and practical sense are the perspectives and views that have

cause to be associated with perceptual-infor"mation processing
dysfunctions.

while the underlying problems in learning have general.ly
been viewed as sensori-motor and psychological in origin caused
by a variety of variabres of a psycho-physiorogical nature, more

recently the neuropsyehologlcal explanations have eome to the
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fore. Epstein (1980) observes that the neuropsychological
and perceptual-infor^mation processing deficit positions are
now very much interrelated. It is posited that the etiological
root of specific deficits can be attributed to an underrying
psychoneurological dysfunctÍon. I¡Jhile the research inpetus
and proponents of the neuropsychologicaJ- perspective have cone

from medicine and neuropsychorogy, the proponents of the per-
ceptual processing dysfunction viewpoint are ',mcre often psycho-
logists and educators.,' (p.63, smith rggz) tr,e emphasis has

been primarily centred on developing educational interventions
and techniques which address the problems of failure to Iearn
more directly.

those who adhere Èo process dysfunction conceptions of
rfailure to l-earn'!, believe that the problen is to be found in
the areas of sensory acuity, response capabilitles or internal
processes, either viewed separately, but most often as being
Ínterconnected and interdependent.

The processes of perception, i.nforrnation processing and

cognition are most often viewed as hierarchicalty organized.
Irlong (L979) poinrs out rhat:

ffthe proponents assume that J.earning of a1ltypes has a sensorimotor foundation-and itprogresses in stages from basic perceptual_
motor learning to the establishn-ent oi sen-
pgry integrations and to higher order cogni_tive functioning. Thus a sãquential and-hierarchical ordering of periepts i-. imptied.f'(p.590)
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Any disturbance in these processes or stages will resul_t in
an attenuated abirity and poor school, performance. rt is also
assumed that the individual possesses a general intellectual
ability ptus many separate abiri.ties and that:

there is variability a.urong these separateabiliries wirhin rhê indiiidual uo it"i- -
ro1e. memory, for example, is very goodbut his abstracr reasõniág abiliúy'i;-poorj or his auditory disõrinination isJow bur his visuaL piocessing abiliCy-i"good, _independent oî his genõral intét_Iecrual funcrioning. (Smltn úgZ, p.eZl

As a result, LD and the deficits experienced have been
explained as a deficiency with a single process or factor. Thus
it has been postulated that deflcits rnay be experienced in visual
perception (Frostig 1964; Johnson and Myklebust l967), auditory
perception (i,llepman 1960), perceptuaL-motor functioning (Kephart
I97t) and pyscholinguistic functioning (Kirk ]l 97t; McCarthy and
Kirk 1961).

The above approaches try to identify weaknesses and, strengths
in the various functions deened important to learning and to de-
si-gn instructionar and training programs based on diagnosis. rt
is assr¡-med that discrete abilities (and hence d.ysfunctions) can
be discerned through the use of appropriately designed tests.
Probl'enatic behaviour or perceptual processÍng difficul-ties can
therefore be inferred from failure to perfor"u adequatery or to
the no¡.rns es set out in specific tests or subtests. However, it
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is difficurt to specify in an accurate fashion the neture
of the relationship that exists between skills neasured on

testsr perfor"mance and underlying perceptual processing deficits.
(Torgesen l9?9) Because the constructs are inferential there
are obvious problems with measurement when attempts are made

to apply the process oriented approach to the diagnosis and
treatment of LD. (Wong 1979)

Torgesen (LgTg) points out that poor perforuance as mea_

sured by one test does not justify one to assume that this indi-
cates a deficit in a given psychological process. Neither d.oes

the results obtained from several tests rgiven the general sini-
larity between tests and their rather incestuous relationships
whereby reliability is often established solely by between test
conparisons. (Cole 1928)

As well, the process of measurement and testing does not
provide for the systematic elinination of alternative interpre-
tive hypotheses. (Torgesen I9T9) Smirh (fgAZ) poinrs out rhar
rrthere are myriad positive signs, but not one negative sign, i.e.¡
not one litmus test that tells that a particular child is not
learning disabled.r' (p.85) rndeed it would appear that the
category is so broad in te¡"ms of the various ¡neasures and pro_
cesses used to test for learning disability that anyone could
be potentiarry considered LD and further, that there is no h,ay

to prove that someone is not LD.
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Nevertheless various renedial and compensatory techniques
and training progra¡ns within a diagnostic-prescript,ive approach
have been advocated. rt is berieved necessary to remediate or
compensate for diagnosed disorders and/or d.ysfunctions before
a child can be expected to profit from further instruction.

Hammirr and his colleagues, however, faired to find any
demonstrable efficacy in the utilization of the various percep_
tual-processing training techniques advocated and used as a
means of addressing problens of failure to learn as experienced
by LD students. (Larsen and Hannilr rgTi; Hamnirr and Larsen
l97l+; Hamnrill and htiederholt fg?3)

Hartlage (1981) further points out t,hat both Arter and
Jenkins' (1977) and Traver and Dawsonf s (192S) reviews ,,of inter-
vention approaches designed to match modality strengths an¿ com-
patible instn¡ctionar strategies, concLuded that the evidence
for the validity of such an approach sinpry did not exist.r, (n.lzr¡

Cronbach and Snow (L977) reporü littIe evidence for a link
between learner characteristics and. teaching approaches.

rn summation, ysseldyke and Algozzine (l9gz) state that:
ilÎo dpt", there is little- empirical supportfor the conrentions.thar l)sþec:.rlc pr-oõãiu."
?!I1"" abiliries qTigr, zlépãðiric p;;;;;;;;an9l?I abiliry deficits can- be reliäbIv .;ã-valiùLy assessed, l)specific p"oce"Àeã'"rd7o"abiliries can be rraiired, and' 4)sñciir;--ú;-
cesses .and/or abilities áre reievant to in-structional success.il (Tssetdyke. 19?g) -
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Yet as Aster and Jenkins (Lg/g) reported,
educators -etil1 are trained extensivelyin diagnostic-prescriptive teaching frôm
an ability- training viewpoint. They arestill taught that the najority of aôadenicproblens are caused by piocesê-ability
deficits; they sti11 try to diagnoseability strengths and wêaknesseð; and thevstill belÍeve in the efficacy of abilityidenùificarion and abitiry tiaining. (þ.t7j)

The two general perspectives as discussed above are gener-
ally rePresentative of mainstrean thougÌÈ in ter:ms of learning
disabilities. t+¡ithin each there continues to be disagreement,
variatj-on and overlap. However, the emphasis remains on the
I'childrs equipnent for rearning and refers only mininally to
specific tasks that must be Learned'f (Torgesen L979), or to
environments and situational variables.

sinilarly severar other viewpoints see cause as being pri-
narily due to psychophysiological variables. However, interven-
tion strategies that re*.ult fron these perspectives can onj_y

indirectly be vi-ewed as i_mpacting on education.

I¡tlender (f971)' for example in his book entitled rMinimal

Braln Dysfunction in childrenr was .motivated by the desire to
find a single underlying biochemical abnor"mality conmon to the
diverse behavioural manifestations subsumed under MBD., (p.zz7,
Denckla 1978) Denckla also observes that because Wender was a
psychiatrist, he gave little attention to the educational as-
pect of the phenomenon or the neuropsychological correlates.
His focus instead was on a unitary biochenical explanation and
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the consequent belief that the syndrome was insensitive to
conditioning techniques, particularly with hyperactive chil-dren.

As yet there has been no confirmation of any biochenical defi-
ciency in any learning disabled chi1d. (Denckla fgZB)

His approach was perhaps illustrative of the over-
identificat'ion of the hyperactivity syndrome with MBD-LD rather
than as a subtype. Distractability, overactivity and. attentional
deficits pose problems of control for teachers and parents whieh

adversely affect learning environments. Because they are readily
apparent and more problematic in an imrnediate behavioural sense,

much attention has focused on this characteristic of LD. (Stewart

t976)

This ' compiled with a belief in the chemical nature of the
problem and the over-identification of hyperactivity with LD led
to a primary approach to deali.ng with a diagnosis of MBD-LD -
that being a pharrnacological one. children are medicated to
change their levels of body chemicals. (Algozzine and Algozzine
1978) Thus psychotropic drugs are used to suppress or remove

problematic behaviours. Ðducationally, medication may make the
child more anenable and accessible to educational and counselting
therapies.

Kavale (rgdz) points out that, between 80or0oo and Tooroo0

school children receive sti-mulant drugs in the United States to
control hyperactivity (HA) and LD. The phannacorogical approach,
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however, remains a very por,arized issue. Kavale points out
that the nedicar profession considers stimulant drugs to be

an efficacious treatment for IIA-MBD. As an educational inter-
vention, Kavale in a review of r3i studies examining the edu-
cational efficacy of sti¡rulant drug treatment for IIA-MBD,

found it to be effective.
Those who oppose the use of medication express concern

in two areas. Firstly, the research shows drug therapy Èo be

ineffective in producing educational gains - particurarly long
terrn gains. (stewart 1976) oman (r9go) in a review of studies
investigating drug effectiveness, reports that evidence attest-
ing to educationar gains was found to be negrigible. seconùLy,
the use of drugs is opposed because it is moralry, poritically
and ideologically unacceptable. rt is, for exar¡pre, seen as a
broad forrn of social control in the larger societal, sense (ConfaO

and schneider 198r; schrag and Divoky r9T5) and as a specific
means of controlling problematic behaviours in specific class-
room setting-e (Rappoport and Repa l-gTl-; Fadd lgZO). problens

with the misdiagnosis of hyperactivity-MBD and inappropriate
medication and the deleterious side effects such as increased
heart rate, blood pressure and decreases in growbh patterns are
also cited as reasons for not using drugs to address the HA-Iï{BD

phenomenon. (Wal¿en and. Thompson IpBI)
The efficacy of drug therapy as an educational intervention
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with HA-MBD remains someu¡hat ambiguous and Gadow (19t3) points
out that f'the nunber of pertinent subject, task, treatment and

setting variables is so great that a definitive answer with re-
gard to the relatj.onship between pharmacotherapy and academic

performance is anything but close at hand.,' (p.ZgO)

Mayron (l-978) ln a biochemical approach points to several
ecologicar factors which may negatively irnpact on the rearning
abilities of children and cause behavioural problems. Chronic
anxiety, malnutrition, toxicity allergy, electromagnetic radia-
tion or technicar polrution are generally seen to react with
the individuar in such a way as to effect biochenical changes.

These changes act through the endocrine pathways to neffect be-
havioural changes which include hyperactivity and exclude learn-
ing receptivity. r' (p.l*1)

Mayron (L979) expands on alLergy or immunologic sensitivity
as a cause of HA-LD. the process is the result of allergens
food or chemical - entering the circulatory systen. These arro-
gens may react with or shock any organ or tissue in the body.

When the brain is affected the resultant effects are learning
and behaviour problens. rt is postulated that through their
detection and contror, learning wilr be enhanced.

Feingold (1976, r9T5) advances the sane basic thesis that
HD-LD are the result of allergic reaction to ingested substances

f ound primarily in t,he dlet and that diet, therefore, eff ects
behaviour and learning. Through the elimination of artificial
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food colourings, flavours, and salicylates from the diet, it
is held that improvements in behaviour and learning wil-I result.
crook (1980) arso postulates that what a child eats can make

him "dull, stupid or hyperactiver'.

Mattes (1983) in a review of controrled studies, found

that as an educational intervention, the results indicated the

Feingold diet was probably not effective except with a smarl

number of children. Positive results were very inconsistent.
Kavale and Fornessrs (1983) review of si-miLar studies came to
the same conclusion and stated that the Feingold hypothesÍs and

diet nodification should be questioned as efficacious treatment.

Adler (1979) along a l-ine similar to l4ayron and Feingold,

advocates megavitamin and/or nutritionaL therapy for LD children.
However, rather than cause belng the resul-t of invading allergens,
it is seen in the unique unrnet biochemicaL requirements of an

individual. The assumptlon is that unmet biochemical require-
ments or deficits cause learni-ng problems because of resulting
biochemical and metabolic deficiencies. This may be rectlfied,
it is postulated by trying to detennine optional nutritional
requirements. However, the com¡¡ittee on Nutrition (r976) of
the Anerican Academy of Pediatrlcs concluded that nnega vita¡nin

therapy was not ju*"tified as an effective treatment for HA-lr{BD.

Brenner (l-982) in a review of controlled studies with long

terrn folLow-up also concluded that this type of therapy vras not

effective. He concludes that the somewhat a¡nbivalent results
demonstrated, are probably because the HA-MBD-LD syndrome is
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mult ifactoral.
Arr of the above perspectives as to cause and approaches

to intervention have demonstrated an anbivalence and,/or lack
of efficacy towards the probrem of learning disability. rrtrong

(L979) advances that this is because of preponderance of single
factor or unidimensional conceptions of LD which result in it
being viewed in a narrow and isolated context, often defined
by the skilr under examination - i.e., readingr or language
or by professi-onal area of expertise. This lack of efficacy
has come about because of the conceptuar inadequacy and method-
ological problems in theory, research and in intervention strate-
gies.

the interactionlst perspective is an attempt to address
these conceptual problems and practicar issues by advocating a

much wider focus. Interactional perspectives are generally based

on the assu.mption that:
Learning problems inhere in the circumstancesof the envi.ronment in which chirdren tunðiion,not in the children. Any child may have ãlearning_ problem dependihg ol the änvi"ãr*"rrt,conversery any- handicappeã chir.d may bèõoã"-able or more able, if iire environneirt isstructured to nakó hin so. (Thorne )-g|3, p. |,t+j)

Dypedagogia (cohen rg7t; Froyd rg75) typifies a somewhaù

narow vi.ew which posturates that a chirdrs failure to rearn
basic educational skirrs is attributabre to defects in the
education that a pupil has been exposed to, especiarly teaching
disabilities. These factors in the child's environment contri-
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bute to negative learning experiences, motivation probl_ems

and the non acquisitions of necessary skilrs. sinilarly the
concept of nismatch as advanced by ziegler (1991) postulates
that individuals function best in settings where there is a

complimentary match and compatibility between nexpectations

of, and stimuli presented by the environnent and the particular
capacities and needs of the individual.r, (p.39r) I misnatch
may lead to probrematic situations deveroping. we must look
beyond neuropsychiatric causes etc. r to situational variables
as werl. rn this sense one can moderate or ,modulate the ten-
dency of studies of chiLdren to reify deficits as in the child.¡
(p. 39r )

fn a similar vein the direct instruction or behavioural
approach is not overly concerned with cause but rather is based

on the belief that exceptionality (ln¡ ¡nây rrresuLt from either
experience deficits or an interaction between experience deficits
and process dysfunctions.f, (p.r73r Tsseldyke and Algozzíne rggz)
The emphasis is on instruction and the nature of the skills or
tasks to be taught or which are problenatic. Torgesen (Lg7g)

for exanPle, advocates that the identification of the processes
responsible for poor learning shourd start with the analysis
of tasks rather than with the chlrd. Thus the important vari-
ables are to be found in the social and academic envirorunents

and specific behaviours are the nost effective point of inter-
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vention. (Epstein et.aI. I98O)

Gardner (L977) su¡ns up the behavioural approachrs central
concerns:

The behavioural approach does not attenptto rrcureil the child since no assumption-is
made that there are some rrcentral,rr or il coreleticlogic factors which, if changed or
eliminated, would reciprocally aLleviate a
lalge of symptomatic learning and behaviourdifficulties. Rather, a diréct attenpt is
made to.change those learning, behaviõura1,
and enviroruoental features iñvolved in and
which comprise, the chiJdrs difficulties.
The behavioural approachr âs noted, assumesthat all consistent 1earning and béhavlour
characteristics of childrenl appropriate
and inappropriate, arg the end-iesults,
(symptomè il you_wÍsh) of a history of '
experience and of a contemporary set of
conditions as these have and do interact
with speclfig physical .4frd psychological
characteristics. (p.I86)

Tsseldyke and Mirkin (rg8r) and rsseldyke and shinn (r9gt)
in reviews of research, reported that instruction based on direct
instruct,ion (behavioural) is for the most part successfur.

Quay (1973) points to two fsociologicalr causes of failure
to learn as being experiential defects caused by adverse life
experiencesr and experiential deficits - because of disadvantage

and/or deprivation and the limited acquisition of neces-qary

school skills. these types of fsociail causes traditionarly
have been excl,uded fron LD conceptions and definitions because

of the basic view that deficits in 1earning are the resurt of
dysfunctional internal processes within the individual. There

are problems with separating or distinguishing between these
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two groups in te¡us of what is the f a priori-r cause. The

interactionists would argue that they are not logica1J-y mutually
excl-usive nor is the connection between what is perceived as

an inherent probJ.em and LD direct and easiry dete¡"mined.

colbert et a1 (1982) for exampJ.e, postulates that LD

may be a symptom of childhood depression rather than childhood

depression being a symptorn of LD. rn this case educationar

intervention may be misguided and ineffective. Rather inter-
vention must be directed at other pertinent areas in the chil-drs
environment.

Frisch and Rhoads (lg8z) and Money (1982) art,ribure child
abuse and neglect as being a substantiaL cause of learning dis-
abilities. Money, for example, points out that:

I'there is a syndrome, nanely abuse
d¡¡arfism. (alsó known as psyähotogical
dwarfism), in which growth- in stãture
and pubertal physique, growLh in in-
t,elligence and growth and maturation
of behavicur al-I are retarded and even
permanently impaired in response tochild abuse and neglect." b.579)

sarason and Doris (L979) point out that heredity and en-

vironment are never dichotonous, that they interact with each

other. They maintain that a problem arises when we most often
look at the impact of heredity on environments rather than en-

vÍronment on heredit'y. fn this sense problens and d.eviance are

as much a sociaL creation - i.e. in the eye of the behorder -
and as suchr âs rnuch a function of reactions to behaviours or
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perceived behaviours thought to be problematic to a person

or a system, as it is to the behaviour in and of itself.
Aderman and raylor (r9?7) point to the negative and often

destructive aspects of the education system and to the fact that
it tends to be reactive nct proactive in attenpting solutions to
problerns. They also postulate the view that rmany probrens in
learning and behaviour can be seen as reactions to settings
which do not deal effectively with the personfs notlvational
and developmental status.,, (p. 5Zj)

Ross (f976, 1977) would agree that failures that are often
Perceived as symptomatic of LD might more logically be viewed as

the nismatch of developmental naturity and readiness with the
academlc and other systen demand.s of the school setting. Zeigler
(198I) posits three stages of a reactive adaptation by children
experiencing learning problems because of this type of mismatch -
a)withdrawal or active response, b)disengagement, and c)defensive-
ness.

Therefore there exists the need to consider and examine

the designation of the LD labeI as a negative imputation on

individuals who the educational or larger social systen has

failed to accommodate in some wây, particularly in light of
the fact that diagnostj-c assessment procedures focus on the
ability of the student and not on the appropriateness of the
educationar enviror¡nent, (McIntyre l9B0) nor on the process of
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diagnosis and intervention itself.
Reger (1974, L9T9) views the probrer¡ as the child being

defined as different and being labelLed within a certain social
context. He states that this is not necessarily due to differ-
ences in the child but due to attitudes, expectations, curricu-
Ium, professional sophistication, parental involvement, funding
and service requirements. Labers are generally seen as a basis
for classification and therefore as a necessary toor for the
allocation of resources and treatnent. Thus it is based on a

belief that tabels are mutualÌy exclusive, that they accurately
refl'ect the nature of the problem and that the d.ifferentiation
which is invorved, will bring about the therapeutic interven-
tions which are both viable and good.

However, it has been widely reported in the literature
that labelling often fails to lead to the desired differential
treatment. A second questi.on has arso been raised, na.nely that:

rrDoes the label_ influence or generate
percepÈions and behaviours whlch do
more harn than good for the chil-d?"

rn answering their own questÍon, the authors state that
labels have come to be viewed as harmful:

Vlhen a- childJ s perceptions and behaviours,
as well as those of others-, are altered byIabelling in a manner whicú results ir, "õistrictÍng the social, emotional and/or
academic gro$! of the chi1d. 1p.e'gg_299,AJ-gozzine and Mercer 1980)
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While extensive reviews of the effects of labelling show

somewhat equivocal results, neverthel,ess it does indicate that
children labelled as LD have more negative feering about them-

selvesr are more readily stigmatized and rejected and. that labels
serve as expectancy generating stimuli that bias and affect
teacher and child expectations as to academic achievement.
(nicny and rsseldyke 1983 i ÃLgozzine and Mercer 1990)

Given the negative effects of labels and the problematic
nature of a diagnostic-testing paradlp, the interactionar per-
spective advocates a much broader approach than those based on

indivj-dual pathology and often unidimensional concepts of LD.

There have been calls for the development of non-discrimina-
tory tests, testing procedures and assessment practices. This
would also invol-ve a more rigid monitoring of tests used and

less reliance on standardized instruments. (Kratochwill et.al.
1980) rt is also advocated that a non-categoricar system of
educational service delivery becone the nonn whereby individual
needs and idiosyncratic learning behaviours can be dealt with
and met. (Ysseldyke and Algozzine LgSz) There is also the need

to explore and understand the role of professionals and other
system variables as creators of the phenonenon LD.

Most writers in the field of LD recognize the possibility
of the interactional nature of problems presented by LD children.
However, they are viewed primarily as being compounding factors
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which impact on the basic Íntrinsic i-npairment to make it
worse or to confound the etiologicar quest. rn this sense they
are viewed as secondary and have been given 1itt,Ie serious con-
sideration in te¡.ms of research. To the interactionist per-
spectlve they are essential considerations if one is to under-
stand the probrem in its total- context. Bratt (rggz) portrays
the problem in the following manner:

that children do not learn
t for the most part they aretutor separated from the
ical- facts of a classroom,
amily and the interaction
nomena. Notwithstanding,
nd teachers) study learñíng
b1y takes place when the
the maze, or the singLe

laboratory. (p.SZ) -

The interactional perspective is not another attenpt to
define absolutely LD nor does it function to provide specific
remedies for the ,single rat in the maze'. Rather it provides
first and foremost an analytic function, a way of examining a

problen and in addition, providee a framework and a context
within which to view the phenomenon. out of this it is hoped

would come a better understanding and a multitude of methods

and techniques, etc. which wourd prove useful and, beneficial in
helplng all children to learn.

lwo distinct ways of viewing the rearning disabirity
phenonenon are quite apparent in the above d.iscussion - as

individual pathology or as the result of a process - a process

rEveryoner knows
in a vacuum, tha
not taught by a
social-psycholog
a community, a f
of all those phe
psychologists- (a
as if it invaria
single rat is in
child is in the
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grounded in a social context. That the individual pathorogy
viewpoint has been most influential is a weLl recognized fact.
That this should be the case is the source of nuch disagreement
and controversy in the fieLd of learning disabilities and special
educat ion.



CHAPTER TV

LEARNING DISABILTTTES AS A SOCIAL PRCBLEM

The creation of a new category to exprain and dear with
'school failure' has createc probJ-ems even though its prime
function was and still is viewed as a means of bringing resources
to bear. cruickshank (1977) states that rrit has become categor_
ized as one aspect of childhood deviance in way-" which most of
us hoped would never happen.f' 1p.óa) As a category of deviance,
those so classified are -=ubjected to rituals which may be both
stigmatizing and status degrading. As to disabirlty or handi_
câP, individuars so labelled are also viewed within the context
of stereotypical images - those of dependence and inadequacy.
That learnlng disabilities are viewed as deviant is exemplified
by the constant reference to it as such in the literature. That
it i-s becoming recognized as e generar social probJ-em is also
more evident as was pointed out in the introduction, not ju,<t
for chil.dren and adolescents, but for adurts as well.

rn light of the often contentious views as to etiology and
the general parameters of the problem in te,-s of symptomolcgy
and characteristics as well as the recognition of the hetero-
geneous nature of the population, it is littte wonder that
notions of LD as a sociar probren have expanded. Given its non_

-oJ
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specificity there is the danger of using the label to explain
an ever widening circLe of probrem,s as being the result of
possessing this disability. The riterature would indicate
that this in fact certainry appears to be the cese.

That it has come to be viewed as a Larger problem is based

on two assumptions co¡nmon in the Jiterature as to the problematic
nature of handicaps generalry, narnely that a handicap is a prob_
lem in and of itself and secondry, that it is probrem producing
for both the individual- and society.

For parents, the educational system and society in generar,
hearth and norrnality are very sal-ient ideals. They are reflec-
tive of general attitudes and values of *.ociety towards handicap
and deviance in that normarity and heal-th are preferred and ac-
cepted while handicap and deviance carry varying degrees of
stigma and unacceptance.

rnextricably tied up in these beriefs and values are con-
cepts of success and failurer pafricularj-y as they relate to
education and possible futures. Educational success is very
much viewed as both an indicator ofr âDd necessary to, future
life success in a system that stresses conpetition, individuality
and independence.

The potential probrems that might occur during passage

through various life stages because of MBD or perceptual proces-
sing deficits nay be many. The effects that a variety of con_
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pounding and secondary conditi.ons might have i_n conjunction
with the lack of educational attainment, may also be many and

varied.

Juvenile delinquenCy, adult crime, unemproyrnent, farnily
breakdown, alcohorism, etc., are arr, seen as potential threats
to the individual and to soci,ety in terms of disruptions and

damage to harmonious faniLy lifer productive economic activity
and responsj-ble citizenship. The occurrence of these problems

in society result in increa*oed social costs in a financial sense,
in the fostering of the dependence on the state for a variety
of provisions, not to mention the waste of human potential.

While there is little hard research to substantiate this
problem potential, it is a co¡nmon assumption by many 1n the
field of J.earning disabirity, This may be fostered in part by

an assumption central- to the individuar pathology viewpoint
and the nedical-cl-inical perspective, namely that ran untreated
pathology mey wor-sen and eventually lead. to death.r' (p.9ó,
Mercer 1979) Anaì-agousry it is assumed that by not addressing
and treating the problem adequatery and,/or at an early enough

stage that the problems are going to be compounded and become

more serious as time progresses.

Thls assumption is very evident in the llterature on LD

that is discussed in the fclrowing pages as is the predominant

view of LD as individual pathology.
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wender (197r) noted rhat the learning disabirities syn-
drome is one of the most conmon probÌems found in chil-d^ren being
served by mentar hearth professional*c. rt seems that those
labelled as learning disabled are often referred for treatment
because of low self-esteem, behaviour problems and parent-child
difficulties that may develop as a result of learning probrems.

Research has revealed that chiLdren labelled as LD are generally
viewed by teachers and peers in a more negative fashion than
their normal- counterparts. Foster, schmidt and sabatino (rg76)
in a controlled study of teacher expectancies towards LD child-
ren' found that children so labelled were rated significantly
more negatively. They concluded that the academi-c Labels gener-
ated negative expectancies which affect objective observations
of behaviour.

rn the classroom it has been demonstrated that the low
rated and learning disabred pupils received a significantly
greater amount of negative criticism. (Lyon Lg7?, Bryan L9Tg,
chapman et.al., L97g)

It has been noted that children with psychoeducational- or
functional J-npairnrents (r,0¡ were ranked least acceptable when

compared with other children suffering either sensori-motor or
organic irnpairuents. ' .(ttyppy and Kodera, Ig?g) Sociometric
studies reveal that learning disabJ.ed children are viewed much

more negatively than their nor"mar counterparts. (scranton and

Ryckman 1979) The classmabes of learning disabled children are
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also more likery to attribute negative (e.g., dirty, worried,
etc. ) rather than positive personar characteristics to them.
(Bryanr €t.â1., 1976) Bryan and perlmutter (rg?g) also found
that LD children were mcre likeIy to be devarued, than their
noruar peers, by adults watching videotapes of their interac-
tions. Children who have been labelled LD have been found to
have fairly 1ow concepts of self and have been variously des-
cribed as isolated and lonely. (Rikner rg78; Bruninks l97g)
Thus, much of the research to date depicts the LD child as Less

popular, less socially skilled and more isolated than his normal
peers.

These negatlve characteristics are often attributed directly
to a learning disability to the chird,s inabirity to adequately
process and understand social cues and contexts. This is because

of perceptual processÍng deficits that effect social learning
and the acquisition of social skills. (Krc.nick 19gr; Bryan and

Bryan 1980)

However, negative reactions to these children by significant
others within the context of school and home also is indicative
of a social process of reaction to labels and/or characteristics
and behaviours that demonstrate a failure to neet the systemfs
expectations. Artered views as a result of laber apprication
may foster stereotyped negative irnages of LD children, rgenerate

negative expectanciesr, and self-fu1filIing prophecies. That LD
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cannot be looked on only as a problem that involves individual
pathology but that it nust aLso be viewed as the creati.on of
a social proces,e within a context that is fairry specific and

interactional, is quite evident. Irrrhether the primary cause is
to be found in perceptual processing deficits, (academic or
social) in psychoneurologicar dysfunctionsr or in the failure
of the f environrnentr and rsystemf to meet individuar need -
children experience additional problems often viewed as of a

secondary nature.

WhiLe it is generally held that LD is a probl-em intrinsic
to the individual, it is arso generally held that behavioural
and emotional problems are often concomitant to or symptomatic

of LD. (clements L966; Bryan and Bryan rgz5; Mercer rg7Ð prob-

lems of this nature are often noted in the chird.ren prior to
school entrance by their parents. They may view them as differ-
ent somehow - in tenns of developmental signposts or in exhibit-
ing behavioural probrems or hyperactivity. These problems may

be exacerbated upon schoor entry. Many of the problems onry
develop upon school entry and/or with continued school failure.
Obviously problems with learning don,t stop at the schoor door.
Many home and family problems can becone evidenced as a result
of havj-ng to deal with a rdisability'. Much has been written
that speaks of the *tyrant in the house* (Anderson, 19go) and

of deaÌing wj.th the hard to handle child, his frustrations and
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the effects on the famiry. The lit,erature on famiries of
the handicapped -suggests that siblings have a great potential
for being adversely affected. (Kew Ig?j) StUfings of the
handicapped often have great difficulty accepting dispropor_
tionate time and money spent on the child who has come to
represent the famiJ-y,s problem. (Bryant 19Zg)

Haufrecht and llltchell (I9TB) have come to recognÍze that
learning problems (r,0¡ ere often a caLise of anxiety within the
family context either in a primary sense or as a secondary con-
founding agent. The rearning probtem may be a cause of fanrily
dysfunction or the family dysfunction may itself exacerbate a

learning problem. The authors state that: f,a child whose learn-
ing dysfunction is not recognized or treated earry is bound to
develop a complex of psychorogicar and learning difficulties
which become intertwined with the original deficit.,, (p.5g0)
They further assert that parents by denial displace their own

problems onto the J.earning disorder of the family member, thereby
compounding the probrem. yet the specific effects, or even just
the negative effects in generar, of the handicap on siblings and
parents is open to question in that much of t,he inforuration in
the studies which show this are based on subjective observations
and interpretations based on selective popurations. (vasel L9T5l
Darling 1979; Barsch 1968)

Common thenes in the literature on families with disabled
members have to do with problems of acceptance, guirt and nal-
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adjustment. Parents are often viewed as denying the existence
of handicâpr of feering gui]"ty; that they are the ones somehow

who are responsibre for the disabirity or for an inabirity to
deal- with it adequatery. They may be guilty of ambival-ence
in expressions of feerings i.e., hostility, rove, - and

actions towards the child resulting 1n alternating exaggerated
patterns of over-protection, over-indurgence and,/or rigid
authoritarianism. (Trevino 1979)

These problems not only effect individuals but the fanily
as a functioning unit. (Kew rg75; Kronick rggr) rn this sense
it is al-so assuned that parents of children with learning dis-
abilities have a fairry high rate of separation and divorce as

a resul-t of increased stress and conflict. (Bryant LgTg; Kronick
1981 )

These views have been generally tran-<ferred from the litera-
ture of the effects of handicaps general-Iy on fa¡rllies and their
functioning. Most often it is from the professional viewpoint.
very Iittle research has been d.one on the specific effects of
LD on the fanily situation.

Gliednan and Rcth (1980) point out the dynarnics of the pro_
fessionar - parent-famiry-patient interactions which shape per_
ceptions and behaviours and concludes that these interactions
are often much more important considerations than the impact of
the handicap itself.
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voy-sey (:..975) attemprs to put rhe belief in ,handicap

as problem producingr into perspective when she states:
Studies which ignore parent, s attemptsto (find an ordðrly ¿èfinition) conäIr.,ded
that. family life wâs uniquely äisrupted
by rhe advenr of a disabied ô¡if¿; irtritst
1n those which exarnined the process through
which parents came to define- their childas disabl_ed, famiJ-y life appeared to be
continuous with iþs existinþ style andstructure. (p.gó)

While nc clear relationship between learning disabil-ities
and juvenile delinquency has yet been establlshed, it appears

that thcse who experience learning problems tend tc have sub-
stantlaJ'ly more problems with the juvenile authorities. Berman

(L975, L97t+) anci Berman and Siegel (Lg76) in their studies found
suppcrt for the notion that learning or skill deficiencies are
a basic etiologlcar element in a significant number of delin-
quents. They also found the adaptlve abirities and Learning
skil-rs to be significantry lower than a non-d,erÍnquent control
group. However, Lane (1980) ln reporting on other studies,
states that "evidence does not indicate that LD chil_dren are
significantly more delinquent than norrnal childrenr which would

be expected if learning di-sabilitie-s were a prÍnary causal
factor of juvenile delinquency." Rather, while behaviours and

rates of police pickup appears to be similar,a larger portion
of the LD juvenile delinquents are adjudicated.', (p.1,.30)

ft has been speculated that this d.ifferential treatment
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occurs because of an inherent perceptual processing deficit
withln the individual which impairs hÍs understanding and

ability to act in the social sphere. This inability to exhibit
appropriate social behaviours during the judicial ajudication
process somehow affects the outcome negatlvely. Vlhether this
differential treatment is due to LD specifj.calJ_y or to school.

failure, attitude or cLass variabres generarly it is evident
that how the individual is perceived by significant others
within a systen context is of importance in the differential
treatment of juvenile delinquent offenders.

whatever the cause or however strong the 1ink, the popular
conception or assumption among nany seems to be that a causal
link is there between characteristics inherent in the individual
and delinquent or criminal behaviour.

More recently attention has begun to focus on the problems

experienced by t,he adult learning disabred. out of the glare of
the education system the individual's disability may become
Itruly hiddenf. He might experience a variety of probrems with
daily functioning but the cause is not as easily identified.
Many choose to keep it secret and find ways of coping.

However, probrems with securing and keeping employment,

with aleoholism and with dysfunctioning fa¡nilies are reported.
(Fenkowsky et.a]. Lg75; Rawson rg78; Ir{cGlannan LSTT) Horn et.al.
(1983) points out in an examination of long-ter.n follow-up stud.ies

of learning disabled individuals, the very mixed, anbiguous and
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inconsistent results as to outcome. He aLso pointed to the
fact that few studies have followed the LD population past
young adulthood. This knowledge gap is rather significant in
right of the negative assumptions often made in this regard.
rn this sense the problems experienced are somewhat obscure
and irl defined. Hovrever, the change as to the nature of the
problems experienced i'e an interesti.ng phenomenon in and of itself.

Itrlhile the student remain*s within a system of social con-
trol such as education, which shapes, determines and defines the
nature of the probrem, the desj-gnation 'learning disabledr re-
mains a centraÌ fact of life. rt determines who he is and how

he is to be perceived and dealt with in the ccntext of a systemfs
goals and objectives. From the interacticnist vÍewpoint these
are key el-ements within the social processes invoLved in the
formation of deviance.

The LD designation may be readily transfemed to other
problem types in terrns of it being an etiorogical explanation.
Thus LD may also come to be viewed as a major causal factor in
exhÍbited emotional and behaviour problems, within dysfunctional
fanilies and in the area of juvenire derinquency as pointed out
earLier.

Howeverr once outside the dominant system of social control
as when one reaches school ]eavlng age and/or adulthood the LD

designation may disappear or become hidden from view. The prob-
1em type may al-so change. Problems of individuar dysfunction
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may becolle deflned in te¡rs of arcoholism, uneurployment or
criminal behaviour.

This certai-nly points to the -eocial processes involved
in deternining what behaviour is to be viewed as deviant. The

demands and exPectations of the new adult system shape, determine
and define problems i,n a context that is different from that of
the schools.

As a young adul-t, however, the LD student may remain in
the gripe of an educational perspective a-" to the nature and

definition of the problem. this is so in the area of post second-
ary education. Because of failure academically, and,/or enrollment
in ter"r¡inal prograns during elementary and high school, many f ind
themselves cut off from continulng their education because they
donft meet entrance requirements r or because special provisions
are not made for LD students in most universities or colÌeges.
vühen they do gain admission they may experience many problems

of a social and academic nature. (oexter 19Bz; Barbaro rggz;
Vogel 1982)

0f fairry recent interest has been the growing concern

that 'perceptual processing deficits, r âs well as affecting
academic rearning, arso affect social rearning and the acquisi-
tion of social skirls. Due to deficits in one or more aspects
of inforoation processing, behaviours can result which are per-
ceived as strange or different from normal. Resulting comn¡uni-

cation probrems may effect emplolurent and famiry rel_aticns.
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These deficits and the resulting social inadequacies or
socially inappropriate behaviours, have been advanced as perhaps
reasons for the behavioural probrems of LD chirdren (Kronick
1981; Osman 1982; Axebrod 1982) why adolescents became lnvolved
with juvenile authorities, (Lane 19Bo) and why adults experience
problems in the workplace and at corJ_eges and universities.

Kronick (1978) points out, r,In terms of total life func-
tioning, social ineptitude tends to be far more disabring than
academic dysfunction. rf (p.11) ffre need for soci-aI skills train-
ing has been recognized by many as being of equaJ- importance to
academic remediation. Kronick (r991) views attention to the
sociaL development of LD children, particularly within the con-
text of the family and concurrent with the schcol program as

being essential if future and lifelong problems are to be avoided.
Ït is rather cbvious that whatever the etiological nature

of learning disabilities and the associated fail-ure and social
problems generated, the consequences may be many and varied.
Bryant (1928) states rhat:

No one will disagree that the feelings offailure breeds mãny other feelingsfeelilg= of self-dóubt, and unceñtaintyof guilt and shame, of resentment and t,herush to bla¡ne, of rage and despair, of
deep inadequacy and worthlessnãss ánd ofa general inability to- cope adequately,
-eometimes even mininar.ry wittr ttie ¿emäi¿sof life in our society. lrthether in indi_
vÍdua1s or in fanilieÊ, these are not feel-_ings that make for optimal mental f¡ealif¡.- (p.9)
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The above quote very succinctly demonstrates the view that
is prevarent in the literature; that the problem is centred
in the individual as indlvidual pathology. Tied in very
closely wiÈh this viewpoint is the berief that unless the
problem is addressed both individually, by addressing indi.vidual
need, and in the larger collective social sense through the crea-
tion of prograrns to address this generalized individual need,
that there wiLl be signlficant negative i¡rplications for indi-
viduals and society.

As the writer has tried to point out in the above pages,
much of the evidence cited to support the individual pathology
viewpoint of rearning disabir-lty as a social probrem can arso
be utilized to demonstrate a broader conceptualization of t,he
problem. rt may be viewed as the resurt of a sociar process
and a social construction that attenpts to define and classify
'failure to Learn' as a specific handicapping entity. This
social process takes place within the context of social expec-
tations, and concepts of normatity-abnormarity. Therefore, it
arso invorves values and mcral issues a1l within the context
of broader sociar, economic and politicar considerations.

Howeverr âs we shaÌl see in the next chapter, the indi-
vidual pathology viewpoint is but a reflection of a generalized
wây' not only of looking at a probrem, but also of diagnosing
it and intervening to effect change. Through the application
of the nedical-clinical model, one paradigm has become the
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dominant arbiter of rearity; of the nature and extent of the
probrem as well as how it shourd be handred and deart with.



CHAPTER V

PROBLEMS OF THE THERAPEUTIC IDEOLOGY

sarason and Doris (1979) in writing on the deveropment

of special education, note two deveÌopments within social policy
that created problems within the educaticnal delivery system

and for those receiving the service. These two developments

were the compuÌ-sory forced attendance of aII children within
a given age range and the lock-step progre-.sion of pupils through
an age-class graded system.

These changes ca¡ne about I'for a number of reasons involv-
ing child welfare, the politics of labour and industrial rela-
tions and the presumed curative effects of education for social
probrems.t' (sarason and Doris 1979, p.r3?) For many, and from

a number of different perspectives, these changes were perceived

as a way of controlling, subtrely ccercing and shaping the popu-

lation into the acceptance of values, norns and the ideology of
the domínant order. They were perceived as ways of meeting the
needs of the population.

Consequently the compulsory attendance laws kept children
in school who otherwise may have dropped out, or never attended
in the first place. These changes also meant t,hat not all child-
ren would be able to keep up. Children whose behaviour was in

-78
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some manner problematic were bound to cause difficulty for
the system. Adjustments made by the educational system uti_
lized grade retention and,/or excrusion provisions as a means

of dealing with those perceived as not being able to benefit.
rncreasingly medicine, then psychorogy became involved in the
process of differentiation, identification and in some cases,
treatment of those unable or unwilling to cope. Ford et.al.
(fgge) points out that the f'principal professional influences
upon the deveropment of special services for disruptÍve pupi]s
came from doctors and psychologists.', b,j7) Wfrif e the in_
fJuence of nedicine in the educational setting declined as the
20th century progressed, its influence in ten¡s of the perspec-
tive and manner of intervention upon problems of abnormal-ity
and deviance remained. This is evidenced in the use of the
nedical- nrodel within a generalized therapeutic ideology. Central
to t'hese conceptions is the assumption that the source of the
devlant behaviour is to be found within the individual and that
cause nay be centred in the dysfunction of the biotogicar,
physiological or psychological spheres.

The nedicar model, therefore, as a way of perceivlng prob-
l-ems, derives its stances from nedicine and the manner in which
disease i-. diagnosed and treated. rt revolves around a concep-
tion of abnorr¡arity similar to that which nedÍcine has of di_
sease whereby the process of disease or illness tends to destroy
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the biological integrity of the organism or to interfere with
its hearthy functioning. The disease or irrness is generaÌ1y
identified or diagnosed by a specific symptor¡ology. Through
intervention and treatment a cure is effected. (rrrercer rg?g)
rn its apprication to sociar problems the nedical model is
appried in an analagous fashion in that it adopts the conceptua1_
apparatus of medicine - symptoms, syndrome, diagnosis, etiol0gy,
pathology, therapy and cure. (Ford et.al. 19gz)

fn the above sense the rnedical model

. . . is ? yqy of looking at rhe probl,emsof s_o c i allbe havÍ oural "dev i á;; 
"7;b;; ñãr i..,,so that they can be identified';;--;-î;;-,of illness...This approlch 

"r,JUf 
ã"-";;ö_one involved to focü3 their iitentionupon the individuar bearer or suffeiJrof the llrnes-- in an attempt to arleviatethe l]¡mptoms anq renedy th-e-disease.(Ford et. aI , :-gg2, p. j's) ----

within this framework nonnar tends to be a residuaL cate_
gory. People are viewed as being primarily not healthy.

persons are 1abel1e9 by-what is wrongwith them and not what'is 
"ieñt. fnaddition the medical model fããuses onbiological .explanations, ã"ã-Uioioeiäaffunctions deemed inportáni ã." thoäeinrrinsic to rhe patient. p"itõl;gy

now becomes an inlegral pa"i-õr tn"person. (Bryan and.-Brya" tgli, p','áz)

rt is al-so assu¡ned that if left, unattended, the rdisease, or
problem is Ìikely to get worse and cause pennanent damage.

I'lercer (rg7g) arso contends that the nedical noder view-s
pathological- conditions as not the result of learning or -cocia1
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variables and therefore that sociocultural characteristics of
individual-s are i-rrelevant in the naking of a diagnosis. Ford
(tgíZ) however, contends that the medical mod.el has had a much

wider application. The origin of the maladjustment is not im-
portant for he points out that many perspectives have utilized
it in their approach to problems including the behavioural,
ecologicaÌ, sociologicar and the psycho-neurologicar, etc.
Ford states that irrespective of the viewpoint adopted the ef-
fect of using the node] is to concentrate the discussion of
cause, symptom and treatment upon individual examples (p.¡6)
and hence all too often upon individual pathology.

wood (1974) views the medicar or sickness model as part
and parcel of a general therapeutic ideology in which blane is
transfeffed and moral indignation around a problem is avoided.

It is an attenpt to lessen the stigmatizing or inferiorization
process invoLved in being labell_ed deviant.

As a dominant and influential model for deal-ing with prob-
lems of abnormality and deviance generarly it will aLso be, be-
cause of thÍ-s prominence, very influential in shaping the per-
ceptions and views of any new area of problematic behaviour

that comes to public attention. Consequently new definitions
which provide conceptuaL models for understanding conditions
may be shaped and influenced by the medical model.

This is certainly the case with learning disabilitÍes. For
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the medical model with its assumptions about individual
pathology has estabrished itsetf as the dominant perspective
and nodality within whlch LD is viewed and treated,

That the medical mcdel as a perspective has been inport_
ant in the continulng development of the LD field is easil-y
recognized. The principal causes are viewed primarily as being
Èhe result of psycho-physiologicaÌ dysfunction biorogical and/or
as the result of deficits in the psychological processes _ alL
of which are very much intrinsic to the individuaL and which
fosters a view of individuar pathology. Dlagnosis is based on

a symptomology which an individual is discerned to be exhibit-
ing and treatment is prescribed to cure the probr_en which if
left unattended could become very severe and impede healthy de_
velopment and the ability to function productively within society.

rn the area of special education, within which learning
disabilities are generarry placed, the medical nodel has been
extended somewhat, particularly by the tools and techniques used
to estabLish a diagnosis. The statisticaL or psychometric nodeL
provides the information on which decisions as to normaLlty_
abnor"mality can be made. The origin-" of this moder are to be

found in the works of Binet and simon on intelligence testing,
the original purpose of which was to provide a . means of diag*
nosing and differentiating children who posed probrems for
schools. Subsequent developments have provided an ever widening
array of tests and devices which seek to measure an ever widening
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array of behaviouraL variables.
central to this moder 1s a conception of norrnal-. NoraaÌ

is based on the statisticaL concepÈ of the norrnal curve in that
both ends of the curve (representative of a normal distribution
of particular characteristics in a population) are viewed as
abnorr¡al (measured by standard deviations above or betow the
norm) whiLe the niddle where the rargest percentage falls
wourd be considered normal, lvrost test*c in use today are said
to be nomed often to age and grade.

Many of the tests wouÌd be used soIely for the detection
of abnormarity or weakness, particurarry when the prime motiva_
tion and reason for using the various instruments is to deter-
mine why a child is experiencing probleurs. fn addition rrtests
are given to determine the status of some function or trait of
importance to the person or society, to describe and define
socially valued characteristics. Evaluations of abnormaJ.ity
become impossible to avoid." (Bryan and Bryan Lg75, p.z9) Ab-
normality only makes sense when viewed in the context of an
individual both in terrrs of the motivations for giving the test
and in ter:ns of applying the results,

The two models (medical and statistical) have been fused
into what Mercer (rg73) has labelled the elinicar perspective.
The psychometric moder is used to diagnose or define the prob-
Lems'existence by estabrishing a synptomology and to point to
treatment or therapy possibirities in light of this info¡^mation.
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The rnedicat noder is used to give generar direction and form
to the diagnostlc intervention paradigl.

Test results which reflecÈ undesirable characteristics
may then be viewed as rrsymptomatic of some undesirable physio_
logical malfunction.', (Bryan and Bryan l-g75, p.Z9) These
techniques further focus the probrem as being within the indi_
vidual- and the belief in its pathologicar- nature.

ïn the above sense, the recognition of LD depends on an
inference made by a clinician based on an interpretation of
test scores or patterns of test scores generarly derived from
a battery of tests. t{hile the tests themserves are reflections
of sociar constructs i.e. what was chosen as i-naportant va:ri_
abres are necessarily based on social perceptions _ so too is
the process of interpreting results.

As Smirh (l-982) poinrs our:

Partlcular. configurations of high or Iowscores on tests are supposed to-indicatethe existence of an unäèrlyilg neuroiogicar
9l perceptual impair:nent. The clinicaidiagnosis thus dèrived by the test, scoresis designed to lead to- a' 'prescriptionì --
of educationar or psycholo!:.car t'reainentsto remedy or compensâte foi the inpairnenidiscovered in the chi1d. lp.SZ) 

5---

centrar to the success of the analogous application of the
nedical- model to learning disabilities in conjunction with the
clinical per-specüive is the need to establish clear and positive
links between intervent ion/treatment and prognosis/cure as Smith
alludes to above. without this rink there is a problem with t,he
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paradigm which further compounds the probrematic nature of
the LD rubric.

Through the use of a variety of compensatory and/or remed-

ial techniques such as diagnostic-prescriptive teaching, or of
matching modaJ-ity strengths or weaknesses with comparable teach-
ing strategies, etc., attempts have been made to establish the
efficacy of a treatment-prognosis 1ink.

However as Macrntyre (1980) points out ,there is little
consistent evidence that any clear link has been found between

our present teaching procedures, any specifi.c etiology and learn-
Íng outcomes.il (p.19)

l¡Iade (1983) ln a review of studies which dealt with the
long te¡r follow-up of LD people, reported the generarly nega-

tiver pessimistic nature of prognosis and outcome.

Hartrage er.al. (1983) writes rhar cronbach and snow (rgl7),
1n their review of 500 studies of apptitude-treat¡nent studies,
found 1ittle evidence of a link for the systematic interactions
between learner characteristics and teaching approaches.

Hartlage et.al. (1983) further points out that both Orter
and Jenkins' (1977) and Traver and Dawson's reviews mof interven-
tion approaches designed to match modality strengths and com-

patible instructional strategi-es, concluded that the evidence
for the validity of such an approach simply did not exist.,, (p.521)

Ysseldyke and Algozzine (f982) also point out that these are the
generarly acknowredged facts within the LD coramunity.
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Perhaps this shourd be of rittre surprise given the
confusion and uncertainly as to definition and the nature and
extent of the characteristics and symptomorogy of 'specificr
l-earning disabilities. rt certainly points to the lack of
effectiveness of the medicar noder-, pafricu]_arly in the rinks
between diagnosis, treatment and cure.

Another general weakness within the clinical model 1s

the over-rel-iance of info¡mation derived from tests, tests
which by-in-large often have serious problems with their general
unreliabirity and lack of validity (¿i_scussed more fu}ly in the
following chapter). (Mcfnryre IggO; Cote l-gTg) The unreti_
ability of infomaticn may produce dÍagnosis and placement de_
clsions which are not at alt accurate but may be spurious in
terms of an individuar potential and perfor"nance or in terns
of measuring particul-ar skills or characteristics. Results
may al-so be spurious because of choice of tests used.

sadrer (198r) in reviewing studies utilizlng a clinicar_
perspective outl-ined severar probì.ems inherent in its use.
These include: severe limitations as to the amount of informa-
tion that can be understood and remembered by those rnaking de-
cisions; first impressions caryy undue weight as to finar de_
cisions; infonnation that is more readii-y avairable tends to be
more influential; conflicting information is ignored; unreliable
data is given equar importance; there is an insensitivity to
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the concept of norrnal and the variability of human character-
istics; an over-reliance in psychometric infonnation; and in
addition a general misconception or misunderstanding of t,he

concept randomness, an over interpretation of correrations
and the habit of mistaking coruelations for causation. rt
woul-d seem that the cl-inicar perspective is subject to t,he

vagaries of values and moral choices on both an individual basis
and a larger system bas1s.

ldhile there are obvious problems within the process in
terms of instruments used and interpretations made, which limits
the effectiveness of the clinical model it is also limited and
somewhat ineffective because it doesnrt take into account a

wider range of interactional and environu¡enta1 variables as they
impact on school failure and learning di*.abirities.

Variables such as teacher expertise, mctivations and rela-
tionships with students, the motivations of speciflc children
within the context of the larger educational setting and/or
specific test-assessment situations, the home environment and
fanily dynamics as well as the nature of home-school-student
interactions and how these impinge on or contribute to a childrs
Iearning would not be forthcoming. Neither would they take into
account a wide range of important systern characteristics that
mlght include definltions used, both in a fomal sense and those
that are implicit, the avairability and degree of experti-se,
tests used, availability of programs and their nature as werr as
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parental pressure.

Ultlnately children rnay therefore be defined tabelled
and placed in a differentiar manner. This process may result
in placement and treatment that is inapproprlate and damaging.

As such this goes against the purpose of defining and Laber-
ling a child which can only be viewed as 'goodr when it addresses

the problem in a positlve manner.

Perhaps by attempting to define and legitimize learning
dlsabj-Iity as an objective entityr ân individual pathoJ,ogical
condition of admittedly varied fo¡mr w€ have fail-ed to under-
stand and examine why we have chosen to define it first of arl
as a problem and secondry why in this particurar way.

coÌe (l-978) points to a possible answer in his observa-
tions which are si-mirar to i,rroodrs (r97b) comnents about the
rationale of f individuar patho).ogyr and rtreatmentf withj,n the
therapeutic j-deology. wood points out that one can readily
argue that through individual treatment, individual need is net
and the unique person is respecLed. Individual change and adap-

tation avoids more deep social change and consequently preserves

the status quo. Cole sirnilarly states that¡
By pgsiting- bioJ,ogical, basis for learning
problems, the resþonsibility for failure-is taken from the schools, communities andother institutions and is put squarely on
the back, or rather within the tiead, óf thechild. Thus, the classification plays itspcJ-itical role, moving the focus äway from
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the general educational process, away fromthe need to change institutions, away fromthe need to rectify social conditionê affect_ing the chitd... (p.331)

By focuslng on individua|therapyr the deviant is herped

to adjust to estabrished patterns of institutional conduct.

similari-ly, but arso in a more direct fashion, schrag
and Divoky (L975) in their book 'The Myth of the Hyperactive
Childr posit that the diagnostic system (medicaì- model-clinical
moder), tests utilized and interventions suggested serve as

ideological instruments of social control.
(tney) enhance the rnystical, powers ascribedto the tester, the therapist- and the insti-tution. .They tend, a¡ncng other things to
confirm institutional fegitimacy by ieinforc_ing the corresponding illusi_on ihat there
are legj_ti¡late, universally accepted norms
underlyj_ng the practice. The teächer may becapricious, brutal and stupid, but if yoütest the child with the most difficultiesfor MBD(lrD), cr if you test aII children,
y9u reinforce the assumpticn that the teacher,the school. and the systèm are functioning
properly...As long as the ideology focuses
on diagnosis and treatment it teñiis to con-fim the bel_ief that the system can know and
do things which the individual cannot knowor do for himseLf. The individual who failsor cannot adjust requires further treatnent.
(P'18)

Thus the medical- model-cIinical perspective as a social
process in and of ltself has an impact and is influential in
the social processes invol-ved in the wider conception and ap-
plication of an rremergentil deviance designation.



CHAPTER VI

LEARNTNG DISABILITY: AN EXAT{PLE OF DEVIANCE
AS A SOCIAL PROCESS

The way a f neh¡f sccial probl,em such as learning disability
comes to be viewed in terms of definition, diagnosis and in_
tervention - is going to be compatible with the dominant Ídeo-
logical perspectives within which many of society,s problematic
behavlours are al-ready viewed and treated. The way new probr.ems
are formaÌly defined is golng to be compatible with the require-
ments of the broad rfin use* perspectives. rn this sense defini_
tions are shaped by existant social constn¡cts.

Definitions may be therefore, neither robjective, ncr
f scientific' parti-cularly when they are a reflection of a

'clinical perspectiver as outlined earlier, that is somewhat
problematic in and of itself.

The functicn of definitions in special andremedial education is to provide'a concãpiuarmodel for understanding the condition(Àcreated.by the act of defining. rn aàaíticn.definitions provide the basis-fro, *t iðtidentification practices evolve. . . Cä"¡--'hence, in the cäse of LD, the basiè for in_clusion or exclusion of individuals rrãm-i-nede)-ivery of servicgs) . The meaning"-ói'-tñä-
terms we use to refer to those catãgori"u...
9g-penO. on the people who use the term. . .(Hence) learning disabilities and other sini-lar categories ãre simply ter.ms we use to
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refer to ccncepts that we have constructedin order to confirm that individuals inour -eociety. diff er from each other. Theyare theoretical attributes we assign tcjustify cur beLÍef that an lndividùa1 isdifferent. (p,42, Ys-<eldyke and Algo zzine 1982)

what the authors are attempting to polnt out, is a fairure
to recognize that as a deviant categorizaticn, J.earning dis_
ability is not some kind of objective and immutabre entity
which can be objectively 'identified, and intervened upon.

Rather it is the result of a social process, a process of social
definition and reaction out of which deviance situations arise.
As Becker (1963) points out ,,deviance is not a quality of the
act the person commits but rather a consequence of the applica-
tion by others of rules and sanctions to an foffenderf.* (p.9)
How the audience defines inappropriate and appropriate behaviours
within a context of the values and notrus of a particular system

therefore becomes a centrar concern in and of itserf.
Schur (198O) states t,hat rrit is thrcugh social definitions,

responses and policies that particular behavicurs, condition,"
and individuals acquire their deviantness.,, (p.9) with this
in mind, the reaLízation I'that our definitions at best are arbi-
trary attempts to objectify social political and moral constructsf'
(Ysseldyke and Algozzine 1982, p.l*6) rai*.es questions about at-
tempts in the field of LD to objectify LD as a specific ent,ity
possessed by a personr âs well as specific identification practices.
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The discussion which follows point,s out that the defini-
tion which attempts to characterize LD as individual pathology,
and objectively given is in fact very rnuch the result of the
needs and values, the social, political and moraL constructs,
of parents and the educationar- hierarchy and of a particular
way of viewing social problem_".

There are basically two types of definitions in speciat
education within which learning di-.ability must be placed¡ the
objective ones which have a more or less objective sensory base
(brindness, deafness); and the subjective type which are com_

pl-etery subjectively derived (1,0, emotionally disturbed). The

rearning disabirity definitions are of the second type. However,

there has been much effort in the field of LD to give what is a

subjective phenomenon the appearance of having an objective basis.
This is evidenced in the various perspectives discussed else_
where in this paper and in the research efforts designed to dis-
cover etiological considerations, general characteristics and

symptomatic behaviours. Through the use of the psychometric-
statistical model withj-n the clinical perspectiver âs discussed
in the previous chapter, the attempts have been made to objectify
and put into a fscientific'framework both the process of dis-
covery and diagnosis and the entity itself.

A pathological entity found in the individual's biological
or psychologicar rearm cf functioning is supposed]-y much easier
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to confirm and deat with through the use of objective, -.cienti-
fic technique. Problems can be dealt with by "professionals'
who possess the,expertisef'to both diagnose and treat Ít on a
one to one basis.

As has arready been noted, there is much disagreement as
to the etiological ba-"e ' specif ic characteristics and symptcrno-

logy and there is at be-st a fair degree of arnbiguity to be

found in the evidence presentry avairable. Much of this ambi_
guity and confusÍon has to do with the failure to recognize ade-
quately the degree to which the definitional and diagnostic
attributes of this phenomenon are social- constructions and in-
fluenced by social processes.

smith (tgïz) points out rhar rhe experts have had diffi_
culties with three issues: f'whether learning disabilities repre-
sent problems of deficit or deveropment, whether they are single
or mul'tiple syndrcmes - whether learning disabled children are
only quantitatively not qualitatively different from normal child-
ren." (p.69) The emphasis has been largery on individuar path-
ology. These three issue-s have also confounded research efforts
and subsequent attempt-e to further clarify defÍnitional issues.
Research findings have aÌso been confounded by a lack of control_

on such variables as interrigence, sccio-economic status, class,
sexr âg€r severity of disability etc. Most irnportantly, the
studies have often confounded the disorder wit,h the identifica-
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tion of the disorder. (Smith L982) thls, in effect, tends

to produce a tautological explanation whereby the disorder is
said to exist because diagnostic evidence points to its exist-
ence; they explain thlngs by using their existence as evidence.

Thus faj-l-ure to learn is exprained by LD. Proof of the exist-
ence of LD is evidenced in the failure to learn.

While research has failed to validate the entity r,learning

disability" as well as many of the te-ct and measures that point
to or indicate its existence, this does not necessarily mean

that it does not exist. l¡rlhile this indeed may be the case, it
may also mean that present research and diagnostic identification
techniques are not adequate for finding it.

ït may also mean that conceptions of the problem, which in
reality form the basis for researchr ßây be misdirected, incom-

plete or overly narrow. By assuming a rather narrow etiology
such as brain damage or dysfunction, perceptual- processing dys-

functions¡ €tc.¡ many important variables which impact on and de-

ternine the nature of learning may be missed.

To assume that a myriad of soclal, structural systems and

interpersonal variables have no inpact on the nature of an indi-
viduals learning experiences, not just in a secondary sense,

but also in a prinary sense, is to ignore or mÍsunderstand the

importance of manf s social nature. For exa.mp1e, how does a

system such as education come to define and process a child
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that is 'differeñt t , for what reasons and to what ends?

rt would seem that the sociar nature of the act of defin_
ing has been ignored, or at rea,.t not recognized as an import_
ant variable to the extent that perhaps it should and that sub_
sequentlyr attempts to objectify a largely subjectÍve definition
has led to much of the confusion and disagreement.

within our understanding of social policies that have
arisen around LD (particularJ_y in the united states) there are
and continue to be semantic differences, differences of under-
standing comnon meanings and of contexts. There are differences
in varue base-.r of personar needs, of community needs, pcf itical
needs and the needs dictated by ideology alr of which form the
context within which we interpret and understand the phenomenon.

There are obviously very real constraint-. on understanding
due to the sociar cornplexity of the phenomencn, its heterogen_
eous nature and the number of considerations that courd or
should be made when a course of action is being considered.
Amongst al-r this confusion and disagreement, there are several
polnts as to the criteria of the definition on which there is
substantJ_a1, general agreement.

the two major criterion which are most often viewed as
being of importance when attempting to define LD are the exclu_
sion principle as found in the official United States, definition
es quoted earrier, and the concept of a discrepancy between per_
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formance and expectancy, which, while not directly stated, is
a central assurnption to the whole notj.on of learning dis_
abilities. Both characteristics of the definition also assu¡ne

that the problem is intrinsic to the individual.
rn the first instance, the very act of defining telrs us

what to exclude as well as what to incl,ude. This aspect of de-
fining LD is very nuch grcunded. in val_ue considerations and

moral issues. social choices are made as to the relevant
characteristics that witl define the parameters of the problem.

The prinary nethod of defining LD is by exclusion; by

stating what it is not. This is so because it is very difficult
to specify what 1t in fact is, due to the heterogeneous nature
of the phencmencn, the failure of certain students to acquire
academic skil1s and their subsequent exclusion from the main-

-stream.

As the definition indi-cates, historically various handicaps
have also been generalry viewed as being mutuarly exclusive.
This has largely been due to the influence of the medical model

and the belief that specific 'diseaser entities have symptonoJ_o-

gies that are particular onry to that entity. A further assump-
tion posits that speclfic rdiseaser entities require specific
intervention techniques or cures. Thus the attempts to separate
LD from other handicapping conditions.

ïn many definitions of LD, the excrusion principle is
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either stated directly or in an impried fo¡m. Thus if a child
is not poor, blind, mentally retarded or suffering a hearing or
motor handicâp, is of average or above in interrigence and is
experiencing a r-earning difflcurty, he may be considered r-earn_
ing disabled.

\¡/hile the possibility is ad¡nitted to (a recent phenomenon)

that the mentally retarded, behaviourarJ-y disordered and other
handicapped persons may have a learning disability, the point
rnust be made clear that a learning disability can never be said
to be caused by other handieapping conditions. (Mcloughlin and
Nerick 1983) rt remains inherent in the individual-. The essump-
tion built into the exclusion clauses that either

ilbelow average intelligence, culturaldeprivarion or orher hãndicáppiãg óõn¿i_tions are labels or categorièê wñichtake precedence over'J-eãrning disabilitiesf
and works to exclude the formãr groupsfrom the l_atter and suggests tha[ on'é-..nonly have one of these-þroblems. fn theextreme, this type of definition would in_evitably produce learning disabilitt-classes composed only of-children oi aver-age intelligence frcm nriddre class ramiiieswho 3re nol dgilg wetl in schooi.,i - (p:tt[;l,tcrntyre et.al lgg0)

As the above quote alludes to, the definition potenti.ally serves
to }imit attention to the middle and upper middre crass. (cole
1978) one may therefore assune a politicar function - (or at
Ieast suspect it) in the exclusion clause.

smith and polloway (L979) point out that children from
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the lower socio-economic classes have an increased chance of
being identified as retarded while children from higher socio-
economic cl-asse-c are more likeJ_y to be labelted as rearning
disabled. Keary and McLeod (rgZ6) also noted this tendency
in the diagnostie statistic-c and considered it the refl-ecticn
of a class bias which is built into the definiticn and reflects
a process of social construction.

Frame et.al-. (r98/+) in a -.tudy which examined diagncstic
anc prescriptlve bias in school- psychologist-<r report-< of learn-
ing disabled chj-Idren noted that upper SES (socio-economic status)
children were labeLled as learning disabled more frequently than
were the low sES chiLdren. rn the study the slmurated row sES

black children tended to be classifÍed as not erigible for
special education much mcre often than either the white or
upper cl,ass black children.

some believe that the excrusion principJ_e Ín fact acts
as an j-nclusion devicer ân attempt to include by way of remedial_

and compensatory progra¡nming, children fron the middle and upper
middle class backgrounds who have experienced a lack of academic
success in the t nor"mal I educational sense. (Mcrntyre et. ar,
1980) By creating another category and having chil-dren labelled
as suchr access is obtained to resources and progra¡nming which
nonnarl-y would not be available. yet they remain separate from
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inferior types.

Foster et.al, (1976) also points out that the label learn-
ing disabllity may be more preferable than other disabllities
or deviant designations r ,presumably because it is a less stig_
matizing label , stressing norrnal or above norrnal intelligence.r'
(p.59) Bartel and Guskin (1980) state that studies report most
parents of children diagnosed as mil_dly retarded, rated their
children as normal or above in intelligence. Given that the
l-ine between mild mental retardation and learning disability
is rather fuzzy and given that the ratter is perhaps ress stig_
matizing and a mcre hopeful and positive designation, it is
little wonder that it is preferable. Lerner (l-g7]r) observed
that parents whose children were experiencing problems with
learning welcomed the LD designation and were largely responsi_
bre for its impetus, grovrbh and acceptance. This 1s perhaps,
also rdfLected in what has been cal1ed the epidemic of learning
disabirities a¡nong middle class chir.dren. (Ross rg77, p.4i)

Ross (L976) speculates that it may be because the middle
and upper middle class have higher aspirations for their child-
ren, have more resources with which to seek outside herp and

alternative diagnosis and with which to bring pressure to bear
in a political and noral sen-se.

ft is obvious that the above considerations point to the
social process involved in the formation of the definition and

how they reflect the social, political and mcral constructs and
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inherent values of those doing the defining.
The te¡srs used to describe what J.earning disability is

i".e. psychologicar processes, perceptual functioning, MBD,

dyslexia, aphasia, etc. - are also problematic. Larsen et.al-.
(f976) points to a certain ambiguity when he states that ,'these

frequentry used terms have a tendency to be all encompassing.

rt would be possibre to say that alr children with a learning
difficulty have processing and/or perceptual deficiencies. To

do sor however, negates the meaning of the terms and llmits their
u-se in a def inition.,' 1p. B/+)

Further to this, Co]es (1928) suggests that specific terms
such as dy-slexia, Ir{BD, etc., are no more precisely defined than
the term learning disabilit,y. This vagueness of definition and

terminology poses problems for diagnosis and intervention in
te¡ms of the dangers of wide variability of interpretation and

subsequent action taken. Aderman and raylor (rg7Z) see problems
inherent 1n this lack of crarity also. .rt is very easyr €s_
pecially with youngsters who are labelled as problems, to inter-
pret alL negative and deficient facets of behaviour as a reflec-
tion of some disorder wit,hin the person.t' (p.t+jj) This is
certainly refrected in the second criteria arso.

The second cri.teria generally viewed as being within the
broad definitional context, has to do with what is called the
discrepancy concept. There are generally two assertions impli-
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cit in thi-s concept.

One asserts that the individual- is of average or above
average intelligence. cruickshank (1ggo) points out that this
is both a fallacious and irlogicaJ. a-<sumption in that anyone
regardless of intell-igence could conceivably suffer from a

learning disabirity, at reast in the way it is generarJ_y per_
ceived. One does not logically preclude the other. Rather it
seems to be a reflection of a desire and. an attenpt to put dis_
tance between and/or disassociate certain children frorn more
sociaJ'Iy stigmatizing handlcapping conditions as discussed above.

The second assertion which seems to be widely held, has
to do with the belief that if there is a significant discrepancy
between the leveÌ at which a child is functioning (achievernent)
and his potential for achievement (r.a. ) then this discrepancy
may signify a learning disabirity. (rirt and Garragher L97z¡
Mcfntosh and Dunn IgTj; Bateman lg6L)

rf this concept 1s not directly stated in a definition,
that there is a discrepancy between perfor^mance and expectancy
then it is implied, for without this underrying as*sumption the
whole working notion of rlearning disability, would collapse.
(Mcleod 1983 )

Howard and Orransky (rggo) point to the central importance
of this concept. They state that¡
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fn reviewing any li-st of characteristics

s
pr

e, ccmmon
learning
ignificant
esence of
1p. 83 )

Ro-'s (1977) points to the very serious problems inherent
in attempting to define operationarize and measure the con-
ceptually abstract terms, significant, potential and achieve_
ment within the concept of learning.

A chirdr s potential is rargery defined by perfo'mance on
intelligence tests of various kind,s and performance is sup_
posedly assessed by scores from achievement and diagnostic
tests. There are, however, probrems within this seemingly
straight fon¡ard procedure. Ross (rg77) points to the dangers
inherent in the use of such tests in attempting to measure

learnÍng.

t¡trhat a child has 1earned may not be re_flected on the achievement Lests. Suchfailure to substantiate learning thathas occurred woul-d result in a ãpurious
discrepancy between intel"Iigence testscores and the achievement õest scores.
b. trz¡

The sane may be said of interligence test, scores which
are used to measure potential-. A childrs ,intelrigence, may not
be refrecred in r.Q. test scores. Gould (1991) and vroom (r9s0)
amongst others o view with scepticisn first the logic behind the
concepts involved in the construction of 1ntellÍgence tests and
secondly their wldespread use as indicators of potential ability
or I j-ntelligencer .

you must remember that the sincharacteristic of children witdisabilities is a specific and
achievement deficieñcy in the
adequate overall, intelligence.

gL
h
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The reratÍonship between r.Q. test scores and learning
capacity is not weII establ-ished. Lerner (tglO) states that
many authorities noür severely attack the concept r.Q. and mental
age as accurate indicies of intelligence. rt is also weÌ1
known that individual I.Q. scores can change quite substantially
over time.

Larsen et.al. (I9?6), Maclntyre eb.a]. (1990), Cole (192g),
Hammi]l- and Lar-sen (rg7t+), Larsen and Hammilr (rg15), Lumsden
(1978) 

' shepard (Ig7Ð and Ysseldyke (Ig7Ð, all poinr our rhe
problems of reliabiLity and validity inherent in the measurement
devices most often used in the definitional-diagnostic process.

smith (rg8z) poinrs to examp]-es which illustrate this
criticisn:

,in recent review, psychometricians have con-demned tests used to iecognize rðarning-d,i;-abilities. some tests weñe condemned E"ðãù="of low reliability. The Detroit Test oi----Learning- Apptitudê have subtest reliabilitiesso tow that the flip of a coin might Ue-ãÀ-good a way ro deterinine if a chilã has *üãi-po"y problems. Some were condemned on the
bas is- of poor val idiry, e. Bl ; 

-¿ú' -pái-tðriu
of subtests on the roêúig õeíetopme'ntar 

-iã.t
of visual perception faired to cõrrelate-withreading performance.r (p. gf)

Lumsden for exarnple, (I9ZB) states that, ¡the lllinois Test of
Psychoringuistic Abilities shourd never have been published; at
least in its present fo¡m... rt is as if the A.p.A. (American
Psychological Association) standards had never been wrj.tten.r,
(Smittr 1982, p.9I)
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Given the widely recognized probrens with the tests and

diagnostic Ínstruments that might be used in establishing either
potential or achievementr one must question the professionalfs
ability to establ-ish a discrepancy between perfonnance and

expectancy. Particularly as sadler (r9gr) points to the prob-
lems inherent in the clinical mcdeJ. (as discussed previously).
Many of the points he discusses as being problematic, relate
to problems inherent in the tests them-.,e1-ve-* or in the inter-
pretation of te-'t results and what the results actually rnean.

ttrlhile modern diagnostic and clinical techniques generally
advocate the examination of a wide range of variabres in the
proce*qs of diagnosis, etc. - variables such as home rife, peer
functioning, health, classroom environment, in addition to
tho-.e tapped by psychometric testing, smith (r9gz) and I{crntyre,
et.al. (t980) both point to the almost singular relj.ance on test
results in the decision making proces-< as to whether one i,.
learning di-cabled or not.

Using the discrepancy between ability and achievement as a

sign of learning disabilities also fails to consider alternative
causes. The procedures can also be rnanipurated, for example, by

the choice of tests or by the competence of the tester. The

discrepancy rnight also be attributable to chanee alone.
A chirdrs performance on tests, whether they be for the

purpose of measuring achievement or potential r ñây also be quite
variabl-e depending on a number of factors external to the test
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themselves. Discrepancies could resurt from such things as

frequent absences from schocl, frequent schcol changes, from
poor teaching or lack of effort on the studentrs part. The at_
mosphere of the testing situation and the nature of the child-
tester interactions, the childrs motivations in terrns of per-
ceived consequences or rewards and a variety of other factors,
are all variables which may positively or negatively effect
test results. (Bryan and Bryan L97i) some of these variabl_es
singularly or in combinatÍon may al-"o be the cause of the under-
lying disturbance.

ciosery relaÈed to the notion of discrepancy is the con-
cept of intraindividual differences as first advanced by Kirk
et.al. (f 9ó8). Within this view I'academic perforrnance is said
to be the product of general- abirity prus a number of discrete
abil-ities such as memory, language, reasoning and perceptual_

processing." (sm:-ttr l-982, p.88) Further ,in this model it is
assumed that in nonnal children all these discrete abilities
wirl develop at the same rate. Elt a child whose discrete
abilities are not approximateLy equal is suspected of having
learning disabilities.

Learning disabillties are deterrnined or at Least recognized
by the scatter effect on test profiles (e.g., rprA) in that the
child may score high in some ski1l areas but 1ow in other-s. This
approach is also subject to the sane criticisms as mentioned
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above i-e., poor test construction, problems with reJ-iability
and validityr etc. and with the interpretation of test results.
v{hile one shour-d be abre to differentiate between the LD popu_
lation and the normal population, it is generally conceded
that this is seldom the case. (Mercer 1g7g)

Thus those urtimatery labeLled LD may constitute a group
of children that is quite heterogeneous in nature, designated
as Learning disabled by a definition that is arnbiguous and by
a diagnostic process that is subject to the impact of a range
of confounding variabl-es. The resurts may oft tines be the
result of anything but an objective, scienti.fic paradigm as is
f,requentry assumed by those espousing qn individual pathology
approach.

the surveys and research of Kirk and Er-kins (Lg|j),
Torgesen and Dice (fggO) and Mann (l98l), ,,confi¡.m the profes_
sionally embarassing Humpty Dunpty nature of learning disability
defini-tions in practice,, . (p,23, Mcleod rggj) rnat poritical,
econornie and social considerations play an important part in
how the probl-em is defined, diagncsed and dealt with is quite
evident. smith (rg8z) ln speaking of the ambiguities and
vagaries involved sums it up this v¡ay:

The technicar- probrems of measurement andcontroversies in the diag-n^osis of rearningdisabilities are acute. -rrr¡hen it confront3the test scores and symptoms of a "ði;;;"ãchild and tries to maich these with thedefinitions of learning disabilities, ifr"
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school staffing commi.ttee is faced with theequivalent of a Rorschach ink b1ot. A1Ithe social, Iegal and economic needs ói- tf,"committee are projected onto this ambiguousstimulus. The resuJ.ting decisions .r"""or"_times irrelevant to the-needs of the child.
Each model of recognizing learning dis_abllities is plaguõd witñ eruors ãnd contro_vgrsy. Yet clinicians devote more and moretime and.energ.y to diagnosis, looking forexplanati-on,* that prove tc be illusiie andhiding scientj_sm bêhind a ma_qk cf meCicine
and science. (p.94)



CHAPTER VIT

LEARNING DTSABILITIES IN CONTEXT

There are obviousl-y many issues relating to the various
concepts and perspectives as to what constitutes a learning di-.-
ability and how best to deal with the fail-ure to learn, pafricu-
larly in the educational sphere. Many of these issues have been

discussed in the previous pages and chapters.

How learning disability has come to be defined as a sociaL
probrem, how it has been defined as a specific handicapping en-
tityr diagnosed and intervened upon, remains problematic and

subject to a certain amcunt of ambiguity, some disagreement and

confus ion.

ft must al.so be understood that the perspectives and para-
digms used are a refrection of poticy developments and imple-
mentation as weLl as research and theory anchored in the context
of an emergent history. As such they have been shaped by the
social, political-, philosophicaÌ and ideological pressures and

stances apparent in the larger society and those reflected in
the educational system generally. The perspectives and paradigms

used and the knowledge and expertise availabl-e are also influen-
tial in the shapi-ng of stances taken.

The pclicies that have been developed in the separate
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jurisdictions of lt{anltoba and Ontario reflect developments in
the field of learning disabil,ities generalry. They arso re-
flect the beliefs, knowledge ideorogies and values that are
current and/or prevalent in the society as a whole.

since the end of the second trlorrd war, we have seen the
advent and continuing development cf the welfare state. During
this time there has been considerabLe econcmic expansicn,
popul-aticn growth, massive and rapid developments Ín science
and technology and an unprecedented involvement of the state
in the provision of services to its citizens. Expansion of
educaticnal services is but one example.

The wel-fare state has tradlticnally been viewed as having
as its goals the satisfaction of human needs and the improve-
ment of human welfare. Public involvement and respcnsibiLity
is bcth expected and deemed necessary in such areas â*c health,
educaticn and -.ocial- security; (Gough r97g) trre state must

intervene on behalf of its citizens to I'smcoth out', the vagaries
of the economic and socÍaL order.

Equality has l-ong been a central concept in the motiva-
tions of the werfare state. rt has become a basic tenet of
the dominant ideology and has come to be interpreted as equal-
ity of opportunity. rn this sense equality of opportunity
generarly means the opportunity to compete for education,
commodities, jobs and income, etc. (Mcscovitch rg8r)
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At the root of this notion is the belief that aÌr people
should be provided with oppcrtunity equal to their abilities
and irrespective of origins, rocality, sex, race, etc. The

function of the welfare state is therefore to provide services,
prograns and financial assistance that intercede to make life
chances rmcre' equal. rnequalities are opposed because they
are seen as an affront to the basic principles of justice and
humanity, and/or because prcnounced inequalities may read to
crime, apathy and other social disorders which threaten the
status quo.

central to the rise of the wel_fare state and the concept
of equarity of opportunity has been the development and accept-
ance of a therapeutlc ideology. (lrroods rgTu) rt is assumed

that the larger social problems as well as those of an individual
nature, when exa¡nined and understocd in the light of ,,sciencerr

ancì r'reasonf'i can be effectively intervened upcn, treated and
cured. This ideology provides the underlying theme which ties
together the notions of equality and the interces-sion by the
state to sol-ve problems of inequality, with a concept of equality
of opportunity as a notion for achieving more equality of condi_
t ions .

rt is not surprising then to find that equality of educa_
tionar opportunit,y and the therapeutic ideology have rong been
motivating principles in the provision of educational services.
Fleming (r97L) believe-.,,that it is responsible for, or has pro_
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vlded the justification for much of the developmenb in modern

education, particularly the developments in special educatj.on.
Following hlorld irrar rr, there began a rapid expansion in

the educationaÌ services provided to the general_ public. The

Organizaticn for Economic Co-operati.on and Developmentrs Report
(I976) srares thar:

"until the 1ate 19&0'sr Canada coulC
be counted as one of the less developededucationally of the great dernocraciês.
Today.it is numbered õlearly amongstthe educaticnal Ieader_., ceitainli asfar as quantiùetive development i3 con_
cerned. ,' (p. 9)

This growth was certainly in response to an expanding popu_

lation of school-age chirdren, increased demand due to the pub-
ric's belief in educaticn as both an equalizer and as a means

cf social mcbilÍty, and the realizaticn by governmentr âS afluded
to in the Marsh Repcrt (rgLj), that educaticn could be utilized
to increase indj-vidual opportunity and indj-vidual eccnomic ad-
vantage, thus ensuring a measure of social, stability, rn a

coLlective sense it was believeC that an increase in the equality
of educational opportunity would translate into an increase in
the life chances for alI. (pike lgBO)

The idea that education courd be used as a weapon to de_

crease sociar inequality (whire certainry nct new) ca¡ne to be

reflected Ín the theory of human capitar. simply stated it
means that the more highry educated the people, the more pro_
ductive your economy is going to be. As pike (1990) points out
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I'further economic growth depended mainly on technical- inncva-
tion, and in turn technical- innovation wa-. seen as a product
of highly skiLled and qualified brain power.,' (p.126) The

message for sociely was' j-nvest in educaticn; fcr the individual
it was invest in yourself through education. Education became,

and remains in the view of many, not just a matter of economic

survival, but also bcth a sign of succes-c and an important avenue

for achieving upward mobility.
Its irnpact (hurnan capital theory) was greatly felt because

as Pike (1980) points out, r'it welded very neatly with the moral
tenets of the liberal notion of equality of opportunity" and

also fit with the liberal ideology of one's rise and,/or posi-
tion in the educational ' social, eccnomic and political spheres

as being due to merit. fn addition the more educated and skilled
the population, the less marginar anc burden-.cme they would be

to the publlc purse. Education would bring a certain immunity
from the vagaries of the *eystem. rn this right, increased
expenditures for educaticnal progra¡n-e were and are not only seen

as contributing to the productivity of socÍety, but aÌso are
vj-ewed t'as necessary to secure social stability. The funds
serve to reduce deviancy and protect economic and social sta-
bility." (Armitage Ig75, p.6)

Thus the provision of equal educationar opportunity was

absolutely essential to the human capitaj- theory. rt was also
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viewed as a means of equalizing disadvantage due to a number

of vari.ables such as crass, envircnments, and circumstance,
and hence, of equalizing a much broader range of social oppor_
tunity. (Fleming r97u) The provisions for equality of educa_

tional opportunity by making educational facilities and -.ervices
acces-'ibl-e to everyone ha-- been viewed as the f irst of three
phases in educational devel-opment in Canada by the Crganization
for Economic co-operation and Development,s Report (rg76).

The first phase has been referred to by pike (r9go) as the
'pas-<ivef liberar version of educational reform. By providing
everyone with a chance to attend school - particularly in tetans

of the provision of more facili.ties and therefcre access it
was felt that the equality of opportunity issue was being ad-
dressed. However, the hope that equal access to education would
reduce fai-l-ure and drcp outs, as well as inequalities and injust-
ices in the larger social sy-etem, were not reaLized.

The provision of the same opportunity to arl in terms of
access failed to recognize that the system wa*e not addressing
j-ssues of varying individual potentials and needs, differences
in culturer economic and socia] backgrounds, the existence of
handicap and the existing discriminatory patterns in society
generally.

Obviously many did nct succeed in traditional prograns

and wider access to similar programs did not in itself guarantee
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equality of educational opportunity. fn this sense the schools
fail,ed to educate significant numbers of students and at the
same time a significant number of students failed to profit
sufficiently from the prograrns offered.

The second phase was an attempt to address this two edged
problem and saw the advent of remediar and compensatory measures.
Through these measures the ccmplex issues of failure and contin-
ued inequalities were to be addressed. rt came to be understood
that equality of educationaL opportunity was nct as straight
foruard as it appeared; that everyone was not equaì_ prior to
school- entry was reccgnized es was inequality of outcome.

The introduction of compen-qatory and remedial programmi ng

under the general rubric of'special educationr as a device to
further ensure equarity of opportunity - i.e., special progran_q

and classes for those failing and/cr experiencing learnÍng prob_
1ems, for the handicapped, practice oriented courses and pre-
school educaticn - failed to li.ve up to expectations, nor did
they eliminate or reduce the ,many-sided forms of disadvantage.f,
(ouco r976)

This l-ed to a move, or at least an attempt (still in pro_
gress) in phase three f'to overcome the important externar causes
of school failure by providing within the schoor an array of
specific social, health and welfare measures.f, (ogcn rg76,
p,39) lt the same time there was the growing awareness that the
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right to equality of educaticnal opportunity should not be

restricted to childhood and youth but -chould be rifelong.
An important precondition of this type cf education system is
that it no Ionger possesses those institutionaL characteristic-.
that are closed and/or dead end. rt also, by implj_cation

avoids writÍng people cff as failures. (OECD Lg76)

Plke refers tc thÍs as the active stance (as seen in the
last two phases) of the liberal, version of equality of educational
opportunity that is quite in keeping with the ideology of the
welfare state. Thus the actÍve stance pursued through direct
intervention and special prograrns, a policy of helping individ-
ual-s to become more equal. whether the problem was viewed as

internal to the child or externar in the sense of structurar
inequa].ity was unimportant. Attempts tc address the,ee issues

remain somewhat probJ-ematic. As a means of acdressing the
Larger j.ssues of general social- inequality there is evidence

to suggest that more .equality cf educational opportunity* has

not reduced the many sided forms of disadvantage and lnequality
existant in society. (Hunter l_981)

During this perlod we have witnessed the rise of access

to education generally followed by the implementation of special
services of a remedial and/or compensatory nature for the dis-
advantaged, the handicapped and other children with problems.

For example, the concept of learnlng disabillty and its designa-
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tion as a specific handicapping condition, is a resul_t of
specific efforts to deal with the substantial numbers of child-
ren failing in the educationat system. By providing extra
tspecial' services to help them overcome a disadvantaged posi-
tion vis-a-vis normal children, it is believed that their edu-
cational opportunity is advanced, they are made more equal and

thus are better equipped to compete in the educational -<ystem

and in mainstream socJ.ety.

However, there are problem-- cbviously with attempts to
define and i¡nplement progra¡ns etc., that are based on such con-
tentj-ous concepts as equarity, equarity of opportunity and of
outcome. (ffeming l-976)

For example, one meaning of equality may find expression
in efforts directed at a reduction of factors that provide for
the construction of differential_ categories or types of dis_
ability or dysfunction. others may view the construction of
categories and types as necessary for the allocation of resources
and the effective provision of special services needed to address
a particular problem.

There is also the question of who get,e what, and how much.

can one deliberately create inequality in attempts to address
issues of inequality? For example, it was recognÍzed that to
address the issues surrounding equality of educaticnal oppor-
tunity by providing equal- access was not enough but that addi_
tional resources wouJd have to be made available to some members
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of society on an unequal ba-"is in order to urake them more able
to compete on an equal footing.

Other meanings may be found in efforts to have society
and its institutions (education) enabling or assisting indi_
viduars to attain their ti¡nits of potential. Hcwever, concepts
and meanings of human potential, need, and opportunity are both
murti.ple and ncn--epecifi.c based on values in the context of a
perspective tied to time and place. There is also the problem
of selectivity - what prcbrems are to be adcressed, what talents
are to be developed, to what extent and where _ and how they
impact on any conception of equarity of opportunity. rmplied
in the above are neither ccnceptions of right cr wrong but
rather of choices. Obviousry all these consideraticns overlap
and all cannot be answered or even addressed given the limitec
capacities within a particular sociar- context. (Fleming rg76)

Limited capacities extend to knowredge and expertise, re_
source allocation, time, values and objectives as werr as the
functional nature of the education system. As a resurt, in_
equality-equality, and issues that arise around equaLity of
educational opportunity, pose probrems invor-ving the concepts
of fmore' or rless, or as Rein (i_976) points out:

ilinequality has always existed in somefo{rl,_!o some.degree- in "u""y society-and the question-is not does'ii exisi,but rather what conditions 
^nãJo, inter_ventrjna, etc., bring about mo"e cr less.r,(p rrZ
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Policy considerations and i¡nplementaticns therefore, may

be predicted on any number of beliefs, per,qpectives and nuances

of meaning involving the above concepts. The concepts of
equality and equality of educational opportunity adopted or
used would be influenced by and would infruence in turn, the
interpretation of avail-able knowj.edge and experti-<e and how this
can be transl-ated into interventions and perceptual paradigms.

The dominant conceptual framework which has been utiLized
in effcrts by the education -<ystem to impì.ement more equarity
of educational opportunity, has been one which a-.sumes the in-
dividual intrinsic nature of problems and the belief in the
necessj-ty of individual remediaticn, training or oÈher compen-qa-

tory efforts to help the lndivldual_ to adjust.
Probrems with this apprcach (in relation to LD), with de-

fining and classifying perceived problem types and with provid-
1ng effective diagnostic and intervention services also exist
as has been pointed out in the preceeding chapters. Many of
the concepts and definitions involved in dealing with the ex-
ceptionality LD, are of a rather imprecise nature, subject to
the vagaries of clinical interpretation, values and politlcal
cons iderat ion-..

rnherent in the concepts of compensatory progra¡ns and

remediation and the belief that the locus of the problem is
within the childr is the intent to fix him and make him better
able to compete. This apprcach is attempted with a wide range
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of probrem types of which LD is but one. lt is also utilized
with problems that are generarly viewed as social in origin _

i. e. , deprivation and poverty which cause deficiency and/or
deficits - by what Ryan (1976) outlines a-q a process of ,blan_
ing the victimfr.

Central to the rectification of disability and dysfuncti.cn
as being within the child, is the belief in being able to create
more equality of educational 0pportunity through compensatory
and remedial programs within the context of the therapeutic
ideology and the rise of a rational.e of treatment. There are
problems, however, with conceptua]j-zing the problem in this
manner as ütrood (L97U) observes:

Irilith the individualized treatment one canreadily qrgpg that the unique person isrespected; his partÍcular needè disccvered:
empathy at 1east, if nct sympathetic underl
standing. be-comes the basis- fõr dearing withpeople 

. 
who hgv-e problems . Furthermorã, by

comparison with strategies for changing J

social_ conditions, controlling Oeviãntã bychanging them (therapy) avcidã mcre serioüsthreats to vested inlêrests. One does ;"t-have to refo¡r r-east of all radicarly 
"tá"g"the system...Rather therapy herp-- thä ¿ãviãntto adjust to.institutional- pattèrns of con_ducr. (p.146)

Given that this perspective remains very influential,
atternpts at addressing a social- problem like learning disability
through social policy fortnul-ations are very likely to be d.irected
at minimizing, eliminating and/or normalizi.ng behaviours thought
to be problematic. By adapting individual-s or rcLasses, of indi-
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viduars to the larger ,cystem in this manner, chances of ade_
quate functioning are enhanced. However as woods points out
other problems or causes may be ignored. The faiLure of the
dominant definition-diagnc-ctic intervention paradigm to produce
efficacious resurts with LD chirdren as is evidenced in the
literature, may be the result of a failure to examine the prob_
lem i-n a broad enough context. rmportant variable_s in the en_
virorx:eni,, in situations and in transactions which take place
and which impact directly or learning, may not be given enough
significance or may not be considered relevant at atr.

rt has been advanced, therefore, that the problems which
children experience in terrns of rearning disabilities may be
interpreted and understood in the context of a much wider range
of variables- They may be viewed as the result of interacticn-.
and transactions between individual-s and their idiosyncratic
nature and situational, environmental and structural variables.

Thus the interactionar approach attempts a broad perspec_
tive and understanding which views deviance and social problems
generally and LD particurarlyr âs phenomena which are largely
created withÍn a sociaL context. Learning disabirity for ex_
arnple, rather than being necessarily intrinsic to the individual,
is created within the context of a society, the nature of the
relationships therein and how and what we decide to designate
as deviant, dysfunctional and/cr abnormal. rt is a process
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that is tied to time, prace and our norms and values.
The social aucience I creates' and impacts on the problem

because it decide-' which behaviours or situations are problem-

atic and/or threatening in the context of boundaries, power

relationships, and in-.titutional arrangements and needs. rt
is an emergent precess invol-vj.ng mcral stratification which

often intersects with other dimen-.ions of the stratificaticn
order such as economic clas_sr racer âg€, sex, etc. (Schur 1990)

Each of the view-s as mentioned above are not mutually
exclusive but rather may be viewed a-q on a continuum. At one

end wourd be found a singre factor explanation and a uni-
dimensional conception of the problem of LD involving an indi-
viduar pathology viewpoint (biophysiological, psychologicar).
As one moves along the continuum perceptions of the probrem of
LD become more complex, the heterogeneity of the phenomenon is
recognized, cause is viewed as multifactoral and the concepticn
of the problem stresses the interactional nature of the relation-
ship between individuals and their total environment. Invol-ved

in each are different ways of perceiving and defining the prob-
lem. This, in turn, has impricaticns for how the problem is
diagnosed and how intervention-. shourd be camied out.

rt must also be kept in mind that what the espousal of
equality of educational opportunity has fostered is a strong
belief in the ability of education to address issues of in-
equality nct just in the educational sphere but arso in the
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larger society thrcugh the reform and/or expansion of educa-
tlonar practice. How the problem is perceived is going to
determine where one rooks for cause/explanati.on as weÌ1 as

what educational practices can best be utirized to deal with
the problem in the context of increasing the equality of edu-
cational opportunity i.e., dces one choose a categorical
system as a way of providi.ng service to reduce inequality or
does one utirize a ncn-categcrical system because it is per_
ceived to be a better vehicle for reducing inequality. As

such the concepts of equality-j.nequarity and equati.ty of edu_

cationaÌ opportunity are rather imprecise and open to a range
of inÈerpretaticns and nuance of meaning. As such there is
the potential for confrict and ambiguity when attempts are
made to translate perceptions into practices.

Attempts, therefore, to address the problem of ,faifure
to learnfr through social pclicy formulaticns may be many and

varied. (This is perhaps attested to by the 'Humpty-Dumpty'
nature of learning disabil-ity practices observed in jurisdic-
tions across the United States.)

The above discussicn speaks to the intracacies, the para_
doxes and the ambiguities which are inherent within human inter-
actions in a social, institutional context and in the constructs
devised to give order, meaning and continuity to our existence.
These factors obviously impact on poricy consideraticns and

choices made.
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rt is one thing to give descriptions of sociar problems,
to assume that they are accurate and plan for change on a macro
and/or micro leveI. It is quite ancther however to understand
all the variables invorved in the creation of the probr_em and

to analyze and prepare strategies and interventions that wilI
effect rneaningful change, meaningful in the sense that it i-"
what the child needs and nct just a "symboric rather than sub-
stantive change.,' (Hasenf eld l"9gO, p. 51I )

The examinaticn of the specific pol_icy initiatives that
have taken place in lrlanitoba anc Cntaric and which are tc be

ciiscussed in the foll-owing pages, attempts an understanding
and ccnsiderati.on of the probfematlc nature of learning dis_
ability and its conceptual, theoretical and practical contexts.



Secticn II

(n)^. 0i-.+b1ing characteristic of profes_.ionaldefinitions of need is the profeèsicnai
prag!ice_ of placing. rhe perèeived deficiencyin the cl_ient. Whlle mcèt mcdernized pro_fessionals will, agree.that individual- þrcb_lems devel-cp . in a-sccio-economi c-potitïcatcontext, their common remedial präcticeisolates the individual from thè conteit.
The effect of this individual_ization iãaOsthe professicnal to distort even his owncontextual understanding. Because his reme_diar tools and techniques are usualty llmitedto individualized interactj_on, the iírtãrpre_tation of the need necessarily becomes indi_vidualized. The tool defines'the problemrather than the problem defining the tool.
!pp.Z9-7?, John i{cKnight j_n rvañ rlriórr-et ât,The Disabling Profe-"slons , I9?T)



CHAPTER VIII

LEARNING DISABILIÎIES AND SOCTAL PSLTCY

Introduct ion

Pricr to the l9z0's special segregated crassrooms and,/or
facilities were deveÌoped to accommodate chlldren who for a

variety of reasons - be 1t fairure in the regular crassroom,
behaviour and emotionar probrems or because of physical or
mentaL handicaps - were excluded from the mainstrea¡n of regular
education.

Exclusion was also the fate suffered by sone where alterna-
tives were severely limited or non-existant. often the only
alternative was nothing, with the result that children were ef-
fectively excluded from pubJ-ic educatlon. Too often what was

made availabre wa,q dete¡mined by the perceived nature of the
probren or handicap rather than the abirities of the child or
his specific educational needs. Labels as to the type of handi-
cap were often assu¡ned to be synonomous with individual need.

Programs r or the possiblity of alternatives were limited by the
doninant perspectives as to the function of the schools and the
nature of abnormality and how it should be deart with.

The function of the s'choor system was to prepare the young

to live in and contribute to society through a socÍalization
process that involved! 1) basÍc skirl acquisition; z) social

- L25
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deve)-opment in the moral,, poritical, ethicar and interpersonal
sense; and 3) the channeling of individuals toward future
economic roles. The needs of the system became very much per_
sonified in the differentiar treatment of students through a

process of allocating and sorting based on their abÍlity to
function in t,he above spheres. (f íne L975)

Generally this was done within a system that was compul-

sory and hierarchicarry organized on the basis of age and grade

and that emphasized uniformity. That sone students wourd not
be abre to coper or effectivery compete, posed probtems for the
systen not to mention the students. Those who differed greatly
from the noÌd of unifor.mity were often ha¡"med by the limiting
or denying of the benefits of schooling. For the schoor system

it became a matter of how to deaL with t,he range of problems

presented by individual variation and disability.
Over the years various nodels and methods of i-ntervention

have been attempted. Tsseldyke and Algozzine (r9gz) 1:.st the
traditionar nethods that schools have used in dearing with ab-
nor:mal-ity and the perceived inability of specific groups of
students to benefit from mainstrean education. These incl-ude

inaction, excrusionrabilit,y grouping and speciar education. The

growth in special education was largely the result of the failure
of the first three to resol,ve the issues. Exclu*.iveness and

separateness becane the dominant thenes as services in special
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education developed. The progresslve trends in education h¡ere
predominantry in the direction of estabrishing speciar classes
and services which, while they often functioned as part of the
educationar system, remained largery segregated outside of the
mainstrearn envi_rorunent .

The predominant perspectives as to the nature of abnor-
mality and how it shoul-d be dealt with deveroped wlthin the nedi-
car model and a berief in a world of discrete problen types and
categories. The practices which evolved were based on assump_
tions that a chir-d's specific probren could be identified and
exprained on the basis of symptons manifested, with speclfic
sympton clusters indieating the type of dÍsabiJ.ity. The diagnosis
usualry involved inferences about t,he cause(s) of observed be_
haviours and predictions about the course of the problem or di_
sease (prognosis). There was assu.med a discernabre relationship
between causer s}'nptons and prognosis and that this reration-.hip
vras predictabre and estabrished" Fron this it was postulated
that specific problen types require speciar j-nterventions, strate-
gies and techniques in order that a cure could be affected.

rt seemed logicar that students with sir¡ilar problems such
as visual impairment, deafness or mentar retardation courd be
treated most effectively if grouped together. 0n the basis of
such assunptions separate classes were establi-shed. Thus utiliz-
ing tno¡"uativef strategies on specific problem types as exper_
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ienced by groupings of these chÍldren was perceived to be both

necessary and efficacious fron an admlnistrative, communi-cation

and research point of view. (Grossrnan L97j)

This, coupJ.ed with an increasing awareness and berief in
the need to make some students more equal through the provision
of special prograns, led to the separateness and exclusion of
special education from the mainstream. It also 1ed to the ex-
crusion of specific problem types from each other. Ford et.aL.
(fgBZ) suns up the process in this u¡ay:

There have been equivalent accornmodations
within the system to cater for the needs
of particular special groups. These
special groups have been children who for
one reason or another were thought either
incapable of benefitting from the mainstream
of educational provision or actually likely
to irnpair its effectlveness for other pupils
by being a drain on material resources- a-nd
teacher tj-ne. (p.34)

rn light of the above discussion the nor-mative berief
generally held' was that ordinary schools or classes could not

educate the handicapped child. f'special educatorsm and those

agencies and individuals concerned with the various disabling
conditions - for almost half a century called for the establish-
ment of special classes and special schools. The conmon ortho-
doxy perceived problem types as specifÍc and discrete entities
centred in the child.

Approaching the 1970's special education philosophies as

they had been practiced for many years began to come under
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criticar scrutiny from within and outside of education.

the efficacy of special classes, of exclusion and separate-
ness and of labelling as a way of dealing with special needs

children was increasingly being questioned. The notions of
fspecial needsr and requality of educationaL opportunity came

to take on a new meaning - a meaning shaped by concepts such as

mainstreaming, the least restrictive environment, appropriate
educational programs and individual need.

However, change is a process grounded in time. The philo-
sophiesr perspectives and practices which had been in use for
many years continued and still continue to interact with and

shape the new perspeetÍves. They also continue to exert their
influences on the educationar scene in the way in which abnor-
mality and exceptionality are deatt with.

Our examination of social policy in Manitoba and Ontario

as it relates to learning disabilities begins during this period

of change.



CHAPTER I)T

MANITOBA: LEARNING DTSABILITIES AND SocIAL PcLIcT

rn Manitoba, as in most other North Anerican jurisdic_
tions there deveroped and evolved a system of special educa_

tion which invorved special and separate schocls - i.e. deaf,
blind - and the involvement of private agencies outslde of the
educational system proper - as werl as special classes and pro-
grams within school-s which variously attempteC to address the
needs of exceptÍonaÌ children.

fn Manitoba prior to the l97O,s regulations under the
Public Schools Act allowed for special grants to school divisions
for the purpose of setting up speciar classes and programs for
the mentally retarded, the physically handicapped, the emotion_
ally dlsturbed, the visual and hearÍng impaired and for slow
learners. Learning disability was not recognized as a speeific
categorical entity.

These special class categories were based on a traditicnal
medical rnodel approach and classification system. To receive
services, individuals had to be certified and designated as

erigible for special class placement by quarified clinicar per-
sonnel as authorized by the Department of HeaLth and Fubtic WeI-
fare. Financial support uras granted to school divisions on the
ba-'is of the certified children being placed full tine in special
clas*s envirorunents with minimum and maximum enrolment numbers

(lo-15) 
"
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Teachersf salaries, maintenance, administration and supply
grants were paid by the provincial government to school divisions
who set up such progra¡ns. (Mani.toba Regurations 7r+/5s) Barrance
and Kendall (19ó9) report that this grant systen had the effect
of rtmaking the operational grants for special education approxi-
matery twice as large as regular grants when considered on a
per capita bas j_s. r' (p.4)

These services vrere not mandatory in any sense except in
the case of the nentally retarded and onÌy then after l?6?. under
legislation of Jury 1967, the responsj-bilit,y for the education
of arl nrentally retarded children was assumed by the public
school authorities. (statutes of lvlanitoba 1966, c5o, s.13e)

schoor divisions were not required by regislation to pro-
vide special classes. I{hile they nay have been encouraged it
remained a discretionary, voluntary choice to be decided by each

school division. Thus there was no guarantee that alL who needed

special services would receive it. The extent to which special
classes were developed would have depended on the willingness
and resource capabilities of specific board.s as well as on per-
ceived needs. Obviousry the ability to set up speciar crasses
was not as easily done by the smaller or more isolated boards

with relatively fewer needy students and./or specialized resources
and expertise.

ïIhile mandatory attendance under the Attendance Act was
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required, children could be exempted because of ¡sickness or
other unavoidable causefr (i.e. this left open the possibility
of excrusion because of lack of progress, behaviour problems,

no suitabre program, etc. ) (Revised statutes of Manitoba r95l+r

c23b) There was no guarantee of service let arone appropriate
service that addressed individual need either in legislation or
regulat ion.

Those who might now be perceived as learning disabledr âs

well as being found in the regular class system and experiencing
problensr eâY also have been variously included in special classes
for the mentally retarded, the emotionarly disturbed or slow
learners. (This was in fact t,he position taken by MÀ0LD in their
lobbying efforts of the 1ate sixties. )

]|Ihile the mandatory legislation of 1967 for the education
of the nentarry retarded was firmly anchored in a belief and

commitment to a categorical-speciar crass approach to special
education, the introduction of the resource teacher progra¡n in
L97O signaled a change in direction for special education in
Manitoba and the beginning of a change process that is not yet
complete.

Regulations under the PubIic Schools Act set up categories
of personneL having relevance to speciar educå,tJ-on, - i.e. co-
ordinator of special services, counsellor resource teachers,
speciar class teachers and school psychologists. The numbers
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of each type allowed were based on average student enrol-ments.

Boards could use the grants to address their own individual,
priorities in term,q of special needs.

In effect this meant that the categorical system cf fund-
ing was replaced by a block grant system for special education
prograns. This aJlowed more flexibility fcr school- divisions
a$ funding was no longer based on minimurn cr maximum numbers

of students necessary to form special classes. Two or more

school divisions could al-so get together to provide special
services by sharing their rescurces and perscnnel. (Manitcba

Regulations L43/7o) rnis was in fact the culmination of a

proces-s that had begun a few years previous whereby the Depart-
ment of Education had been urging school divisions to keep more

special education students in their age Ìevel classes with the
assistance of the resource teacher rather than having them regis-
tered in speciar classes. rncreased demand on the resource

teachers, thus experienced by divísions, prompted caJls by the
l'fanitoba Association of School Trustees (Y,AST) at their annual

general meeting of 1969 for a non-categorical system of funding
to meet the increased need.

While some speciaì- classes wouLd be naintained as per the
o1d categorical system, the rescurce teacher program was an at-
tempt to maintain children in the regular class environ¡nent who

were experiencing learning problerns. ft was the beginning of a
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strong reaction against the conventional wisdom that ì-ay behind
the categorical-special crass systern. rn thi.s sense it was an

aftempt to reduce the use of speciar segregated cLasses as a
way of dealing with differentness and generally to increase
the options open to the system - to make its services more

comprehensive, - to keep children in the mainstrea¡n. rt was

the beginning of a shift in emphasis from a focus on the fhandi-
cap' to a focus on the chi1d.

rt was also an attempt to dea] with a "newr group of _"tu-
dents coming to be viewed as problematic - those students whc

were rlearning disabled'. The Learning DisabiLit,ies Act of ;1969

had just been passed by the united states ccngress. prior to
and fol"Iowing its enactment there had been increased interest
and activity demcnstrated by the professional and consumer ccm-

nunities. The phenomenon of Learning Disabilities was increas-
ingry coming to the publicfs at,tention as an explanation for
nuch schoor fai-lure - parti.cuJ,arly for those students who ex-
hibited a discrepancy between potentiar and achievement.

During this period the Manitoba Association for Children
with Learning Disabilities (r{AcLD) also acrively lobbied for
similar changes in Manitoba and for the recognition of Learning
Disabilities as a specific handicapping condition. They also
pointed out the need for appropriate educational programming

guaranteed through mandatory legisrati-on. They believed that
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many Learning Disabled chil-dren were going unrecognized and
consequently were receiving inadequate or unappropriate help,
whether it be in the regurar classroom or in a speciar cl-ass
pracement. They felt that a1r too often Learnlng Disabled
chirdren were inappropriately placed with other types of handi-
capped children whose problems were quite different and who

had different needs,

The position was advanced that many of these learning dis_
abled children could be maintained in the regular classroon with
appropriate herp and expertise. rt was generalry acknowledged
that these lobbying efforts were instrumentar in bringing the
resource teacher progran into being. (This was confirnred by

the writer in conversaticns with various offj.cial-s of MAST, MTS

and the Department of Educaticn. ) The use of resource teachers
as a mean-q of keeping children in the regurar classroom was

also a trend which was developing acrcss Ncrth America.
The forrowing quote outl_ines how the resource teacher

progran was envisaged and who it was designed to serve.
The prime purpcse of a resource teacher
progra¡n is to enable chlldren with 1earn_ing disabilities to receive assistance in
terms- of revising teaching methociologies
and classroom ariangements so that tñey
may pl_ogress adequately, personally,
socially^and educátionaily- without i,eing
removed from the mainstrean of the educä_tional. system. (special Educaticn Newsrãtter,
Manitoba Department of Education 19T6)

similarly, cenerini (1980) points out that the resource teacher
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rore was visual-ized as one of dj.agncsis and program planning

for children experiencing a rtspecific J-earning disabirity",
the purpose being to better enable classroom teachers to ade-
quately and appropriately accorffnodate the Iearning disabled in
the regular classroom.

These roles were based on the belief that the resource

teacher should possess speciflc competencies - mainly in the
area of educatÍrrnal diagncsis and prescription. Underlying
this belief vlere a number of assumptions.

A central assumption was "that children with specific Jearn-
ing disabilities could be neatly categorized" (p.Zo cenerini,
1980). rt wourd seem that there was a generar acceptance cf a

conception and definitj-on of Learning Disabilities as exempli-
fied by the United States legisJ-aticn or l-969 and the defini-
tion advanced therein. A similar d.efiniticn was advanced by IvIACLD.

As a result learning disabilities were viewed col-Iectively
as a specific clas-eificatory and definitional entity which could

be readily diagnosed. rt was also as,eumed that specific pre-
scriptions could be nade which were capable of remediating or
curing the problem. ft was held that a diagnostic prescrlptive
remedial model should be utilized to address need.

Generaì-ly speaking these above mentioned assumptions were

based on the belief that there had been estabrished a strong,
positive and predictable relationship between definiticn-
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diagncsis and intervention prognosis insofar as the category

of learning disabllit,y was concerned. rt was further assumed

that the skill, kncwledge and technology was avairable to en-

sure that Learning Disabilitiesf children cculd be dealt with
effe ct ive1y.

However, by the late ó0'*. and early 70'sr âs lrlanitoba was

in the process of introducing the resource teacher program, and

the UnÍted States Government was entering the field through its
1969 Legi-slation, it became apparent that the earlier cptimism

and certainty about cause(s) and remediaticn(s) of Learnlng Dis-
abllities had dissipated. Grossman (f978) observes that:

Neither the medical nor the
model or any other of a doze
schooLs within each camp, ha
to demonstrate the clear sup
its position, and thus its d
the problem. (p,I22)
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The efficacy of the Learning Disabilities rubric wa-. -cer-
icusry bei-ng questicned. Because of this, the originat view cf
learning disability was altered and modified substantiatly during

subsequent years. Cenerini (1980) states that¡
Through the seventies educators have
nore seriously considered the question
I'How do children learn?r' and I'What
prevents children from learning?"
There has been a growing awareness of
the learning process in which chj-ldren
are viewed more in terms of their learn-
ing abÍlities and less in ter.ms of their
learning disabilities. In short, the
total learning prccess - involving the
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intellectual, affective and physiological
dinension-" of the person :.s.'reäei;i;Ë----increasing emphasiê. (p. ZO)

As we have seenr sìlcceeding years and further research,
along with repeated attenipts at refinennent cf definition would
not tend to clarify the issues -surrounding Learning Disabilities
or make the designation any less problematic.

The introduction of the mandatcry provi-.ions for the men_

tarry retarded, the resource teacher progra¡n and the changes Ín
funding to alLow more flexibility were indicative of the changes
in educational philosophy and practice that were stirring in
North America, particularly in the area of special education;
the need to make services for special needs children mandatory
through legisration and a berief in keeping these chirdren in
situations that were as close to ,normal, as possible.

A new advocacy had emerged partly out of the soclal- and
pcJ-itical turmoil of the L960rs which sounded the alarm at the
rather rarge numbers of chirdren who were suffering variousl_y
from the effects of racism, poverty, inadequate educational
opportunity' poor dietary and health care and the staggering
incidence of child abuse and neglect that increasingry ü¡ere

coming to light.
The CELDIC Reporr (I97O) ttre Ccleman Report (Lg66) and the

Ha]I Dennis Report (1968) arr in their own fashion, confirned
these trends and pointed out the failure of the system to ad-
dress the needs of the whoLe child in a way that was appropriate,
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or to address the rarger issues of inequarity and rack of
opportunity. The evidence suggested that our instj.t,utionalized
system for dealing with children and youth often promoted

their fractionalizaþion and segregation and hence ccnditicns
of inequal,ity. The whol-e child was being ignored to the detri-
ment of the child and urtimatel_y scciety in bcth a present and

future sense. Accordingly, the assumpticn was that if these

needs were not adequately addressed the costs and waste of
human potential would be exceedingry great and woul-d ]ead t,o

a compounding of the probl,ems at a later time.

The need was perceived to reorganize service delivery
rnoders and perspectives, etc., so that al-l chil-dren courd be

more fully integrated into the mainstream cf society. In the
educational field this was viewed as a need to increase and change

the conceptions of what was meant by equality of educational op-
portunity. Through the provision of a range of services which

would enccurage both integration and normarization. (i.e.
Phase three in the OECD Report 19?6)

Ballance and Kendall (r969) in a report on legisration
and service provision for handicapped chiLdren as it stood in
Canada at that time, pushed for mandatory provision and explicit
ways of dealing with exceptionarity so that the rights of ex-
ceptional chil-dren to receive education suited to their needs

be ensured. Ballance, KendaÌl- and saywelr (tgzz) in a supple-
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menfary report written for the Council for Exceptional Child-
ren reaffirmed this position as did the cEC,s (r.g?t+) publica_
tion trA Matter of Princip1e".

During this period I97O-f975 the Manitoba Department of
Education attempted to promote a discussicn of educationaL
futures with the pubì-icaticn of 'Reference paper on selected
Topics in Education' and the formation of the fnter-Departmental
hlorking Group on the Education of chirdren and youth lrlith
Speci-al Needs. Thi*' group produced documents entitled *survey

of Specialized Services Associated with the Manitoba School

Systemr' (l-975) and I'Working Papers on Educaticnat Alternatives
and Legislation,, (1975) ,

Together these documents pointed to the need and de-qire

for change and the directions that might be taken. rt was aJso

a reaction to and a confirmation of what was actually happening

across North America and in Manitoba - that boards of education,
etc. were more and nore taking on the ¡e-sponsibility for the
education of handicapped chiLdren. More children with a broader
range of disabilities and capabilities necessitated that a

range of services be developed that were both practical and

appropriate to their often diver,.e needs.

The efficacy of the special class model of speclal educa-

ti-on was also being carl-ed into question by research which
demonstrated that regular class placement hras at Least as ef-
ficacious in the academi-c achievement attained by handicapped
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students as was special- class placement. Thus much of the
research current at the time led many to the conclusion that
students with many different types of handicaps may be more
successfulLy placed in environments closer to the mainstream.

The negative effects of laberling and stereotyping that
resulted in special cl-ass placernent were seen to be impediments
to a greater realizat,icn of individual- pctential. Laberling
v¡as increasingly being viewed as having a detrimental effect
on the studentf s sel-f-concept as wel-L a-q on the concepts sig_
nificant others had of him. This often resulted in a sel_f-
fulfilling prcphecy with negative resul-ts. This also led to
an understanding or an awareness that the 'treatment, a student
received was often based on his label and not necessarily on
his need. rt was beginning to emerge both in canada and in
the United states in particular, that speciaÌ education cl-asse-s
were becoming the dumping ground of the 'fsocially and culturally
deprived chiLdrenf'. It hlas assurned t,hat this would also be the
case in lfanitoba.

üJhile litigation was not used in Canada to resolve educa-
tj-onal- problems, civil suits and litigation in the United States
did influence and contributed to changing attitudes and prac-
tices in canada. Decisi-cns in the united states courts con_
cluded that separate facilities, programs and diagnostic tests
used were often discriminatory on the basis of race anò,/or
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socio-economi-c status; that there was a need for a range of
alternatives which wcurd arrow chirdren with learning prob_
lems and handicaps to be educated in the r_east restrictive
environment as close to the mainstream as possible; and that
all handicapped chir-dren had the right to an appropriate,
free public education. (Mercer, rgTg; Howard and Orr_ansky, 19g0)

All of this contributed to a growing awareness of the
handicapped generalry, Evolving perspectives and policies
regarding the handicapped were changing from ones which fos_
tered dependence to stances which encouraged ,independence,
serf actualization and the ability tc produce and consume
products and servÍcesrf . (Horne IggI , p.L7) fnis invol-ved a
push for norrnal-ization and at a younger age.

The above consideraticns obviously impacted on the school
situation. The school was viewed as a rogical- place wherein
to address the problems of Ínequarity through fostering mcre
equality of educational opportunity for t,he handicapped.

As a resurt, there was an increasing awareness and push
to remove and/or modify progra¡ns and practices which fostered
separateness and exclusion or restricted educational opportunity.
There was the recognition that a broader range of facirities
and programs were necessary if individual needs were to be ad_
dressed within the context of more equality of educational
opportunity.
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The new advocacy carled into question many of the as_
sumptions that fay behind f'special educaticn', and how best to
meet the special needs of children. The efficacy of the LD
rubric as it was generally perceived was openry questÍcned
as were the generally held practices and assumptions of special
education which fostered separateness and excrusion. The various
educational reports mentioned above pointed to a variety of
causes of educational failure and the l-ack of qualitative
holistic approaches. The dangers of raber_ring and cf ser_f
fulfj-l"Iing prophecy were becoming more apparent and there was
an increasing demand that government take nore responsibiì_ity
in ensuring through legi-slation, that every child,s educational
needs be net as cl-ose to the mainstream and in the Least re_
strlctive environment as possible.

The Government of Manitoba in its beginning attempt_< tc
respond to these cu*ents of thcught and demands fcr change,
introduced Birl jg in r975. A key section (tr6le2)) sought ro
make provision of speciar programs rnancatory. sect ''on b65(zz)
read:

Every school board shall provide ormake provision for the edücation ofall resident persons who travé ifreright to aùtend school and who re_quire speclal prograns for thè:.r
education.

The sole difference between Bilr 5g and existing J_egisla_
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tion was the substitution of the mandatory lshall providef,

for the permissive "may provider'. However, the intent of the
legislation was somewhat broader. The intent was to make the
provision of educational services brcadly inclusive and in
line with the emerging philosophy of mainstreaming and the
Jeast restrictive environment. (Appendix A)

The original statement of intent by the Minister of
Education outl-ines the governmentrs positlon in this regard:

To the maxirnum extent practicable,
handicapped children shall be
educated along with children who
do not have handicaps and shall
attend regular classes. physical,
and Mental impediments to norma]
functioning of handicapped children
in the regular school environment
shall be overcome by the provision
of special aids and servièes rather
than by separate school_ing for the
handicapped. Special classes,
separate school-ing or other re-
moval- of handicapped children
from the reguì-ar educational
environment shall occur only
when and to the exLent that- the
nature of severity of the handi-
_cap is such that education in regu-
1ar classes, even with the use of
supplementary aids and services
cannot_be accompl_ished satisfactorily.(p.2, The First- Report of the Ministärof Education,s Advisory Committee onBill 58 rg77)

The above statement clearly indicates a phiJ-osophy and policy
stance that students with speciaÌ needs are to be mainstrea¡red -
that is praces as close as possibre to the regular classroom
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situation. Thus it requires a range of pracement options so

that a child would be placed in a situation that is rleast re-
strictiver in terms of his needs and. what the placement can offer.

support documents to Bill 58 (working papers on Educa-

tional Alternatives and Legislation r9z5) - more fulJ-y outlined
the mctivations and phirosophy behind the changes and the
direction that the government intended to take. This document

rejected the categorical-special class approach and opted for
a non-categorical approach, a process that had begun with the
adoption of the resource teacher progran. This rejection was

justifled by the emerging evidence as to the rack of efficacy
of the special class model- and the changing beliefs as to the
directions that should be taken as outl-ined above. The per-
ceived del"eterious effects of diagnosis and labeJ-ling were al-so

an important consideration in this change.

Diagnosis of chiLdren with special needs
and the resul-tant rlabellingi in diagnostic
categories often has del_eterious effècts onrhe _cþiI{. (Johnson _1969; Lit1y, l-?TO) Diagnosis
usually. involves Ínferences about etiology-
(causeê) of observed behaviour and pre¿iãiions
about the cause of a 'disease, (proþnosis).
Labelling results from the diagnõsið ofteñ
becomes self-fuLfilling propheõy - partially
through the lower_ing of êxpèctation!. Diagl
nosisr- part,ic]¡larly early identification,
should be emphasized only when there is áclearly established rel-ationship between the
diagnosis and prognosis and when there are
known means (programs, services) to alterthat relat_ionFhip. (p.Ió, hrorking papers on
Educational Alternatives and Leglslat j.on I975)

The intent was to develop a system that was not dependent on

labelling children in a practical everyday teaching sense or
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as a means of providing resources or as a way of becoming eligible
for resource allocation or special help.

A system or nodel which could be utilized in the actual
inprenentation of these precepts into practice i.e. a non_
categorical approach, mainstreaning and the least restrictive
environnent - was the I'Cascade Modelr' as developed by Reyno1d.
(Appendix B) His modeÌ proposed a range of alternatives which
varied from the regurar crass to lnstitutional_ care, alterna_
tives which would place children in the least restrictive en-
vironment - the environnent that was as close to the regurar
clas-c as possible and where the child could experience success.
The Cascade Model was utilized by the rnter-Departmental Intork-
ing Group (1975) as a point of departure from which to eraborate
on and demonstrate the existence of a workable and practical
range of alternatives.

The importance and influence of this nodel on educational
thinking remains central not only in the province of Manitoba
but t,hroughout North America as even a cursory exa¡oination of
the literature in the field of education points out. rn lr¡lanltoba
all the major players 1n the educational field have endorsed the
use of this nodel as has been indicated in the various reports,
briefs and papers that have been presented by the Departnent of
Educatj-on, MTS, M,AST and Ir{ACLD. For exa.mpre, the tvlinister of
Education'is Advisory conmittee on Bill 5g in their reports of
1977 and 1979 reconmended. its ut,ilization and adoption as did
the Advisory Conünittee on Special Education in their report of
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t981. That it has been viewed as an essential tool to be

utilized in real-izing the intent of government policy is ob-
vious, pafticularly in the context of mainstreaming and meet_
ing individuar need. As a functional organlzational model
its strength lies in its ability to accommodate a wide range
of views and practices.

For those who view chÍldrenrs faiLure within the school
system as the result of a social process i.e., how we came

to define certain behaviours or lack of behaviours as proble-
matic - a process that must take into account indivlduals and
contexts and the interactions that occur, the cascade Model
provides a logical framework for broadening the approaches taken.
rt all'ows one to get past the perspective that reries on cate_
gorizitg, diagnosing and remediation as exemplified in the indi-
vidua] pathoì ogy approach.

However, the cascade Model (Appendlx B) is not synonarnous

with, nor necessarily an extension of the rsocial process, ap_
proach as discussed above. gntario, which takes the view of
learning disability as individual pathorogy aJ-so utir_izes the
cascade Model in its approach to -servi-ce de11very.

Bill 58 and the directions it intended to follow were wel-
comed by the various interest groups concerned with special edu-
cationr groups such as IvlAST, ¡vfTS and MACLD. MAST and tvIIS cer-
tainly supported the government in its opting for a non-categorical
system and the belief in the dangers of l_aberling" Both groups
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also supported the notions of mainstreaning and the reast re-
strictive environment and the utilj-zat-ion of the Cascade ModeI.

MACLD alsc perceived that these measures would be beneficial.
From their pcint of view the mandatory nature of Birl 5g was

most impcrtant in that school divisions would now be required
to provide services and programs to all children whc have

special educational- needs including those with J_earning di_"-

ab j.lities. As they state, however,

f'this section (tr6,(22)) onl-y partiallv
deals with the educational_ inãdQìïãõTËs
for children with special needs, as it
does no! provide foi educationai programs
appropri?le to oners individual nêeds,
wh-ri_ch will_ give the individual the poúen-
!,ial to fully develop his or her abitities.
Nor does it provide that children with
special needs be integrated into regular
_c1qsse9 r ?s. far as is-possibIe.,, (pl jZ,
MACLD l-976a)

In this context MACLD felt that mcre comprehensive educa-

tional- legisration wa,. in order which wculd ensure apprcpriate
educaticn, etc. These would incrude the requirements cf proper
screening and diagnosis and placement of special needs chiì-dren,
as well as procedures to ensure natural justice and due prccess

for review by committees of childrenrs educational_ programs.

(MACLD L976b) lr{ACLDrs position was predicated on the view that
Learnj.ng Disabilitles could be accurately diagnosed and reme-

diated - that there was a strong verÍfiable link between defini-
tion-diagnosis - and intervention prognosis.

The rnter-Departmental working Group (r97j) had also made
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similar recommendaticns to the government. (These recommenda-

ticns vüere again put forth by the lfinisters cf Educaticns r

Advisory committee on Bi-rr 58 in rheir repcrts of rg77 and 1979. )

However, the working Groupr âs previously pcinted out, warned

against the use of specific diagnosti-c constructs when there is
no cl-early establ-ished link between diagn¡sis and prognosi_..
fn additÍcn, the probJ-em of defining rindividual needr and
*appropriate education' were and continue to be, probrematic
because of their rather subjective nature.

However, aI1 these groups r^rere aware, as was the govern-
ment ' that while intent is fine, if it is to be effectively
Ímplemented then adequate time is required. The rnter_Depart_
mental- üIorking Group (r975) pointed out that in reference to
other jurisdictions and other pieces of legislatlcn it had been

found that t'in general, enactment of mandatory Iegislaticn with-
out adequate l-ead time for planning has nct been effective.,, (p.3)

ft was therefore recognized that time was required to plan
and carry out an assessment of need and of existing programs.

Work aJso had to be done to develop acceptance cf the j-dea-. of
mainstreaming and the least restrictive environment amcngst the
teaching profession and parents. substantive changes in atti-
tude' perspectÍves and practices wouLd have to be made by some.

ft was generally understood that the intent of the legislation
would require professional development, retraining and the addi-
tional development of expertise in the areas of diagnosis and
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specialized teaching techniques. Existing regulations guide-
lines' etc. would also have to be brought into r-ine with the
intent of BitL 58.

\+rhÍle Bilr l8 provided the mandate it also required that
sufficient prcvincial resources be made availabte to assure
that the stated intent became the ncrm fcr al_l students in
Manitoba. Funding procedures and provisions would have to be

adequate and in line with policy intent. The need for adequate
funding to ensure effective service oelivery was perceived as

the singJ-e most lmportant facùcr by arl concerned.

Ccnsequent to these considerations Secticn t+65G2) of Bill
58 was not proclaimed with the other provisions. Adequate time
for the planning and implementation was to be given and section
l*65(22) proclaimed when some of the concerns mentioned above
had been dealt with and it was deemed appropriate and opportune.

hlith this in mind the Government appcinted an Advisory
committee on Bill l8 made up of a number of representatives
from a variety of public and private agencies. The Advisory
committee was to assist in pJ-anning to propcse ways in which to
make the mandatcry J"egisJ-aticn effective, and to sugge_.t when

it should be proclaimed.

"The First Report of the llini-eter of Educationf s Acivisory
committee on Bill 58" (1977) advised that september of lggo
would be an appropriate date for the procramaticn of section
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l+65(22). A further reconmendation - amongst several - was that
a comprehensive review of existing progra¡ns in special education
be carried out.

rn 1978 the ,,special Education Reviewf' was completed by
the Department cf Educaticn and revealed an apparent variety
and inconsistency in approaches to special needs chil_dren across
the provi-nce. Of particul-ar interest to thi-. paper was the 1ack
of any attempt to gather inforrnation as to the numbers cf learn-
ing disabreo student-c i-n the province or the number cr nature
of programs designed to serve them. The following reasons were
given as to why the LearnÍng Disabirity category was nct in_
cluded in the survey.

Because definitions and diagncstic pro_cedures yary widely, the SuFvey irtanüaidid not incrude spêcific questions wtrichdealt with this aiea. CfrffOren with adiagnosis of learning disabilJ.ty are gen_erarry accommcdated rn regular êducatîonwith. some support from thã rðèourceteacher progran. (p.ló)
This was indicative of a shift in thinking within the Department
of Education which had assumed in its earl-ier ccnceptuarization
of the resource teacher progra¡n that children with ,specific
learning di-cabilitiesrr could be neatly categorized: that Learn-
ing Disabilities wa-- a problem found within children. As

cenerini (rg8o) points out: r'rn subsequent years these a,csump_

ticns were reviewed in the light of deveì_opments in the fiel_d.r,
(p.zo)
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The speclar Educari.on Review (l-979) pointed out the
basic shift in perspective that had taken place as to Learn-
ing Disability belng a viabl-e category of handicap. The

Review quite bluntry and pointedly ackncwledged the proble-
matic nature of the Learning Disability category.

Definitions of the categcry ,learning
disability' are many anð väry signific_cantly. 4 con_aiderable overLap appearsto exist between a diagncsis oi ,èþ*cific
learning disabirity'! año other catèsories
such as emcticnal di_"turbance. 1p. ïl)

The review ar-so recognized the prcblematic nature of in-
cidence and prevelance rates and the wide variety of diagnostic
procedures and instruments used as further ccmpl-icating a very
non specif ic conception of the prcblem of ',fail-ure to learnf,.

However, the special Education Review (rg7g), alsc deter_
mined that because school divisions were spending btock grant
funds on their own priorities, the resource teacher prcgran was

not being utilized as it was obviousl_y intended. The report
states:

f'the greater portion
time is spent on actiindividual and sma1l
rather than in assist
room teachers with ac
with less severe lear
(P'56)

They also concluded t,hat:

f resource teacher
ities related to
roup remediaticn
ng regular class-
onmodating students
ing diff iculties. fl

o
v
g
i
c
n
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Arr students withi-n the special educationp-opulation compete for program dotlarÀ-*ïtr,i_r,the non-categoiicat tunãin[ system. rn thiscontext, students with sevõre-to extreme lowincidence-high cost handicaps have theirprogram needs met at a more adequate revelthan those students with high-iricioenõe---low cost handica's who are þlaced i"--rãg"ra"education. (p. ¡b) r--'

Funding during this perì-od had continued with the block
grant system implemented with the re_ecurce teacher progran in
I97O (Maniroba Regularions IUj/7O) anC updared
ReguJ-ations ITO/77). At thls tlme categoricaL

in I97T (Manircba

grants for the
Educabl-e Mentaì-ly Handicapped and the occupaticnal Entrance pro-
gra¡ns were dropped and they became part of the non-categoricaJ_
block funding system i.e., the resource teacher progran, This
arso reflected a commitment tc a non-Labellirg, non_categorical
approach. The resource teacher progra¡n had been expanded to
take in a wlder range of problematic behavicurs. Nc ronger did
it deaL excrusivery with the r-earning disabred. Learning ois_
ability as such was becoming a much wider and more generic con_
cept particuJ-arry in the context of the resource teacher program.

It was partly because of this that school divisions were
often forced to d.ivert non-categorical grant resources to the
more handlcapped smaller groups which resul-ted in the completion
for speciar education program dcll_ars as mentioned above. (lo_
visory Committeefs Report l-gTg)

speciar grants were arso alrocated in r9T6-?T (r*gr*,000);
1977-78 (los,Ooo); and 19zB-29 (¡oo,00o) to be used by school
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divisions to lnitiate progra¡ns for special needs children and
to support rong term pranning in this area. (Annual Reports
r976-79)

Because of the perceived need for a higher l_evel- of fund_
ing and a more appropriate method, the ',Specia1 Education Review,,
(1978) 

"ecomnencled funding procedures based on a two tiered
grant system which visualized a -sp1it between l-ow incidence-
high ccst handÍcaps and high incidence-1ow cost handicap_..
(Appendix c fcr furt,her explanation) rn effect there wourd be

two categories. fn both services wourd be deliverec based on
need and/or the severity of the need, which wculd aLlow for the
direction of money and rescurces in a more equitable fashion.
rt was therefore reconmended that categoricar grants for stu-
dents with low incidence-high cost handicapping ccnditions be
grantecl on the basis of indivi_duar need subject to appropriate
progranming and the approval of the Department of Education.

They also recommended the continuation of the non-
categorical- block grant system fcr high incidence_low cost
handicapping conditions as found in the resource teacher prc_
gram. (Manitoba Regulations f7O/77)

The authors of the "second Report of the Minister of Edu-
cationrs Advisory ccmmittee on Bill 59" (rg7g) supported this
concept and recommended that sectj^cn b65ez) and the specific
intent of this section as outlined by the Minister of Education
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in 1975 "¡" included expticitry in the new school act, to
have effect concurrently with the implementation of the two
tiered grant systenf'. (p. B)

the Advisory comnittee pointed out the advantage and use_
fulness of the distinction in funding between high and low in_
cidence types. They also sounded a warning:

t'Clearly this framewcrk has practical
varue- but wilr always requirè hunanã andflexibl_e interpretation. ' F;; exanple, -some.physically norrnal children are soemotionally disturbed as to requiresltpport _settings equivalent in cost, tothose for seveFely -physicaif 

v-'fran¿i._ 
-

capped children. Thelefore Éhe pointat which a categorical grant is ällowedmust -b" a judgment made almo_et on acase-by-case basis...
Viewed as an administrative mechanismthe 
"1t"S9l+ca1. grant has 1auãatory con_trol qualities iñ that it specifieSclearly its intended target. If fóorlyunderstgod, however, it õan tead...to J

,labelIingf in order to get ã-chifa iheservice he need_s., (p.6 r_7)
They also reconmended the issuance of guideÌines to ensue

proper progra¡n developnnent and utilization of funds and in addi-
tion to make grants conditionar on the actuar provision of appro-
priate services.

Given the problems with funding that were being experienced,
the provincial goverr¡'ent alrocated $30orooo in special grants
for the year r9T8-79 t,o be used as continuing support for the
devel-opnent of special need.s programs. This supporL was to be

based on the principle of high cost fund.lng for row incidence
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handicaps as outlined above. Funding was subject to specific
proposals being approved by the Department of Education.

rn the spring of l9z9 the goverrunent (now conservative)
introduced Bill 22 as an attempt to addres-. the issue of ensur-
ing mandatory rights to education for the educationally handi-
capped. Section 41(5) was designed to replace Sectíon t+65e2)
of Bill 58,

This new section proposed mandatory provisions but with
linitations in that there was included a new phrase 'as far as

is possible and practicable*. fn effect this placed lini.tatj_ons
and discretion on what could be considered mandatory. This
phrase, it was feared, would give school districts the discretion
to detern¡ine when the education of a specific child was possible
or practical. The possibility of exclusion wouLd be very real
and was right]-y viewed as a backward step and an alteration of
the original intent of Birl 58. Both IvIACLD and cEc opposed the
changes and voiced the objections in submissions to the govern-
ments standing colrlmittee in Elections and Legislation. Bill 22

b¡as subsequently withdrawn.

Bill 31 was introduced and procrai-ned in 19go and it re-
solved the issue of nandatory provision of educational services
that had been previousry raised by Bill 58 and Bilr zz. section
41(l*) of Bill 3L reads:

I'Every school board shall provide or makeprovision for education in Grades I to 12inclusi-ve, for all resident persons who havethe right to attend school.rl
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This section and secticn 259 which outlines the right
to attend school, in conjunction with the compulsory attendance
requirements placed the onus on the boards of education to pro-
vide mandatory services to children with special needs in that
it was broadly inclusive of all children.

\tlhile Bill 3I received general support, it was criticized
.1ñ A nrrrnhan nf nni n# c M^ nT f\ t^- ^-,^--l - r -! - r.¡sev¡ e¿ yv¿¡.ve e ¡'¡rlvl¡À,, r rJl Er,cuuprg, po-LnLeQ' ouE EnaE an

obligation to provide service does not mean that this wil-L trans-
rate into the provision of an rappropriater education. Bil-r jr
did not address the issues of proper screening, diagnosis and

placement or revj.ew procddures to ensure natural justice and

due process that had been previousty raised and recon¡mended for
j-ncl-usion by MACLD, the rnter-Departmental llorking Group or by

the Advisory Cornnittee reports of L9?7 or 1979.

It was also pointed out that given the governments intent
of providing educational services to these with ,.pec1aI needs

as close to the mainstrea.m and in the least restrictive environ-
ment possible, they also had the responsibirity of providing
adequate resources and funding assistance. rfhile ad.ditional
funds had been allocated over the years since the introduction
of Bilr 58, to encourage schoöl d,ivisions to initiate programs

and planning in the area of speciar needs, the brock grant non-

caÈegorical system was still the najor source of funds although
1ow incidence-high cost fundlng had begun in L?TS on an ad hoc
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basis. This system was viewed by virtually arr concerned
parties as being inequitabre in its alrocation practices and

insufficient as to the level of funding. (MTS r9g1, MAST,

MAcLD' special EducaÈion Review rgTg; Advisory connittee Report
r979)

In 1981- the Minister of Education introduced the Educaticn
.Srlnnnr-f. Þr nonam r^rhi aln '^'^o ^^^i -*^l ò ^v - -võ¡e.¡ 't¡¡¿v¡¡ waÈ r¡çùrårr'u uu J-evarup tne way gducatron

generally was financed within the province. The financing of
special education followed the recommendations made by the De-
partment of Education in the speciar Education Review of 19zg _
i.e. ¡ the two tiered systen involving both categorical and block
grant fundingr a system which it has been poinüed out, the govern-
ment had tenÈatively committed itserf to in t9zg.

The new financing system was intended to contj.nue and make

possibre the phitosophy of keeping children in the nainstream
and/or in the least restri,ctive environment possible. By pro-
viding funding procedures and dividing then intc two categories,
it was felt that the Departnent could more appropriately direct
financial resources towards meeting the needs of two broad types
of students - those who needed mininal support or changes to
their learning environments and those who needed substantially
more.

l¡lanitoba Regulations 166/ù and later Manitoba Regulations

U6/81 gave definition to the new system of financing. The hi.gh
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incidence-Iow cost category would continue with non-categorical
block funding based on a set ratio between student enrolment
and the number of specialists a division wouLd be eligible for.
The resource teacher progra¡n remained the central provision for
the delivery of services to these students.

the ]ow incidence-high cost categoricar grants were per-
ceived to be based not on a handicapping condition pei- se, bui
rather on the perceived level of support that a child night need

to ensure en appropriate education. This category was further
divided into two levels with specific dollar vaLues attached
to each lever. Again whether one qualified for lever r or
level If assi-stance was based on perceived need. Low incidence
level I assistance is based on:

...the need for individuaLized small groupsinstruction andrlor additional individü"i --
support in the classroom for the major portionof the schoor day because of the nat,rre'oi-tt"studentst handicap.

Low incidence level fI funding

... is based on the need for individualinstruction for the najor portion of theschool day because of the irature of thestudentsr handicap. (p.I, Appendix C)

The types of handicapping conditions that would or could
be considered under each lever of funding were arso outlined.
(Manitoba Regulations L66/8L) "Guidelines for Application for
Low Ïncidence Support for School Divisions/Districts, as issued
by the Departrrent of Education (198r) further derineated the
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types of handicapping conditions that nay be considered along
with their definitions. Learning dlsabilities were included
as one type or example of a handicapping condition under level I.
The very severery learning disabled indj-vidual is defined as:

The child whose perfornance is grossly
below that expected on the basiõ ofintelligence or learning potential.
These very severe acadeniõ difficulties
will nrnhihif. frrn¡^finnin- ì¡ a naa.-ì^-¿err*¡¡þ 4¡¡ ct ¿ ('6t¿Icll

classroom without highly intensivõ in-
dividualized input. (p.3, Appendix C)

The definition was not intended to be viewed or utilized
in any deflnitive manner. Rather it was intended to cover a
range of learning problens that would not necessarily be included
in the more "obiective, handicapping conditions as mentioned in
the guidelines. rn this sense it was to have a very broad

generic application. (tt¡is was confÍrued by the writer in dis-
cussions with Mr. Hugo stephan of the Department of Ed.ucation -
Chlld Developnent and Support Services. )

The definition includes two criteria. First there must be

a discrepancy between achievement and perceived potential. This
characteristic of LD is one of the few that is generally accepted

and agreed upon by these in the fierd and in its simplest form

simply points to school failure or a difficulty with academj-c

achievement as being problematic. There is no attempt to des-

cribe the nature or degree of the discrepancy nor to make etio-
logicar inferences. There is no mention of specific sub-types
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nor is there included a delineation of specific academic
problem areas. rn this sense the definition is open to a

wide range of interpretations as to what may be inc]uded or
considered a l_earning disability.

A more important consideration within the definition is
the attempt to address individual, need in terms of the amount
of individuarized help that would be neeced tc mainrain t_.he

student within a regular class setting or as close to it as is
pcssible and/or appropriate.

The inclusion of categorical types and definiticns in the
regu]-ations and guidelines led to some confusion amongst school
divisions. They felt that there was a certain ambiguity between
the governmentrs commitment to a non-label_ling approach tc
special needs student-s and the seeming intent of Manitoba Regu_

l-ations t66/8t and the r98r Guidetines, which courd be inter-
preted as making the provisicn of funding Cependent on first being
diagnosed and defined as having a specific handicapping condition.

fn 1981 I{AST asked the Minister of Education to clarify
the intent of the low incidence-high cost grant structure and

whether it was designed to promote integration or segregation.
They stated that:

t'a further concern wit
finaneing plan is that
are required to be cat
order to determine the
funding. üIe would hop
funding couLd be devel
ing particular handica
placing them in a part
special needs students

h respect to the nebr
special needs students

egorized or labe1led i.nir particular level, of
e that some methcd of
oped without identify-
ps of the students andicular category of

It
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The Department of Education attenpted to express the intent
more clearly and to remove any misconceptions. It vras pointed

out by lttlaureen Hemphill, the Minlster of Education, in a letter
to all schoor divisions, that laberring remalned a negative
process to be avoided in the schcol systen and that the defini-
tions and categories outlined in the Guj.derines (l98r) an¿

in the regulations (Manltoba Regulations I66/8L) were meant

only as a guide to the types of problems to be considered ¡ - ã

type of I comnon languagef so to speak. she states that:
ilThe identification of student,s learning
conditj-ons can become a negative process.
The handicapping conditionÈ 1isteð in the
regulations of the public Schools Act are
intended to serve as exa-mples of the severe
disabilities experienced by children who
require considerable nodlfications or sup-ports to- their programs. ft is not necessary
to attach such labels to individual st,udentsfor funding purposes. It is essential to
deterulne the leve1 of need presented by the
student qqd to plan and implenent the pio-
gran nodifications which will meet that need.rl
(Appendix D)

This let,ter confinted the non-categorical nature and direction
of the governmentrs policies towards speciar needs students,
(non-categorical in the sense that funding or service delivery
is not dependent upon first being d.lagnosed as having a specific
disability or handicapping condition).

This letter also reconfi¡ted the stance of the Goverr¡ment

of llanitoba with respect to children with special needs as being

one which guaranteed the rlght to an appropriate educational
progra¡n.
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Since each child in the provÍnce hasthe right to develop to the fullest extentpossible as a confident and valued menberof our societyr.there is a responsibilit,y
for the provincial governnent ând those
who provide educatiónal services in thepublic school system to ensure that thechild has an equal opportunity to receive
a meaningfql and appropriate educationalprogra¡n. (Appendix D)

Thls stance is further envisaged as taking place within a system

that utilizes the concepts of mainstreaming, the least restric-
tive environnent and a ilcascade of -cervicesfr to ensure that the
intent of government policy and responsibility is met with each

individual special needs child.
Educational policy in Manitoba during the period under dis-

cussion as far as it relates to learning disability has under-

gone changes to be sure. rt has evolved from sLances and prac-

tices which demonstrated an acceptance of Learning Disability
as a specific type of handicapping condition - one which was

readily identifyable and could be effectively intervened upon

with specific remedial techniques.

lllith the deveropment of a non-categoricar, non-rabelling
perspective goverrrment educational policies have sought to foster
a system which does not rely on the designation of specific
Iabels as being necessary in the provision of appropriate services.

Because of this perspective, in conjunction with generally recog-

nized heterogeneity of the designation Learning Disabitities and

the problematic nature of intervention paradigms, learning dis-
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abirity has come to be viewed in a mcst generic and brcad
sense. As a useful definitionaÌ and practicar designation
LD has been largeJ-y rejected and ignored in terms of specific
poJ-icy formulations.

Manitoba began the decade of the seventies wlth educa_

tional policies which fcstered a categorical_-speciar class ap-
proach to meeting what were viewed as special needs. vtlith the
intrcduction of the resource teacher progran in the early seven-
ties "specif ic f earning disabil-ities" were effectiveJ-y recog-
nized as a net^r category of handicap. A mounting disenchantment
with the categorical-special clas*q approach and the attendant
clinical paradigm led many in education to advocate for change.

This was particurarry so in the case of learning disabirity
which had come to be viewed by many as a rather subjective,
non specific labeL. Many within the province advocated for
changing from a categorical approach to a ncn-categoricar, non_

l-abell ing mcdel .

The cascade lr{odel with the attending concepts of main-
streaming and the least re-ctrictive envircnment ca¡ne to be

viewed as the conceptual vehicles for putting a non-categcrical
approach into practice.

First Bill 58 (t975) and rhen BlIt jt (1990) provided t,he

basis for this with the provision that educational- opportunity
be extended to all children. rncreasingly, the various funding
practices ostensibly calne to be viewed as the vehicfe for provid-
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ing appropriate service to specific chir-dren according to
their degree of special need, not becau-.e of the type of handi-
cap they possessed. This would apply to children facing any

varj-ety of learning problems that resulted in a ,fail_ure to
f earnrr.

fn this ccntext the learning disabiLity label has become,

^ñ 
f l¡a n^'ì i n" 'l 

^.'^l ^{- 1 ¡^a+ *^+l^^ i----r ^-^! ñrv¡¡ v¡¿ç yv¿¡vJ rçvçJ- crv J-Ecl.ÈU ¡ I dU¡¡çI' UIiff¡IPJI'UaIlú. '1 nOSe WnO

traditional-J.y might have been rabel-Ìed as LD are now viewed

as part of a larger body of chiLdren experiencing probrems

with learning. TheoreticaJ-ry at least, the need for such a
non specific label and categcry as learning dlsabil-ity would

be unnecessary,

Ontario on the other hand, as we shall see, has developed

policles for deal,ing with *failure to rearnf, and learning dis-
ab111ty which are very specific.



CHAPTER T

OMARIO: LEARNING DTSABILITY AND SOCTAL POLICY

As Ontario approached the t9Z0,s, the manner in which

exceptionality and/or abno:mality were addressed within the
educational hierarchy also reflected the common orthodoxies

of t*he t-.imes - t-he philosophy, ass'mp+-ions and practices iha-r,

viewed handicap prinarily from a medical perspective and that
cl-assified children according to rather rigid diagnostic cate-
gories and problem types.

As in lvlanitoba, the educational establishment adhered to
a special education model that relied primarily on separateness

and exclusion through the use of special classes and/or separate

facilities as a means of addressing the issues and practicar
problens raised by deviation fron the rmord of unifonnityr.l

special education was viewed prirnariry as being synona-

mous with special classes. Children were diagnosed and label1ed
for special class placement. Ballance and Kendall (1969) observed

this perception in their exanj.nation of the larger Canadian

scene. They süated that: f'speciar education has come to be

identified with special classes and not with children with
1Th" v

the period I
-.chools was
ability-exce
classes cove

arious reports of the Minister of Educatlon durine
964-L97L demonstrate that speclal classes and,/or "the only way 1n which specific categories of dis-ptionality were_addressed, - e.g. L967. 1900 specialring 15 areas of specific handicaps.
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special needs.Í b.5t*) Ad¿ressing individual need was viewed
as being synonomous with pracing a child in a special class.

In Ontario during the period 19ót+ _ 19gO the Department
of Education (later referred to as the lr{inistry), relÍed on
general provisions in Iegislation and regulation rather than on

speciflc mandatory requirement-s in the provision of servi.ces to
children who experienced probl-ems in the edueationar s)rstem.

The Schools Adninistration Act provided that school boards
could establish and conduct classes for those students viewed
as exceptionar and who were ,unable to take proper advantage
of the elementary or secondary schoor courses.. (statutes of
Ontario, L966, CII+o)

Under Ontario Regulation LZ3/6L enabling provisions had

been further delineated so that special crasses

...may_ be- established for the blind, thevisually,hangicappedr th" emotionaliy
disturbed, the gifted, the neurologiäal1y
impaired-, the educable retarded, tñe deai
and the hard of hearing, the physically
disabled and unspecifiõd otheis-with
health problems.

?hese provisions ü¡ere only "enabling" in that they estab_
lished a franework which allowed and/or encouraged school boards
to establish prograns and provlde services for handicapped child-
ren. ït was not mandatory for them to do so. I{hire the Depart-
ment provided that they could, they also stipulated that the
I'provision of special education classes is the responsibility of
boards and part of the no¡mal school programr'. (Ministers Report
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1969) The actual provision of services was up to the rocal
authorities.

\tlhile educational attendance was compulsory and children
had the right to attend schoor, they could also be exempted or
excluded if they were unable by "reason of physical or mental

defect to profit by instructionl. (Revised Statutes of Ontario
roÁn n?2rl\ mr^.1 ^ .i- r^^+ ^^L^-r L-¿7vv, w))\) /, J.¡¡.rÈ r-¡¡ ¡d'çr/ Bave bL;¡tuoJ- ooaros Ene opEr-on o1' ex-

cluding children where special classes u¡ere either overtaxed
or non-existant or for any number of . discretionary reesons.

I'ilhile students and parents had obligations and duties
under the various acts and reguLations, school boards hrere under
no legal obligation to provide for the appropriate education of
exceptional children. Many boards did, however, attempt to
address the increasing demands for the placement and education
of exceptional students, as is indicated in the statistics pre-
viously cited.

In 19ó4 what is now called learning disability was addressed

for the first ti-ee. Under Ontario Regulation L?)/64 special
crasses could be established for the neurologically impaired.

This category included those children who were clinicalry diag-
nosed as such and typicalry incruded students suffering from

aphasia and perceptual handicaps. (Balrance and Kendarr 1969)

Both are incruded as specific types of LD under present day con-

ceptualizations and definitions of learning disabilities as

utilized by Ontario and other jurisdictions.
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At rhis time (19ól+) learning disability as a laber had

onry recently been coined and was not the accepted Label for
the phenomenon of .failure to rearn in spite of average or
above everage intelligencer'. The labe1 neurologically irnpaired
refrected the predominant view as to etiotogy - Í.e. brain in-
jury and mlnirnar brain dysfunetion - which inferred directly
ôr i nrli rent.'ì r¡ f.hct tho ^^rl'eô ^f +t ^ *-^Lr - !r-- - --J v¡rv vvs¡ pE ìJ¿ vr¡fi yr', uJ-çur waÐ úne clLre cE

result of injury or insult to the brain or the central nervous
system.

lwenty-one classes for the neurologically inpaired $rere

established j.n 1964. By I7TO thÍs number had risen to Zt+Z.

(Report of the Minister of Educat íon r97z) rnis trend was a
refrection of the expansion of speciar education services in
te¡'ms of more services for existing categories and, also the in-
cl'usion of new categorles. rn this sense it was also a refl-ec-
tion of the growing awareness of learning disability as a source
of schoor failure and as a specific handicapping entity.

The lobbying efforts of the ACLD in the United States and

more speciflcally the OACLD in Ontario, undoubtedly contributed
much to this conceptualization and the official acceptance of
learning disability (neurologically impaired). In fact the OACLD

co-sponsored with the Departnent of Education a week-long teacher
and parent training program in lg6j and again in L966. (Reports

of the lr{inisrer of Education 1964_65, 1965_66)
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Funding for special classes was provided to local school
boards based on the establishment of special education classes
as set out by the Department in Regulation IZj/6t+. This docu_

ment limited the size of classes for the neurologically impaired
to I students. Adnission was gained by a diagnostic process

that involved an intellectuar and medical assessment by duly
r^eenøni z.p¿l tìêìâÊr1ñrtê'ì l'lana¡a1 I aæi¡l a*ì-,^ Æh^65^ -ì ì ---- r ¡- --vv-¡¡¿v¿. vv¡¡v¿ e¿ ¿só¿ÈJ-cl rr¿ vç ér d,rruÞ arrowgq r or

the hiring of special teachers for the above nentioned speciaJ-

crasses. Fundlng was therefore to be based on special class-
rooms in actual operation. (Ontario Regulatíon 16/6t+¡ General

Legislative Grants 1965) rf a school- board chose to inplenent
special classes or progra¡ns, it was requÍred to adhere to
Regulatíon LZ)/64 to obtain funding. In this sense it preclud.ed

the formation of alternative prograrns in the sense that provin-
cial funding would not be available. Special classes were the
accepted orthodoxy.

Regulation 191 issued in r9Z0 further clarified the types
of special education classes and programs that could be estab-
lished with the approval of the Ministry of Education. The

speciar class approach was reaffir-ned. section l+3(c) stated
with reference to the learning disabred that the special pro-
visions may be:

f'cl,asses for children clinically diagnosed
as neurologically impaired, including per-
ceptually handicapped children who aie-
unable to profit from regular classroom
progra¡ns but who nay profit from special
classroom instruction. ü
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Regulation 191 also outlined the admission protocol, and
procedures that were to be used to dete¡nine neurological i¡n-
pair"ment of students and t,heir erigibility for special cLass
placenent. rf school boards Ì,¡ere d,esirous of setting up
speciar crasses they were required to estabrish a board of
adrnissions. This board consisted of a principal, a legalry
qualified nedical practitioner and a -.ehooL superinÈendent who

were required to make reconmendations as to a studentrs entry
into a special crass si.tuation. rn this sense, entry was pre_
dicated on the child being ctassified as belonging to one of
the several categories of handicap as mentioned in Reguration
r91.

Before the board of admissions could nake such a reconmenda-
tion 1t was required to obtain evidence that the pupil had had
an indlviduar interlectuar assessment 'conducted by a person
who is considered competent to do so by the schoo¡superj-ntend-
ent concernedrr, and a medical examination. A review of a stu-
dentfs progress was required every two years. ft also continued
the stlpuration of an eight pupiL maxi¡rum in classes for the
neurologically impaired.

The obvious assunptions behind the regulations as outlined
above was that the neurologically impaired (l,o) category was a
specific identifiable handicapping classification that could be

accuratery diagnosed. This was to be done prinariry through
an intellectual assessment that would presunably point to a
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discrepancy between potentiar and achievement and a medical
assessment which wourd deter-mine the degree of brain dysfunc_
tion and/or neurological inpairrnent.

The presence of a medical practitioner on the admissions
board demonstrates the inportance and influence of the medical
perspective in the interpretation and understanding of disabillty
and deviat,ion fro¡n t-he mold of unlformit¡r. Obviousiy ihe medieai
moder in the narrower senser âs discussed previously in this
paper had not yet given way to an educatlonal perspective on

special education.

rt is quite apparent that the preverant perception as to
what constituted a learning disability and how it could be deter-
mined had been accepted and j-ncorporated into the educational
perspective. rt is arso apparent that, like Manit,oba and the
initial assunpti.ons that J.ay behind the resource teacher pro-
gram' - Ontario also believed that LD could be neatly categorized
and labeIIed. That as a specific entity it could be dlagnosed
with prescriptions nade that would remediate or rcurer the prob-
1em.

In the late L960's and early lgZO's Ontario was subjected
to the sa¡ne broad infLuences as mentioned with regards to Manitoba.
The basic thrust of these influences was the questioning and./or

rejection of the special class noder of specÍal education and

the conditions of exclusion and segregation that went along with
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it. The efficacy of diagnostic labelling and their potential
for exerting a negative influence on the education of children
was also being questioned by a significant portion of the edu-
cational community.

The Hall-Denis Report (19ó8) that had been corrynissioned

by the Ontaric Department of Educationr r€commended that every
i ñ,{ì .,-i ,¡.. ^'t L^ --^ a - - ! r r,¡¡À\rry¿Lruár- ¡rávy cquilr aL:sess Eo tng rearnlng experlence best

suited to his needs and that this was the responsibility of every
school authority to provide a child centred learning continuum.

Thus the focus was showing signs of shlfting from special classes
and progra¡ns to the specific needs of individual exceptional
children and the provision of a range of aÌternatives.

The cELDTc Report (1970) - a report described by Karagianis
and Nesbitt (1979) 'ras an j.nternational document which had a pro-
found infruence in shaping and deter"ninlng the direetion of
speciaì- education both in and outside canadar' (p.r76 Goguen tggo)
described childrenfs need for comprehensive, co-ordinated services
in the area of education, health and werfare. rt envisaged a

move away from labelsr segregation and a view of children's prob-
Iems as being prinarily individuar pathology. rt reconmended

the avoidance of labels and stigna often associated with special
class placement.

As a resurt of these infruences, a negative reaction to
special class placement took place in Ontario in the early 1970's

as it did in Manitoba and elsewhere during the sprye period. The
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movement was toward concepts of integration and mainstreaning
and a belief that children could best be served by dealing with
them in a situation or context that was as nor:naI as possible.
For examp)-e there u¡as a significant drop in the number of special
classes for the neurologicalJ.y impaired between rgTo and rgTr
from 242 t,o L63. (Report of the Ministry of Education rgTz)

|TLa fal I ^'-'i-- ¡¡r¡èa .:^ ¡-l: ^-À:--- -- r r¡¡¡E ¿vrJ-\rrìr.r¡¡é gr,.uvrr.rÞ J.rruJ_uétJ¡vg oI únaS Sn]-It ]-n SÈanCe

taken by the Department of Education.
I'Emphasis should be placed on trying to
kg"p handicapped children in regulaF
classrooms. . . Special education õlasses
should be a resource to the general class_
room teacher to provide special servicesfor the benefit of the ctril¿ that needs
such services., (Ontario Department of
Education, New Dinensions, Lg?I)

The Report of the lr{inister of Educaticn (Lg7l-) also re_
frects on this energing philosophy and the shift of a poricy
stance towards special education.

School boards are being encouraged to
develop progrârns and services tñat con-
centrate on the individual chi.Id and his
educational needs rather than place undue
enphasis on his handicap. It is hopedthat with flexible approaches. . . Speõ:_a1
Education will be removed from itè ratherÍsolated category into a naturally inte-
grated aspect of the total educational
progra¡n. (p.5)

As a result of thÍs change in direction the SpecÍa1 Educa-

tion Branch within the Departnent of Education was abolished
ostensibly because *speciar education should be a part of, not

apart from, generaJ- educatj-on.fr (Ontario Department of Educa-
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tion: New Dinensions, Vol. ó, No. b, Dec. IgZl)
However, it was soon rearized that the simpre aborition

of a branch of a department would not necessariLy aid in the
establishnent of a range of alternatives or a shift in empha-

sis from diagnosis and labelling for placement to addressing
the question of individuar needs of exceptional students,

The special services Branch was re-established in 1974

with the realization that variations Ín educational needs re-
quire special attention and specialized programs particularty
in light of the stated goal to achleve both quality and equality
of educationar opportunity for alr. (neport of the Minister
r97 b-7 5)

this shift in perspective was sinilar to that which took
place in Manitoba. ft reflected an awareness that special classes

did not necessarily equal special education. It also recognized
that special class placement did not necessaril,y address the
educationar needs of individual st,udents. The emerging preva-
lence and acceptance of the ideas of integration and mainstrea¡n-

ing lnto the regular educational environment was also evident.
As welr, during this period, there was a shift from the

acceptance and u*ee of the traditional medically oriented classi-
fications which resulted in the labe1ling and placement of stu-
dents without addressing educational needs, to an educationar
model which attempted this task. (ttre Ontario Ministry of Edu-

cation in f976b)
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rt was further pointed out in ilEducation of Exceptionar
Children" (1976) that there were further problems with the use

of medical labels.

They (medical labels) direct attention tothe disabilities rather than the capabilitiesof the g¡_ceptional chitd. Within airy group
there wi1l be deviations from the exþeõted'pattern. Several conditions. . .may rêsu1tin very s j¡¡ilar symptorns . ( p. Z )

Because of the problems of overlap of -c¡rmptomologies and

the non-discreteness of labels used, the lvfinistry recommended

the adopting of five broad areas of exceptionality under which
more specific discrete types would be found. Learning dis-
abirities - perceptual handicaps, neuroroglcal impair"ment

hlere included under rrcommunication exceptionalitiesr'. The focus
remained on indivÍdual pathology.

ïn line with the changing phllosophy and practices as men-

tioned above there also ca¡re the suggestion for the establish-
ment of a more comprehensive systen of early identification and

diagnosls of learning disability. Through diagnosis and assess-
ment the emphasis was hoped to change from only pracement to
placement within the context of the childrs needs in terms of
specific educational objectives. üIhile the dlagnostic-assess-
ment procedures hÍere envisaged as being wide ranging in terns
of the variabLes examined, the primary focus was on for-ma1 test-
ing and on finding out about the nature of a probrem that was

intrinsic to the individuar. The model remained a diagnostic-
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prescriptive one.

A further pre-requisite of this approach was the need for
the estabrishnent of a range of alternatives. ontario - as had
Manitoba - reconmended that the rocar. boards adopt a range of
alternatives as outlined by Reynolds in his ilCascade Modelr'.
(Appendix B) The purpose of this nodel was to keep students as

- lo-.e t'o the educational, maine*,rea¡n as possibie. (oniario
Ministry of Education L9T6) wltrrin this context, the Mlnistry
(1976) suggested three levels of service which would be avail-
abre for the learning disabled. Fi-rst wour-d be regurar cla-.s
placement with additional support services that would vary de-
pending on the child. second, would cone the use of special
learning centres which would enabl-e the student to attend the
centre for part of each day for specialized help yet alIow hi-m

to remain in the regurar cl-ass for the barance of the day. The

third type of placement would be in a special class enviror¡ment
which would provide relatively snarr homogeneous groups for in_
strlction and interaction.

The individual needs of child.ren were becoming nore imporÈ-
ant in that the attempt was to shift the focus fron labelring
for placement in special classes to determining individual need

and developing suitabre prograrus. while there was an attempt
to de-enphasize labelring there was no basic shift as to indi-
vidual, intrinsic nature of the childfs probrem. Exceptional
students Ì{ere still viewed as those whose abilities differ from
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other students and who therefore'require nodifications in
curri-cuJum or other services. (Ministry of Education ]rg16)

The changes that were advocated by the lvîinistry, however,
remained within t,he existing context of legislation, regulations
and funding procedures which pronoted assessment for the purpose
of labeLling and placement.

under Regur,ation Ipi- t-he ad¡nissions boardrs pr-ir-ary goai
was to assess children for the purposes of placement. rf the
goal' of assessment and placement was to reco¡nmend and ensure
the appropriate and effective pracement of chirdren so as to
address indÍviduar educational needs, the individual approach
as set out in Regulation 191 was rather inadequate since it failed
to account for the childfs educational potential or provide or
plan for an effective intervention. Keeton (I9gO) illustrates
the problematic nature of this -.ituationt

f'Boards reported that their Adnissions
Comqittees... .made decisions about place_
menr. !\ 94 of rhe cases cons:.¿ereãl-ùùt
established educational goals in oníV-ãefrof cases. One board eveñ reported tirat IOOchildren were rassessedr for^ placererri
during its annual half_day neätlr,e 1areelvon the basis of single f.Q. ""o""Ë.; iñ.gäl

The variabÌe percentage Grant pran which had been intro_
duced in 1t6p was designed to combine the concepts of local
responsibility (financial) and yet provide for the equarlty of
educational opportunity. the attempt was to address the probrens
posed for the derivery of speciar educational progra¡nming by
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regionar variation and hence disparities in the ability of
local- boards to raise appropriate funds. (Report of the luinister
of Education Ontario L97t+) under this new approach special
education grants were, for the most part, integrated into the
overall grant structure. This was to allow school boards to
set their own prioríties as to the nature and extent of pro-
--^--.: -- 

4^- ^r-^--À: ^-^a -Lf I Ié¡ 4¡ruu¡¡¡é r Lr¡' trt ugpLJ-uIraI L:nLl'qrgn.

The cost of providing special education programs and ser-
vices were to be based on a combination of a specific amount

for special education within set grant ceilings (based on a maxi-
mum expenditure per pupit generally) and the use of a systen of
weighting factors which attempted to take into account the costs

related to variations in per pupiJ. spending which could occur
due to varying local needs and circumstances. (There was allowed
a set ratio of special education teachers per 1OOO student pcpu-

lation. The weighting system allowed for a higher ratlo of
special education teachers per 1000 students. ) It was recognized

that the provision of special educational services created. addi-
tional extraordinary expenditures of which the governnent would

assrüne a substantial share provided they were for approved pro-
grams and costs i.e. Regulation I9L/?O. (Minister's Report

L97t+)

rn effect this meant that funding was largery based on

students being labelled and placed withln specific classiflcations
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of exceptionarity and placed in speciar classes or progra¡ns
if boards were to receive funding and./or reinbursement over
normal ceilings.

ïn this context - under ontario Regurations rgL/?o and
the Variable Percentage Grant PIan - local boards were allowed
and even encouraged to set up speciar educaticn progrâ.ms for
those types of handicapping conditions that were offieiall_y
recognized. Government grants to individual boards were thus
meant to ensure that each student in the province wourd have

access to educational opportunities on a relatively equal basis.
As we have seen it did not ensure the appropriateness of the
placement or of the progran.

This basic system of funding would continue up to Lggz
with sright variation. Orant Ievels and weighting factor in-
formation would vary somewhat on a year to year basis, but the
basic direction and formula remained the sa¡ne. (see Generar_

Legislative Grants and üIeighting rnforr¡ation 1920-19g2)

rn conjunction with Reguration 191 which continued the
focus on assessment for the purpose of placement in a special
class or progra¡n, the funding procedures arso continued to pro_
mote categoricaJ- placements contrary to the stated intentj.on of
the Ministry of Education to focus on individuar needs and a
range of educational alternatives and not on medical labels and
isolated and segregated placements. (Ministry of Education pan-
phret #7j-76/5zoz, LgT5; Educarion of Exceprionar children tg76)
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Irlhile there was an awareness of the dangers of labetring
and speciaJ- class pracement demonstrated by the government in
te¡ns of statements made, etc., there was rittle change in
actual government policies to back up these vi,ews, particularly
as it related to learning disabilities,

Keeton (1980) in refrecting on the special education sys_
tem as found in Ontario during the mid to latter Lg7o,s srar.e.s

that:
ilThe Ontario school system continuesto use assessment for the purpose oflabelling c!1ldren. This is irot entirelythe fault of the educators, however, sinäethe fgld-r"e systen of specíal educaúionestablished by the Miniêtry of Education,promotes categorical placenent by returnínefunds to boards through weightin! raciórs -Ëased

on special education class size.- In orderto meet the Ministryrs requirements boardi haveto use assessment procedures which assign thechild. !o " diagnosric_caregory and. Àp"õiäf-'education class.rr (p.92) _

In 1974 the Provincial Government revised and consolidated
a number of acts concerning education into the provinclal Educa-
tion Act. The impact on special education and learning dis-
ability specifically wa-. negligible

under the new act the status euor as established in 1964
(Ontario Regutarj.on tZ3/6L) and LSTO (Ontario Regularion tgL/TO),
continued. Exceptiot'øI/special needs children continued to have
no legal rights to an education which was appropriate to meeting
individual needs. While the North American move was towards the
provision of mandatory services as espoused by OACLD, lvlAcLD,
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OA0LD and cEC, cntario onry transferued the f enabJ.ingr aspects

of special education from the regulations to the new Education

Act. The legislation remained fenablingr in that it allowed
and even encouraged boards to make provisions for special educa-

tion progra"ning - r'a board may...establish speciar education
prograns to provide special education services for children
wlrn ranrri¡a cr.aìa ê^h.'.i^^ãta la^^t ìlâ r^ ñr--- i^Frr'r.¡v ¡ vyq¿¿v euv¡¡ Ësr v¿vr=È'-. \ùtçu. L4( , r*ur ÞqucaElOn ACE Ly l4)

However, boards of education were not required to do so. rt
also remained the case that if a child was deened unable to
learn or to beneflt from instruction and prograning that he

could be excluded. Boards which set up special education pro-
grams had to continue to abide by the rures and procedures as

outlined in Regulation I91.

During the mid 1970,s pressures were mounting to provide
a wider range of services for exceptional children within the
context of mandatory legislation. Enabling legislation was

seen as being ineffective by urany in that school boards were

failing to provide enough and/or adequate services.
The CEC in its L97l+ publication rA Matter of Prlnciple',

continued its efforts to have Canadían jurisdictions adopt man-

datory provisions to ensure the provision of appropriate educa-

tional services to all children. Theyr âs did other consumer

organizations, advocated that to meet individual need, progra¡ns

and services had to be based on a range of arternatives or a
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cascade of services - i.e. Reynoldrs cascade Model - which
allowed the child to be placed in the Least restrictive environ-
ment. They also called for procedures to be established to en-
sure early detection and diagnosis of specific probrens; the
setting up of advisory committees to ensure naturar justice
and fair and equit,abre review of individual cases.

Tnna*rtê r-'^^ -.i--^- r- ÀL--euvevuÈ wcrÞ é-rvc¡¡ rvQ r,nese argumenfs In a moral and prac_
ticaf sense by the inplementation of public Law }U-IUZ which
was passed by the United States Congress ín 1975. Ir{anitoba,s
declared intention of putting into place mandatory provisions
through BilI 58/Z¡ also exerted pressures on Ontario.

The American legislation guaranteed that all children *sha1l',
have a free and appropriate education made avail.able to them.
Goguen (1980) refers to thls as a zero reject policy in the
sense that:

...mandatory legislation assures that hewill not be excluded from educational in_stltutions because of fairure to meet theeducational_ goals of the school, and.. tútthe educatioñaI progra¡ns and reÍat"à ;;;iceswill . be provided- to-neet his educat i.onar 
'"""a" 

.(p.191) -

OACLD was also pushing for mandatory regislation and the
adoption of a specific perspective towards LD similar to that
adopted and put into practice by p.L. g!+_l.l+Z in United States
jurisdictions. (Briefs of I97T and tg7g)

Keeton (1980) points out that as a result of these pressures
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and a gro!.¡ing awareness of the issues of speciar education

and mandatory service provision a

...Iong standing debate in the Ontario
Legislative came to a head. ft concerned
the fact that Ontario school boards arepemitted but not required to provide
special education prograns... fñ December
L977, a private nenbei's bill (was) intro_
duced before the house which, if adopted,
i:Yll-l:I"- T"*:- : gÏ:"t igl_.-T"ndatory re-
y\¡¿¡ ç¡¡rE ¡lv ¿¡r V¡¡UAI--LU . \pp . ( ö- I y l

Keeton also observed that the fact that this bill received 2nd

reading prompted the government to begin to introduce changes

1n the Education Act and regulations to nake special education
a mandatory provision.

l{hile enabling legislation and,/or regulations had been i_n

place in Ontario since the mid 60's, Keeton (l98o) points out,
however, that approxinately L/5 of the school boards in Ontario
had not elected to offer special education progra¡ns despite the
financial incentives offered by t,he Ministry. She also states
that¡

rrÎhose boards which did have progra¡ns lvereentitled t,o claim a substantiaL iefund fortheir expenses through the funding progra¡ns
set up ÞV !!"- Ministry. yer even-by Jùfy
L979 only 12 boards in Ontario had ùaken-fuIl advantage of these special education
weighting factors to claim a maxj_mum rebate.rl
(p.79)

A survey of 101+ boards (Keeton 1979) also lindicated that there
was anything but consistently adequate policies and progra¡ns for
exceptional chirdren across the province., (p.79, Keeton 1990)
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The 0ACLD in a brief presented to the Ministry of Educa-

tion (197t) and based on a province wide assessment of services
offered to the rearning disabled, observed that there was a
great disparity between the various boards and the extent and

nature of services offered. They flat1y stated that the inten-
tion of the government to equaLize opportunity across the pro-
winec hrrì nnt. hacn rnaf f.nr avonnl a.

^ v4 v^qy4v.

The Ottawa Secondary School Board of
Education with a total enrolment of ZUTTïI
providing special education services toII57 learning disabled students and the
Etobicoke Secondary Board with a total-
enrolment of 2Irl+2O but serving onlv 15
learning disabled children. 1p.Z)

Macfntyre et.aI. (1980) found similar occurances and also
that definitionsr assessment criteria and diagnostic procedures

used in the assessment and placement of learning di-sabled child-
ren by the various boards 1n Ontario were subject to wÍde varia-
tion. Obviou-c1y the enabring provlsions were not working ade-

quately to ensure that the lvlinlstry of Educationrs policy inten-
tions be carried out with ccnsistency. This variation, as

Macrntyre et.al. (1980) observed was arso due to the hetero-
geneity of the LD population, the definitions used, and prob-

lens inherent in the diagnostic clinical model (as pointed out
in previous chapters).

rn 1978 Reguratíon r9L/70 was replaced by ontario Regula-

tion 7oh/78. This marked the beginning of more specificity as
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to the policies and practices that marked special education -
particularry in the area of l-earning disabirity, rt was also
recognition of the need to bring the old regulations, etc.
more into line with current educat,ional thinki.ng and Ministry
policy as it had developed in the l9/0's.

The old 'board of admissionsr under Regulation 191 was

replaeed with the Special Education Progra.m Piaeement an<i Review
Committee which was respcnsible to consider each child referred
and to make decisions about special class placements based on

a hearth assessment and a psychologicar assessment. They were
also required to make yearly evaruations of each progran prace_
ment and to consul-t with pupirs and parents. The connittee,
therefore, remained essentially concerned with placement. They
were not required to provide educational direction.

Section 32(1) also established a f'withd.rawal progra¡r'
which was envisaged as f'a program of speciarized instruction
for exceptional students who otherwise attend regular classesn.
This was in fact a fomnal izat'ion of the use of special learning
centres which the Ministry had suggested in t,heir Lg76 handbook
t'Education of Exceptional childrenr'. The intent was to keep

students 1n the regurar mainstream as much as possibre by stipu-
rating that specialized instruction was to take no more than
half of crassroom time. rn some ways this was simirar to the
resource teacher progran as it developed in Manitoba. rt was

designed to deal with a range of presenting problems and to keep
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the student in the least restrictive enviror¡¡ment. rt was

also not necessary for these students to be assessed or placed
by the Review cornmittee thus arlowing a range of ftexibilit,y.

under Reguration Tob/78 tne neurologicarly inpaired
labeL was subsr¡¡ned under the educationally nore acceptabre
label of learning di-.abirity. rn addition the stipulation
that special classes wourd. be restricted to I LD students was

retained.

ïn conjunction with Regulati on ?Ot+/79 the Ministry of
Educatlon issued Memorandun L 4/TS-7g entitLed ,,The Ed.ucation of
Students with Learning Disabil,ities" which specificaJ-ly defined
and outlined the definitional, diagnostic and progranming direc-
tions the Ministry desired boards to adhere to. Vühile the mem-

orandum was prepared to assi-st school boards in making appro_
priate provisions for LD students and. there was the expectation
that school boards wour-d cooperate and folrow its lead, it was

in no v¡ay mandatory.

Memoranatn il+/78-29 wa" inportant because of the pivotal
role it prayed. white LD and neurological impairment had been
rong recognized by the educational hierarchy in ontario as a
specific handicapping entity, this is the first tine that the
Ministry had chosen a specific per-spective and outlined it fairly
clearly and concisely.

the memorandum points to two general- overviews as found. in
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the literature as to what constitutes a Ìearning disability
1) Individuals having specific and significant organicatly

based disorders in receptive, integrative and/or ex-
pressive processes.

2) rndividuals having no known organically-based infor-
mation-processing disorder. The learning disability
ma¡i be essen'r,iaiiy ihe r-esuii of primary emotional

disturbance in a pupir arising frcm innate or environ-
mental def iciencie-..

The Jatter conceptualization or a conbination of the two

is rejected in favour of the fo¡raer which views the problen of
LD as organically based and sorery within the child. This is
obviously a continuation of the berief in and acceptance of
neurological impairment as a major etiological factor. Learning
Disability as the result of an interactional process is rejected.
ft is assumed that cause can be readily determined, that social
and environnental, factors can be easily separated. Hence the
Ministry defined LD as:

Disorders i-n one or more of the processes
involved in understanding or usi-ng synbolsor spoken language. The disorders rêsu1tin a signÍficant discrepancy between acad.enic
achievement and assessed intellectual ability,with deficits in at Jeast one of the followiirg
areas:
- receptive language (i,". listening, reading)
- Ianguage processing (i.e. thinkin[, concepõualiz-ing, integrating)

expressive language (i.e. talking, spelling,writing) and
- mathematical computations
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such deficits became evident in both academic
and sociar situations. The definition doesnot include children who have learning prob-
lems which_are primarily the result ol in_pairment of vision or hèaring; motor handi_
g?ps; mental retardation; primary emotionaldisturbance; or environmènial cuitural. or
economic disadvantage. (p.Z_3)

this definition adhered to the mainstream conceptualiza-
tion of the problem - first that the problem is viewed as resid-
ing solely in the child, second, that it is d.iscrete and excludes
other types of disabilities or problems and thirdly, that the LD

child is one who experiences a discrepancy between potential
and achievement. There is also an aÈtenpt to operationalize
the concept of LD and place 1t in the context of the educational-
envlronment by identifying various process areas deened import-
ant to successful educaticnal functioning.

There are several assunptions which underly this perception.
It is assumed that discrete abilities - and hence dysfunctions
can be dj-scerned through the use of appropriately designed bests
and assessment procedures. rt is also assumed t,hat by identify-
1ng the weaknesses and strengths in the various functions deened

irnportant to learning, that appropriate instructional, and train-
1ng progra¡ns and techniques could be used to remediate the prob-
lematic behavlours. The diagnostic-remedial-prescriptive approach

is very evident in the n¡emorandum.

The importance of diagnosis and assessment is pointed out.
ft is suggested that specific diagnostic procedures be used for
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detennining LD. These procedures would incrude the use of a

wide range of tests and assessments i.e., hearth, psychologicar,
1ntellectual, academic, behavioural. As werr it would involve
the assessment of the development and integration of auditory,
visual, kinesthetic and rnctor functioning.

Under the diagncstic-remedial approach it is assumed that
the assessment resuLts wil-r not onry pin print or identify the
speciflc learning problem, but also that the resul-ts wirl dic-
tate the most effective program of interventicn.

It is of paramount imp
findings of psychologi
and medical reports õeinstructional expectat
to meet the needs of e
(Memcran aurn I t+/ T I -7 9)

ortance that the
cal, educational
transl-ateci into

icns and strategies
ach student.

The critical assuaptions made about the character and
nature of learning disability within the educational context was

that there was a direct and positive relationship between identi-
fication-diagnosis and intervention-prognosis or as ysseldyke

and Argozzine (tgíz) point out that: r) specific prccesses and/
or abilities exist; 2) specific processes and/or abil-ity deficits
can be reliably and validly assessed; j) specific processe s and/
or abilities can be trained; and 4) specific processes and/or
abilities are relevant to instructional- success. Littl-e atten-
tÍon is given to environmental or situational variables in
this approach except where they would exclude the stud.ent from
the LD rubric.
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MemoranAun I¿r,/19?8-?9 also set out three general leveIs
of severity of LD (mild, moderate and severe) and made a con-

nection between the level of severity and the type of pracement.

rt was assumed that the greater the degree of severity of
LDr the greater would be t,he need to prace the chird in a more,

rather than less restrictive envirorument. ft was advanced that
ni'ì.1 f^*- ^f 11\ *^-- L^ L--r ------- -r¡r¡¿r-!r rw¡¡¡¡Þ rrr ¡Ju ru4y uts, ueÞL serveq wlI,nln Ene regular class

environment utilizing the expertise of resource teachers. Moder-

ate forms of LD may require assistance outside the cLassroom on

a part-time basis and in the form of indj.vidual and/or smarr

group assistance. Students with severe forms of LD nay usually
require a -<pecial class pracernent assigned specifically for LD

children. This arrangement fit neatly in with the range of
placement alternatives that had been -cuggested in Regulation

70b/78.

At approxinrately the sane time that Memorandum rl, was

issued the Minister of Education also announced the establish-
ment of residential demonstration schools for students with
severe learning disabilities. (Memorandum December z7/TS) Two

such schoors were put into operation. They v¡ere designed for
those LD students who required a restrictiver spêcialized resj--
dentiar setting. Part of its function was also seen as provid-
ing a setting for in-service teacher education in specialized
instructional techniques.
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l¡Ihile these moves by the Ministry to specificaJ_1y deli_n-
eate the LD phenomenon and outrine diagnostic and service
directions was done within the context of enabling legislation
it was not long before they became mandatory.

under Birr 8z entitr-ed the Education Amendment Act of
1982 Secrion (2) specified that¡

The Minister sha]l ensure that all excenrinnnlchildren in ontario have avaÍlabr; t; t-h;;'il-accordance with this Act and the reguJ_atioruappropriate special education progrãrns andspecial education services.
Bill 82 put into J-egisration those perspectives and practÍce,c
towards LD which it had previousry suggested rocar boards adopt.

Programs for exceptionar chirdren were to be furly in
place by September of 1985. All Boards of Educatlon were required
to submit plans of development and organization under Regulation
27ln/8J-. Regulation 554/8I necessitated local_ boards set up

Special Education fdentification Pl-acement and Review Committee
(IPRC) to be respcnsibte for assessments and placement. provi-
sions for the review and possible appeal of placement decisions
hrere also put in place.

Bill 82 also required school boards to implement procedures
to ensure the early and ongoing identification of the rearning
abilities and needs of exceptional students as had been previously
set out in l{emorandum l-jrl-g?8-79,

Section 2(b) of the Act al-so stipulated that the Minister
shal-Ì:
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r. . . in respect -of . special education progra¡ns
and services, define exceptionalitieÊ oipupils and prescribe classes, groups orcategories of exceptional pupils and re_quire boards to employ such definitj.ons
or use such prescriptions as established
under this clause.r'

rn the area of learning disability the Ministry advanced

a definition which was to be used by all boards. The defini-
+inn ^-.lL^l ,-.^ -^-!:-1r-- !L-v¿v¡¡ y¿çÞr,¿¿vritr vvéÞ sÞÞsr¡rJrarry úr¡e same as tng ong suggested

in Me¡norandum llr/78-79 anA quoted above except that a further
section was added which states that learning disabirities:

il. ..may be associated with one or moreof the conditions diagnosed asi) a perceptual handicap;
ab rain injury;

ili )mi nir¡aI brain dysfunction
iv) dyslexia; or
v ) devel oDmental

un S/Sz)
aphasia. tt

Memorand

This appears to be an attenpt to give the appearance of
more specificity particularly in terns of etiology. The empha-

sis was to be on the neurological nature of the problems as they
are experienced by LD children.

the early screening and diagnostic procedures remained

essentially the sarre in Memorandum 8/82 as they had been in
Memorandun t5/1978-79 and Memorandu.m 14¡ ZS/ZS.

The diagnostic procedures basically recommend a process of
nultifactoral- testing and assessment. This typically invoLves

the assessment and evaluation of learning disabled children with
a variety of test instruments and observation procedures. For

11)
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the purposes of educational placement it is seen to be neces_

sary in that it herps prevent the possibirity of nisdiagnosis
and nisplacing a student as the resurt of one test ".or".l

A further intent was seen to be to translate the find_
ings into instructional expectations and strategies to assj.st
teachers to meet the needs of each student.

The implied intent was the continuation of a diagnostic-
remedial-prescriptive approach to the phenomenon of learning
disabilities that was viewed as individual pathology. The

attempt was to meet the individual needs of learning disabled
students in the least restrictive envirorunent possible through
the use of a range of alternatives.

The use of specifj-c categories and definitions of handi-
capping conditions was a switch back to the use of labers and

diagnostic categories in the provision of services from the
position taken in the early and mid ZO's that rejected the label_
ling approach. The stance taken by the lr,linistry with the passage

of Bill 8z and the adoption of the LD category was reflective
of the belief as expressed by Ballance, Kendall and saywell
(L972) that:

hard to conceive of a firm legislativefor special education or an effectiveistrative machinery for inplementing

^ 
lsmith (rg8z) points out that despite the use of murti-factoral testing for- precisely this reaèon, aiagñãÀtic an¿placenent decisions aie often- made on the úasis"oi á r"rn¡ dis-crete pieces of info¡"r¡ation - often a single test sòore.

rr 1S
tê

1n
bas
adrt
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legislation, which does not in some wayclearly ald restrictively define thechildren for whom speciai services ã""sought. (p.28)

rnitialry the funding provisions and procedures did not
change wi-th the introduction and passage of Bill gz and the
mandatory provision that special education services be provided
to all students. The basic system of fundinE that hari been in
place throughout the 1920's continued.

A new approach was adopted in l9g2 which did not tie fund_
ing per se to the identlfication of specific types of handi_
capping conditions or the forrnation of special crasses and,/or

Prograas as had previously been the case. (Report of the Minister
of Education l-98Z)

Under the new system the Minlstry initiated a funding model
which ensured a fixed amount of dollars for special education
based on the nunber of students enroled by each board. The

Ministry was essentiaÌly taking a hands-off approach with rocal
boards.

under this system of generar ,fixed, l_evels of special
education funding there were three components. Arl students
enrolled including special needs students became eligible for
a specified per pupil ar¡ount recognized for grant purposes.
secondly, there was to be included within the regular per pupil
amount recognized for grant purposes in recognition of the
additÍonal expenses incurred because of special educatlon pro-
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granming - an additional- speciar education program equivalent

of 2 teachers per 1000 pupils enrolled (z.j at secondary reveJ_).

rn addit,ion a fixed per pupil amount based on enrorment was

provided and to be adjusted on a yearly basis. (Ontario Min-
istry of Education, Feb, f/ïU)

This fixed funding approach and the new model_ attempted

to take into account the existence of differing level-s of ser-
vice offered by the Boards across the province. The lever of
services offered obviously depended on the neecÌs identified in
their specific locaLities. Also some would offer a wide range

of services and others, none. rn the cases where Boards had

ignored the development of special education prcgrans and ser-
vice*s under the renablingr phase of government poricy, many

were now faced with large outJ-ays of resources for the creation
of mandatory services. under the neu¡ 'fixed pot' J.arge spend-

ing sprees by rocar boards coul-d be avoided, particurarly in
times of restraint.

In this sense aLl school boards would be treated the sa¡ne

by allocating funds on a total student population basis. under

Ontarlo Regulation 271+/81 each board had been required to submit

plans for the development of special- education services. Specific
programming decisicns, however, were to be left up to the local
boards.
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while funding now would not in itserf shape the nature
of the services provided to the special needs students as it
had in the past under the oLd funding mechanisms (assessment

for the sake of placement ) it need not alter that old approach.
How specific Boards choose to set up their programs may weLr

incrude such a categorical approach. (wh:.le funding may not
l.l *^ ^! I --ûirecûiy !:cause* o¡- relnforce ihe practice of labelling for
service, other aspects of the mandatory provisions as found in
legislation, regul-ation and variou-c memorandum nay. )

The fact that the mandatory legislation provides that
Boards be required to use definitions and diagnostic approaches

as outlined by the lr{inistry (sec. 2(b) Bill g2) courd further
this end. rn the case of learning disabitity t,he diagnostic-
renedial approach remains centrar to the officiar stance as

taken by the goverrment in Memorandums It+/78-79 an¿ S/gZ.
The rPRc process utilized by local authorities are in

effect obliged to diagnose, assess and place learning disabled
students because they have been identified and labelled as learn-
ing disabled. By setting out specific definit,ions of handicap-

Ping conditions it nay be hard to avoid labelling students and

utilizing a categorical system.

Ontario has moved from the special class model of special
education to an approach which attempts to foster and utilize
a cascade or range of services. Appropr:iate educational service
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is no longer viewed as being the same as simple placement in a

specialized sett,ing. rndivldual needs may be many and varied
thus necessitating a range of services and alternatives. WhiIe
the perspectives and methods and techniques have changed as to
how to assess and remediate rearning problems - the essential
focus - particuJ-arly in the case of LD - has remained unaltered.
Tn f.ho ^âcô nf T Tì +t ^ 1^^--.: -^t-1 --^v.¿v vqvv v¿ L)u v¡¡E -Lsclr rr¡¡ré P¡'L) u¿e¡uÞ ttre segn Eo resloe soleLy

in the child in the form of one or more deficiencies or disabili-
tles. The berief that specific learning disabilities can be

adequately discerned through diagnostic testirg, and can be

adequately remediated through specialized technique has also
remained constant. These developnents have been much different
from those that have evolved in Manitoba.



CHAPTER XI

DISCUSSION AND CCNCLUSIONS

It is quite apparent that Manitoba and Ontario have taken
very different approaches to learning disabilities - approaches

that are based on differing assumptions and per-.pectives as to
the nature of Learning Disabil-ities as a specific type of handi-
a^n-i-^ 

^.i^^ì^.:ì.:!-- 
--J L^-- :r -r- - r ìuø'yp¿rré u¡Èc1 urrruy arru rlow rL snoulo oe oeart wlth.

Ïn Manitoba the poli-cies deveJ-oped to deal with learning
disabilities can only be vieweC in the context of the philosophy
and policies which have been devel-oped to deal with the educa-

tional needs of exceptional chil-dren generally. The lack of a

speclfic pclicy towards Learning Disabilities as it is generally
perceived is a policy stance in and of itself - a stance which

has a definite rationale.

The polÍcies which Ontario has developed towards the learn-
ing disabled, while very definltery and specificarly outli.ned,
must arso be viewed within the context of pol_icies develcped

for exceptional children generally. rt is hcwever based on a
very different rationaLe.

In both jurisdictions policies towards special needs child-
ren have developed and changed over the years. These changes

are both a reflection of and refl-ected in the altered views of
equallty and equality of educational opportunity as outlined by

- r99
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the OECD Reporr (1976) and by Fteming (Ig?t+) and pike (1990)

as discussed earl-ier. These changes are al_so attempts to
exert and/or maintain sociar control by attempting to address
demands for change ancì mcre services as these altered percep-
tions of equali-ty have demanded. This has been done by devi_.-
ing paradigns and practices which attempt tc minimize, el_imin-
ate or nonnaLize deviant behaviours such as lear"ning di,sabil_i_-
ties. They are also the result of changes and deveropments

which have occurred in the way we have come to perceive human

rights, irnpairment, disabirÍty and f inaJ-ly the determination
of handicap.

The manner of deal-ing with disabi.lity, handicap, school
failure and the i-ssue of more equarity of educational oppor-
tunity has changed from a reLiance on exclusion and separate_
ness thrcugh special class placement and/or -separate facilities,
to methods and organizing principl-es which emphasize and are
based on concepticns of normalizaticn, integration, mainstream-
ing in the least restrictive envÍronment and an appropriate
education based on individual need. This has occurred in both
Manitcba and Ontario to varying degrees. None of the above can

be definitivery defined nor is there a right hray or a wrong

way of addressing the issues raised. This is not to say that
separateness and speciar classes and/or facil_ities are no

longer in use - for they are and. quite Legitimately - but rather
to emphasize a context in which assumptions, motivations and
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perceptions have been somewhat altered.
There are obviously a myriad of possibl-e ways in which

the educational instj-tuticns may adopt these new and/or altered
perceptions in ter:ns of meeting the changing expectaticns and
needs of a variety of consti.tuents and jurisdictions. These
adaptaticns further influence the way r,special needsrf are per_
ceived and acted upcn.

One commcn adaptation has been to utilize and extend the
categorical system of special education that is dependent on

traditional classifi-cations of the hanoicapped and to view it
now within the context of a cascacie of alternatives and a main-
-streaming philosophy. The ord system is simpry expanded i_n

terms of classifi.cations and programs offered. This is essen_
tially what Ontario has Cone.

A childrs needs are still assessed and determined within
the context of being diagnosed and rabeLled as belonging to a

specific category such as nentarry retarded, emotionalry dis_
tunbed or learning disabred. The purpose is to identify and
sometimes bring toget,her children with the same conditicn cr
abnonnarity - to abet the del-ivery to such children of an appro_
priate education in the least restrictive enviror¡ment. The

primary philosophy advanced is one which utilizes a diagncstic-
prescriptive, remediar moder and is based on the following goals
and assumptions conmcn to the individuar pathology approach.
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ïts goal is to diagnose a deficiency in achild so that a clãssroom placement can
be recommended in which a èpecial eduòationprogram or service can correct or compen_sate for the deficiency. An assessmentrepcrt which is based ôn this mcdel offersa diagncstic _label or categcry to explainthe chil_d's fai_lure to leain.' (p. gO'f è"Con,
1980)

The assumptions of this mcdel as discussed in Secticn I
of this paper are that it is deficiency based Ín r-hat learning
problems are intrinsic to the child; it is remedial in that
assessment identifies the deficiency or disability sc that
appropriate prcgram pracement can be made for ,.p€cific types
of remediation; it is diagnostic in that norm referenced,
standardized achievement and psychological test-c are util_ized
1n the diagnostic assessment prccedures. (Keeton r9g0)

There is also the assumption present that if the lprobleml

is not dealt with or attended to quickly, opportunely and ap-
propriately that it wilL become even more problematic as time
progresses with generally negative consequences for the life
chances of the individuar and for society as a whcre.

The child beccmes eligibJ-e for special education resources
only by being identi,fi.ed, for exampler âs learning disabled ac-
cording to a specific definition and diagnostic protocol-. Thrcugh

the diagnostic testing procedure and the clinical- per-"pect j-ve

an underachieving student is assessed tc see if he can be â-c-

signed 'rbfane'' for his problem by being shcwn to have somethÍng



cal-led a learning disability. rf the te-qts are negative i.e.
demcnstrating nc learni-ng dÍsability, - the ,etudent is not
learning disabled anci may not be eligibJ_e for special educa-
ticn rescurces. rf it is deemed his faul_t he gets benefits,
if nct, he is denied them. (Richardson 1991)

while he may be denied services as a learning di_.abred
sf.llrlont if ic nrri+a iÌ-'ì^ +L^! ^--^i-aryqrvç yvùÈrv.r-E urrd,u Þpeç_LaJ_azgo servlces ccurd
be supplied under another category cf handicap. rt may be that
educaticnal interventicns are carried out through f'resource,

help for educaticnal probrems that are nct rinked tc learning
disabilities. As has been ,ncted el-sewhere in this paper, there
are many variabl-es and/or socj.al processes which can influence
the clinical diagncstic process. ChiLdren can be differentialì-y
diagncsed accordj-ng tc cl-ass r or socio-economic status, race
and sex for example. The system is very much dependent on the
assumption that there is a demonstrated relaticnship between

definiticn-diagno-qis and intervention-prognosis that 1s well
establishedr pcsitive and predictable.

rn terms of l-earning disability, this has essentially
been Ontaric's position -eince f96b when special classes fcr the
neurologically impaired were first introduced under Ontario Regu-

l-ation I23/61+. While there have been change-. over the years,
they have not been substantive in either perspective or practices.

fnitiaJ-ly the failure to learn was attributed tc neurologi-
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caL impairment and minimal brain dysfuncticn. The eticlogy
was basically understood from a medical viewpoint. For educa-
tors r sP€cial cl-asses for these children were the order of the
day. Entry was gained by being designated neurologicalry irn_

paired by a rnedical practitioner. fn the special class setting
chil-dren with the similar probÌems of Learning Disabili.tles
were to be taught and their problems or defieit_s r"enediated.

Over the years there have been refinements in the way in
which J-earning disabifities have been viewed, diagncsed anc

remediated. The mcve has been towards attempting t. achieve
mcre specificity and suppcsedly a greater degree of scientific
cbjectiveness 1n the areas cf definiticn, diagncsis and remedia-
ticn. since Learning Disabilities was essential_ry a prcbrem
found in the educational realm, the underrying eticl_ogy and

medical- orientaticn shifted tc cne v¡hich mcre accurately re-
frected the neecs of the educaticna] organizaticns. This was

done by interpreting Learning DisabiLities in term,s cf thcse
processes important to learning - i.e. perceptual processes

and psychoJ-ogical aspects generally and the need to under-.tand
these problems and tie them to specific learning mod.alities
and/or objectives i.e., auditorr, visual, mathematics,

spe11ing, reading. The interactional processe-. involved in
the enterprise of education generalry or in the educating of
a specific child are not considered of primary impcrtance ex-
cept hcw they may impact on a child's learning after the fact.
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Ontario memcrandums It+/?8-?9, December 27/79 and Jater
Blrl 82, were attenpts to bring government policy towards
Learning DisabiLities more into Line with what was happening
in other jurisdictions, particurarly in the united states and

to refLect the above mentioned changes.

Learning disability as individual pathology was reaffirmed
as being the official perspective of the Ministry of Education.
Neurologlcar impairments and the medical perspective was in-
corporated into the broader educational perspective that de-
fined Learning DisabiLities in terms of significant organically
based disorders in the receptive, integrative and/cr expressive
processes. rt was quite expressly stated that Learning Dis_
abilities r^tes not the result of emotional disturbance, inate
deficiencies or negative enviror¡r¡enta1 factcrs. Inherent in
this stance is a belief in the cl,inical mcdel and a diagnostic
methodol-gy which reries primarily cn psychcnetric testing and

its ability to differentiate between the varicus types of deviant
or abnormal presenting behaviours.

This position is a very tradj-tional one where the emphasis

has been on the so called organicity of Learning Disabilities
versus the impact and often damaging consequences of environ_
mental factors and/or interactionar nismanagement. The impli-
caticn has been that deviations in behaviour and the way we

treat then can and should be handred differentry. However,

experience would seem to indicate, in terrns of actuaÌ practice
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and classroom management, that this perspective as a basis
for organization and intervention is ineffective to a fair
degree.

The official recognition and definition of Learning Dis-
abilities in terrns of legislation and regulation was an attempt
to impose some order and consistency on the educatj.onal com-

mrrnif rr in ta¡nc ^f *^-^^^^+.:--^^ ^-l --- ^!i -- -'¡¡s¡¡¡vJ À¡¡ vç¡¡¡¡È v¡ yçr Èysutr¿vyÈ d¡¡u pfaL:Lrcgs. J,nf,rraJ-ry tnls

was attempted through a permissive system and finarJ.y through
mandatory legislation under B1II 82.

The position taken was that learning disabilities could

be readily and consistently diagnosed using a clinical model

and a diagnostic methodology which relied on psychometric test-
ing. rt is also assumed that Learning Disabirities courd be

readily differentiated from underachievement, or failure to
Learn due to inate disabilities or negative environmental factors.

These changes were aLso demonstrative of a need and a de-
sire to attempt to address questions of equality of educational
opportunity, the lack of specific programs for Learning Dis-
abilities chil-dren throughout the province and the disparity
between prograns that did exist r âs to their quality and abitity
to meet the needs of Learning Disabirities children in an ap-
propriate fashion.

Research and surveys demonstrated an obvious disparity
between school districts as to prograns offered, to whom and
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of what quarity. There u¡ere also questions as to how chird-
ren were diagnosedrthe nature of how decisions were arrived
at and how these decisions were translated into speciflc and

appropriate pracements. Mcrntyre, et.ar. (1980) and Keeton
(1979) pointed out the variability in the above activities as

they occurred across the province.

These questions were also tled in with the need r_.c equit-
ably determine how learning disabled children cculd or should
fit into a cascade of services that were organized hierarchic-
ally according to severity. The less severe the learning dis-
ability the cJoser the placement to the mainstrea.m. The more

severe the diagnosis the more closed, restricted and special-
ized the educational environment.

rn Ontario, research pointed out, as it had in other juris-
dictions that there !ûere many problems with the definition used,

the diagnostic procedures and the interventions that were set
out to deal with the learning disabled popuration in a consis-
tent fashion. Despite a specific definj.tion set out by the
Ministry of Education it would seem that a variety of percep-

tions are utilized depending on the various board-" of educaticn
and individual practitioner. In the reality of everyday prac-
tice it has been pointed out that the dlagnostic procedures

used and how they were interpreted could vary -eubstantially
between districts. (Mcfntyre et.a1. 198O)
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Despite the above menticned incon-.istencies which point
to the problematic nature of the diagncstic and interventicn
practÍces (simirar problems are pcinted out in the Litera_
ture as a result of research into the practical applicaticns
in a number of educational_ jurisdicticns) _ Ontaric has chosen
over the past fifteen years to continue to sripport the indi-
vidual pathology, diagnostic-remediaf per-cpectir¡e and mcdel_

as a means of determining who has the problem and who shculd
receive the specialized servi.ces that have been developeci.

It is cbvicus that v¡ithin the Ontaric context the efficacy
cf the mcdel has been accepted in terms cf its abllity to identify
learning dlsabl-ed chj.ldren accurately and tc provide educational_
services which appropriately address the educational needs cf
individual" students.

Assessment prccedr.ires are organized to develop a diagncsis
anc tc enable educators to respcnd with a progra¡n or programs

fcr -'imilarly labe1led children. within any grouping of learn_
1ng disabled children cne might find a wide range cf vari_
ability in presenting prcb]-ems. The possible combinaticns are
infinite. ontario has tried to address this by prcviding a

range of al-ternatives. However, given the alternative of in-
clu*eion in a larger *ncrmal, groups where specific handicappi_ng

conditions are not delineated, the heterogeneity wcurd be even
greater. The problems for meeting individual_ needs woul_d pos-
sibly be greater.

-As Lieberman (1980) points out:
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The _counter argument is dropping al1labels in favour of ilchildréñ wño need
special educationf'. This grand experi_
ment is doomed to faiLure. - The helero_gelelll^of traditional groupings is wide
and difficult enough to-deai wlth without
compounding the situation by cross cate_gorical grouping. (p.15)

While this may be in part, the rationale behind Ontario's
stance, serious questions have been raised as to whether or
not it is efficacious as a general approach. Dces the use of
the clinj-ca1 mcder and a reliance cr psychometric testing
accurately identify and label all learning disabled children.
There is the possibility of the over identification of learn-
ing disabilities - of identifying and rabelring children be-
cause of spuriou-e test results or other errors in the clinical
process. There is also the possibiJ.ity of fairure to identify
learning disabilities for many of the same reasons.

There remains the question as to whether or not individualiz-
ing children's educational progra¡nming has been seriousLy at-
tempted. Perhaps the Lack of efficacy of many Learning Dis-
abilities interventions and programs in tenns of learning out-
comes has been the fairure to individualize appropriately. It
may be that strategies and j-nterventions designed for individ-
ualized instruction have been utilized in a normati-ve fashion.
(Btatt L982) ontario, in its lvlemorandum rt+/Tï-7g, for example,

has attempted to address this aspect by pointing cut the import-
ance of translating clinical-diagnostic data into child specific
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behavioural objectives and instructional expectations.

There is also the question that the labe] rearning dis-
abLed may have a negative impact on the childrs school career.
There is evidence which suggest-q that there is, in fact, a

negative impact in terms of creating a negative self-image,
in evoking a self-fulfilring prophecy and in terrns of the nega-

tive stereotypical image that others came to have of _an indi-
vidual so designated. Perhaps the assurnption that by defining
a child who is experiencing a I'failure to learnr he is removed

from the possibility of a more negative designation and given
a labe1 which explains his problems, remcves blame and stigma
and brings resources to bear to herp alleviate the symptoms.

this is an arguable point. By focussing on symptoms and giving
them the I'scientif icr', r'objectiverf nane Learning disability
the attempt to remove stigma may have the opposite effect.

Al"so by focussing on the symptomatic behaviour assoclated
with Learning Disabllities and applying the l"abe] , it is quite
conceivable that we are ignoring the possibility that the ex-
hibited behaviours are not symptoms of a Learning dÍsability
per se but rather are symptoms of an individual's adaptations
to a social situation and the interactions that take place

therein. As woods (''971+) pointed out, by dealing with the
individual slmptoms we are attempting to alleviate, elÍminate
or adapt the individual to the demands of the sy-etem.

Through remedial efforts aimed at the specific prcblem of
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Learning Disabilities we may be supporting existing social
and political arrangements and system need.s and fail to see
the coIÌective individuar prcbrems as a comment on the nature
and functioning of the pre_<ent system.

Ivlanitoba has chosen and adopted a stance toward-s special
needs and learning disability that i-- dependent cn a phiroscphy
tnd crrcf an '.'lâ.i ^L ^++ ^--rçr L vv¡r¡ w¡¡¿v¡r d.rJ r./vrr¡puù Lo acoress tne ISSUeS involved in
providing appropriate service--. fcr speciar needs chirdren by
utilizing a non-labelllng, ncn-categorical approach. The em_

phasi-' and underlying assumptions are scmewhat different than
is the case in Ontaric.

such an approach is not based on a traditional cr_assifi_
cation of the handicapped i.e. rearning disabled in the
sense that the provision of rescurces wourd nct be dependent
on the chilcÌ first being ldentified and label-l-ed as beJ-onging
to a specific category of handicap. Rather it wculd be based
on individ.uaÌ need and the fact that the child is exhibiting
problems with learning within his schoor - sociar environment.
The intent of a general non-categorical_ approach such a_c this
"i-s to describe rather than rabet and accept rather than _stig_
matizef" (p.14 Liebe¡man 1980) rt is also <Ìesigned to examine,
understand and bring resources to bear on any number of inter-
related problem areas.

rn Manitcba, the raticnale for developing the sy-qtem along
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these lines can be partry found in the r'\,rlorking papers on

Educational Arternatives and Legislationff (1975) and the re-
jecticn of diagncstic categories, the negative effects of
laberling and special crass pracement and the problematic

nature of the less than predictable relatlonship between cause-

definition-diagnosis and intervention-prognosis as demonstrated
.,..:+L.:* ^^--^-^1 L--ri -^--i --w-i.úni.ä sÊv€¡-âi r-la.i-rriicåpprng caLegorLes - partlcuiariy that of
Learning disability. (as outrined in section I of this paper)

The l{orking Papers (l-975) as werl a-q rhe Report of the

Advisory committee on speci.ar Education (1981) both point out

in Light of the above - that the process of assessment and diag-
nosis should not be directed towards the identification of under-
lying pathology and the use of labels but rather the main em-

phasis shculd be on identifying immediate needs in the context

of behavicural- objectives. Attention is Cirected towards out-
lining a learning prograrn which will develop the chil-d's skills
and then to develop a placement situation wherein such a prc-
gram can be most readily implemented.

The goals and assumptions of such an approach would differ
from the categorical-diagnostic prescriptive remedial approach.

It would focus and concentrate more on the childrs current edu-

cationaÌ standing and the desire to have the child ,progress

developmentally from his current stage in the continuum of
knowledge and ski1l tc the next stage,'. (p.81 Keeton l98O)

An understanding of the processes involved in the inter-
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acticns of situational, environmentaLr structural anci specific
individual deveLopmental factors is very necessary in this con-
text. these factors are more lJ.kely to be taken into account
in the proce-qs of estabJ-ishing and attenpting to meet individual_
needs and in the planning of prograns when the focus of the
problem shifts from being excl-usivel-y centered as ,within the
childr' - as inoividual pathology, - to understanding t-þq child
in the larger context. Here any number of variables both
internal- and external to the chitd interact to determine where

he is at. Symptomatic behaviours are nct necessarily a reflec-
tion of specific internal problem-. but rather may be viewed as

adaptations to a soclar situation, i.e. demands of the edu-
cational system.

How much current educaticnal practices in l{anitoba extend
to include this wider conceptualization, remains open to questicn
and further investigation. It is nct at alt obvious that these
perspectives have been tran-sl,ated lnto the practices of specific
districts, school- and teachers generally.

This approach evolved during the lgZO's. During the mid

60's to early 70's Manitoba was very much intc the special class
categorica]- system of special education. Learning disabilities
were not recognized untl] the advent of the rescurce teacher
program. cenerini (1980) has pointed out that the rational-e
behind the resource teacher progra¡n during its first few years

of cperation was based on the belief that Learning Disabil-itÍes
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and intervened upcn effectively by utilizing a remedial approach.

This was siurilar to Ontario's view.

However, it is apparent that wlth the real-ization that the
Learning DisabiLities rubric was not as discrete an entity cr
as efficacious as first thought in terms cf identifying and

dealing with fail-ure to learn, that educaticnal poricy wer:1d

change. This is particurarly so when viewed in conjuncticn
wj.th the rejection of the speciar class model and the use of
categories and label-s that was also beccming a force in educa-

tionaÌ thinking.

succeeding years and further research, along with repeated

attenpts at refinement of definiticn, have not clarified the
issues surrounding Learning Disabilities or made the de-"ignation
any less problematic, The probJ-ematic nature of the rearning
oisability rubric is stilr to be found in the fol-rowing areas;
a lack of exactness of definition and,/or agreement as to the
sane; the heterogeneity of characteristi-cs, symptonology and

hence of presentÍng problems; questionable reliability and

validity cf the various tests and diagncstic devices used in
ùhe assessment process; the subjectivity of the "objective*
crinical process; the negative effects of labels; a wide dis-
crepancy in incidence and prevelance rates and the lack of a

firm basis in research; and finally the Ìack cf demonstrated

efficacy in the rel-aticnship between diagncsis of a specific
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learning disability and any number of the various remedial
technique.

The general intent cf government poricy in Manitoba then
has been to deveJ-op an educaticnal system through mandatcry

legislation and regulation that would be arr incrusive with
the aim of ensuring that every child, including tho_"e with
special needs, would receive an apprcpriate education. This
is seen as taking place in the least restrictive environment
and as cl-ose to the mainstream as possibl_e.

Ontario would have the same objective and policy stance.
However, the use of a categorical- system within this context
would be the method used to deal- with the problematic behaviours
of learning disabil,ities. Manitoba has attempted to develop a
system that does not reJ,y on categories and separateness.

separateness and labelling are viewed as having a negative 1m-

pact on ]earning and the system generally.
within this context it is hardry surprising that Learning

disabilities as it is popurarJ-y perceived and defined in the
riterature and in legislation (Ontario, united states) has been

more or Le-.s rejected as a specj.fic handicapping category by

those formulating educational poricy in Manitcba.

Learning disability as generally defined and uncerstocd
is viewed as an individual intrinsic prcblen. rt is generalry
defined by what it is not. rt is assumed to have a psycho-
neurological- etiology. Vühat has developed in Manitoba it would
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seem has been the acceptance and utilizaticn of the designation
Learning Disabilities in a much more generic sense. rt is
viewed as a very broad general category signifying a range of
problems associated with a rack of academic success and imply-
ing no specific etiologj.cal-diagnostic-remediation link. rn
this sense it has no practical value because of its rack of
specificity except that it denctes a ilfailure to I ear.nf,.

Given the admitted hetercgeneity of the Learning Disabi.li-
ties rubric, this is a very ì-ogical- pcsition to take. \{ithin
the ccntext of a government policy the intent of which has been

to establlsh and foster mandatory provisicns (Birls 58, zz, 31)

that are broadJ.y inclusive and which rejects label_ring and

separateness in favour of integration, mainstrearning and a non-

categorical, approach, it is logical to expect the rejection of
a specific category of handicap - particurarly one -.uch as

Learning Disabilities that is somewhat 'subjective* and has

been demonstrated to be less than efficacious.
Given the probl-ematic nature of the category and the learn-

ing disability rubric generally and the continued development of
a commitment to a non-Iabe1ling, non-categorical approach, it
i-. understandable that a somewhat mcre generic conception of
Iearning disability should come about. For example the resource
teacher program has become more all inclusive to the point where

it ncw deal-s with a wide range of handicapping educational con-

cerns which mi-ght be te¡'med rearning disabilities or at the
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very Least viewed as fl,earning probJ-ems,. rt is very crearly
reflected that there has been no attempt to separate or cate-
gorize admission to the resource teacher progran on the basis

of a specific definition or diagnostic procedure.

The inclusion of a very generar definition in the r9g1

Guidelines for Applicatj-on for Low fncidence Support for School

Divisions/Districts with reference to t-.he fow inci.dence-high

cost funding for special needs, also demonstrates a very broad.

conceptualízat ion of the prcblem of Learning D'isabilities. The

definition does nothing mcre than refer to a discrepancy between

achievement and potential - a situation that could exist fcr any

number of reasons and which one wourd expect to see if t,here

was a prcblem with learning. As the Minister of Education points
out the definition is to be used onry as a guide, as an example

of a general problem area not as a definitive entity or qualify-
ing category for service delivery.

The funding procedures which have been lmplemented to en-

sure the appropriate education of special needs children, first
under the block grant system as seen in the resource teacher
progra¡n and more recently under the two tiered system as found

in the Education support Program (r98r) - i.e. high incidence-
low cost and low lncidence-high cost handicaps have been designed

to support the governmentrs philosophy and policy stances and

has attenrpted to avoid labe11ing children and categorizing them

according to handicaps.
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Block grants are provided to maintain students in the
regular classroom with resource teacher input and assistance
(high incidence-Iow cost). This progran is designed to address
a variety of problem types and a range of student educational
difficulties. rt is designed to give flexibility as to how

individua] need is met

The intent of the categorical granr_.s in the area of high
cost funding for low incidence handicap is to provide individual
funding for appropriate programning necessary to meet specific
individual needs. The focus is not on diagncsis and laberling
for pracement but rather on the asses-cment and pLanning of an

appropriate prcgra¡n for the specific individual based cn that
individual's speci.fic educaticnaL needs. rt is designed to
direct resources to where they are needed and to provide a

range of services that would enhance or enable the child to be

provided with an approprlate education in the least restrictive
environrnent.

The funding sysËem for special education as has been estab-
lished by the Department of Education attempts to promote non-
categoricar placement without the use of specific handicapping
labels by providing funds through block grants and thrcugh the
appLication of individual grants to address indi.vidual- problems.

This two tiered system of funding and the guidelÍnes asso-
ciated with dete¡"mining J-ow incidence-high cost status is not
without it-c problems. The need for common language, for a

generally accepted understanding of a variety of ccnditions
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would be essentiaL and cannot be avoided if any sense is tc
be made of the system ccnceptualry or administrativery. l¡Ihat-

ever the approach takenr wê stilt end up with wcrds that con_

vey specific ideas and ultimately generally stereotypical
notj-ons about groups of chil-dren. To what extent do these
generalized notions translate into Labels and act as gatekeepers
in determining who does or does not obtain servj-ees is oDen ro
question?

Because the broad government policies fail- to define or
recognize learning disability as a specific handicapping entity
in the generally accepted sense, it fol-l-ows that a _<pecific
diagnostic protocol wouLd be both unnecessary from a broad
policy perspective and therefore would be ncn-existant. Given
the ncn-categorical and ncn-labelling perspectives advanced

there would be no need fcr a diagnostic labeÌ or category where

attention may be directed primarily toward diagnosis and prace-
ment. The focus of assessment is rather upcn progranming to
meet individual need not for Laberling and not for placement

in a specific program where it is assumed individual need would

be met. The intent, of assessment is to contribute to the l-earn-
ing process not to give boundaries to the categories into whÍch

children could be placed.

The fact that the policy stance of the government has been

to meet individuar need through appropriate placements and edu-
cational programming, implies and necessitates a process of
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determining need and subsequentJ-y matching need to interven-
tions and educational programrni-ng. rmplied in this stance

is the assumption that need may be varicusly determined and

can be met through a range of alternatives and interventicns
and that prognosis will be pcsitive.

fn the above sense individual need and apprcpriate educa-

tion are under,stood in the context of f'where the ehild is at'.
The focus is on developlng a prcgrarn that will develop the
childts ski1ls. Remediation is not the only issue. Envircn-
ments might need changing in the eduicaticnaÌ setting. The

nature of the interacticns between the relevant pecple in the
child's environment rnay a]so be i-mpcrtant. This may be in a

very primary sen-qe - perhaps as bei-ng part cf the rcauser of
a learning problem orr seccndariJ-y, as having an impact cn

learning. The intent is to individuaLize a child's educaticnal-

experience as much as pcs-eible.

while this may be the general intent as suggested by gcvern-
ment pclicy' it does nct preclude the possibility that a specific
diagncstic-remedia] mcdel could be used which attempts to define
learning dlsabilities as a specific categorlcal type cf handi-
câP, one which makes etiological inferences and hence views the
probJ.em cf failure to learn as individual_ pathology.

Because of the funding apparatus in place at the provin-
cial level and the absence of a specific policy towards Learning
Disabilities in terms cf a reccgnition of a specific definiticn
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and diagnostic process, it is quite possibre that the Depart-
ment of Education and/or schcol districts could use paradig1rs

and perspectives l-ike this for their own progranming purposes

and rescurce al-location arrangements.

Thi-' was certainly alluded tc at the Annual General Meet-
ing of MAST in 1982 wherein the funding apparatus was viewed

as prcmoting segregaticn by labelring and isclating str_ìdents.

For funding purpcses indiviCual students wcul-d cften be patho-
1ogically described. This would be a prerequisite 1n any system

that attenipts tc provide service by defining some students as
I'special needs studentsfi and hence as dlfferent from the nonnal
in a negative sense.

students that present problems for the system because of
their oifferences have traditionally been described by what is
wrong with them i.e., pathological characteristics. To sup-
pose that the generalized label-. that have grown up around these
deviant learning characteristic-s will ciisappear and play no part
in the allocation of funding is perhaps naive.

ltlhile these determinations are far beyond the scope of
this paper, it must be recognized that what takes prace in the
everyday practice of teacher-., clinicians and administrators is
certainly going to impact of,r shape and help determine the out-
come of pclicy initiatives and intent.

The 1981 Report of the Adviscry Ccmmittee on Special Educa-

tion in commenting on the school system'-. response to the student
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with special learning needs, â1Iudes to the probl-ems inherent
in everyday educational practice and perspective. These every-
day perspectives and practices may mitigate against the intent
of the broad non-categorical policies of the government as out-
lined in the above pages. The following quote also demcnstrates

how I'schocr failure' is in part created by these same perspec-

tives, practices and processes t.hat_. are pìj.t in place to deal_

with problematic children; that prcblems with learning are often
the result of a prccess that i.n part may be respcnsible fcr the
creaticn of or the maintenance cf the deviant behavicurs.

The educaticnal system as a whole,
sometimes fails to take responsibility
for the part. it plays in producing
faiLure and/cr behavicural problems ofstudents. The system has developed
ad¡ninistrative, diagnostic and prcgram-
ming patterns which often pcrtray
student problems as being caused by
inherent characteristics of the student
or the students I envircnment outside of
schccl-.,. (ffris) may cause students to
be perceived as deviant or handicapped...
Diagnostic and testing practice-. tend
to focus on and hence may accentuate
behavioural lag-. and disabilities.
They describe the lirnits of the child
and, in nany instances, do not provide
an overalL picture of his capabilities,
thus limiting the ability of the teacher
to set and pursue realistic objectives
in alL areas of tralning and personal
developnent.
The failure of educaticn to base instruc-
tional processes on pre
tions of objectives and
adequately document stu
these outcomes creates
ment which wil-l not mee
quirements fcr certain
Iead to failure. (p.15
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ïn Manitoba it has been the policy intent of the govern_
ment that the concepts and practices of speciaÌ education to-
wards the learning disabled be viewed and utirized within a

generic framework.

rt is assumed that special needs will be presented by

almost all- students at some point in their school career.
vrthile special needs may differ in a qualitative and quantita-
tive sen'ce and therefore in the need fcr resource al-location,
they do not differ in the necessity for individualized responses
to idiosyncratic need. creating specific categories based on

types of handicap or di-sabllity dces nct take into account the
wide range of interacting variables which either ,cau*ee' cr
negatively impact on individual learning situations. viewing
the prcbrem as individuar pathclogy prevents a wider ccncept_
ualizaticn of these problems.

rn Manitoba the Department of Education has attempted to
provide for a service delivery model which addres-.es this indi-
vidual need through providing a continuum of services that can

be taÍlored to individual needs of students at any time in
their school career. ft is within this context that government

policies attempt to address the needs of the-"e students who may

be considered I'Iearning disabl_edr'.

At the sa¡ne time it must be reccgnized that the educaticnal
hierarchy in Manitoba would continue to be very much influenced
by the current orthodoxies. fn the case of Learnj.ng Disabilities
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the predominant perspective is that l-earning disabirity is
an individual problern that can be discerned and diagnosed

utilizing the clinicaL modeÌ and that remediation can take
prace. This is a very influential perspective which is trans_
ferred and translated into the repetoires and practice skiÌIs
of teachers, psychcrogists, social workers, psychorogists and
rìnntn¡c ôc +L^-. .l-+^q^^a --:ÀL ^!-:r ruve vv¿ ¡: qis- v¡¡çiJr ¡¡¡(/it¡'auL wi-E¡-t Cnl-IO.r en aS l]epl" gsentatiVeS Of
the educational hierarchy.

As the above guide ill-u-.trates, the impact, of _such per_

-<pectives and practices as part of a larger social process (edu_

caticn) impacts on and further shapes the poLicies of the govern-
ment and of the varicus Boards of Education.

Conclus ions

This paper has attempted to explore two basic conceptions
of deviance in the specific context of learning disabilities and

the faiJure to learn. The first perspective views the disability
as being child-centred or within the ind,ividual. The second

views the l"earning disability designation as more the resuLt of
a social proces-q than as a discrete handicapping entity. rn
this sense a personrs success or failure is nore the function
of interactions between intrinsic strengths, weaknesses, motiva-
tions and the larger environmental, situational, and interactional_
factors that are lnherent in the classroom, the home, and in
scciety and its structures within which we conduct and attempt
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to control human affairs. The focus is on the situation rather
than on personality.

Both may be viewed on a continuu¡n with individual pathclogy
at one end and the process approach at the other. They are not
necessarily divergent but invclve a broadening out from the
former to the latter.

ïndividual pathoLogy as an apnroach; attempt*e to bring in
more specificity and scientifÍc objectiveness in their desire
to understand a specif ic phenomenon - Learning Di*<abilities.
As Rein (1976) points out this type of approach attempt-e to
separate fact or objective reality from the subjective nature
of human endeavours and values. Thus the attempt is to discover
etiology - to attribute Learning Disabirities to specific
scientifÍc tcausesf, - and subsequently to attempt cures by

util-izíng specialized techniques and interventions.
The social process approach also denotes a way of rooking

at the problem of l-earning disabiLlties but from a wider point
of view. The notion i-s rejected that facts and values can be

readily separated. Deviant categories or labeIs ,.uch as Learn-
ing Disabilities are grounded in a scclal- proces that rf createsrl
the designation to suit it,s purposes. Deviance as social proce-es

is therefcre dependent on the social context, on the ncr.ms and

values that inhere therein and on the labels and stereotypical
images conferred by significant others and the subsequent

action-reaction interplay that occurs. ft is dependent on pohrer
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differentially distributed and is centred in issues invoJ_ving

social control in a formar and infcrmal sense. one must look
beyond the individual child and his behavicur. As compher

(tggz) points out: *...it is impcrtant to l-ook not only at the
child's actions but aÌ*.o at the behaviours and relationships
of the adult actors in the system, especially the parents and
l^ ^r _netplng proi'essronats who relate to the chi1d." (p.415)

The manner in which significant others view the probl_em

of learning disability from both a practical and,/or professional
point of view in terms of etiological and intervention con-
siderations would undoubtedly influence these interactions.

while internal- factors may have a profound impact on the
chi1d, it is arsc impcrtant to understand and consider the
dynamics and influences cf the interacticnal nature of human

experience. The interacticna] perspective has pointed out how

the varicus systems of helping prcfessionaLs may effectivety
differentiate, select and promote youth for deviant careers

through a sociall-y conferred status i.e., learning disabili-
ties. The effects of 1abe1s, the dynamics and impact of the
self fulfilling prcphecy all pcint to hcw a f'problen, or con-

ception of a particular behaviour or symptomology as being

deviantr Eây exacerbate or prorong difficurties or perhaps
rrcauserr them in the first instance, The development of vested
interests in the area of a specific dlsabirity i.e., pro-
fessional- groups, parent and consumer groups, private companies -
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may also teno to perpetuate or further define and delineate
the problemr âs might political considerations,

lvlanitoba through a certain realization of hcw deviant
designations are created has rejected the view that learning
disability is "objectively given,'. Rather they have opted to
view it in a much wider framework - one which recognizes hcw

Learning Disabilities has been *subjeetivel_y created',. That
chÍldren experience rearning problems because of intrinsic
organic damage or dysfunction is not ignored or denied. A

wider understanding is sought - the attempt is to under_ctand

the child in the context of his total environment and to avoid
t creatingr or exacerbating prcblems experienced with learning.
How werl this is carried out or achieved in the context of
everyday educaticnal practice and the learning outcomes of
individual children is a point difficult to determine and cer-
tainJ-y is open to question.

Ontario has consistently utilized an approach which views
rlearning disability' as objectivery given. The probren is
centered in the child and the attempt is to remediate the
Learning probrems experiencec. other problems in the child's
environment are either viewed as being caused by the rearning
disability or interacting with the specific learning probrem

to create anc compricate the initial, primary difficurty. How

successful day to day practice can be in understanding, separat-
irg, and intervening on the primary and secondary nature of a
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child's problems remains open to question.

rn many way-c both Ontario and llanitoba attempt to bring
resources to bear on problems that initially at least, present

as problems with learning or as r'l-earning disabilitiesr'. Both

attempt to address individual need and seek to enhance the
educational opportunities of special needs child.ren. It would

appear that both jurisdicticns place much emphasis on i,ndivi-
dualizing educational experiences - to help the chil-d adjust
through an appropriate educaticnal- experience. Both have at-
tempted thrcugh pcl-icy formulaticns to deal with a perennial
problem, that of the emphasis often being cn diagnosis and

assessment rather than actual treatment or specific educaticnal
prograrnming.

The assumpticn i-e that the child must be assisted in chang-

ing and adapting to the demands and expectati,cns of the larger
system. This is a legitimate and realistic expectation. How-

ever, in determinÍng what that need is in terms of lappropriatefl

and t'indivj-dual. it may be that the needs of the child become

overly identified, if not synonomous with the needs of the edu-

cational system and the larger soci_ety.

The current orthodoxy and support technology, in terms cf
testing anc diagnostic tools fosters and encourages the view
of learnlng problems being the result of individuar pathology

in that they purpcrt to identify important learner characteris-
tics and consequentry individual deficits and weaknesses.
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Because of this it is difficult nct to see deviation as any_

thing but an individual problem. Often the cl_inical prccess
only confinn-" that a chird who is experiencing a probì_em j-s

experiencing a problem. rf we assume discrete probrem types
and subtype-. and prace our emphasis on finding them in all
1i-kelihood we wiII find them.

The prevalent orientation in assessment i-. basicaLly one

designed to find out what is wrong with stuoents. Generarry
speaking school personner have devel-oped a rather ma_.sive

systematized -ctructure to support the identification of handi-
caps r disabll it ies , disorders and dy-.functicns in students.
whether this is used to support a categorical system as with
Learning Disabiliti.es in cntario or a non-categorical, non-
labelling sy-s¡em as enccuragecì in Manitcba, the important con-
si-deraticn is that for some special need students being differ-
ent is seen as a problem' Other consideraticns or explanaticns
may not be adequately exprored or even con-cidered. Generally
speaking the differences among individuals as generalJ.y defined
by the cl"inical assessment process are not the rea-qon chil-dren
are not learning in school. They are but merely symptons that
we have chosen to anaÌyze and to develop substantial services
around.

In thi-s regard many of the differences between Manitoba and

Ontariors approaches may be quite superficial rather than sub-
stantive. Despite this, Manitoba, to a degree at least has at-
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tempted to foster an extended or more involved concepticn of
Ìearning disabirlty and for that matter of special needs

generally. rf there j-s a prcbrem with learning, it may werr
be the result not onry of lndividual pathology, but of a

complex web of prccesses and interactions that occur when a

chird is expected to function within a certain set of para-
meters. Ït is consi-dered that exhibited, problematie behavicurs

may be a reaction to a situation rather than an inherent problem.

Ït may be because we have chosen to define a particul-ar set of
individual characteristics as probrematic. A strictry educa-

tional intervention may be quite inccmplete or totally mis-
guided i-n that a whcle range of variabl-es rnay be igncred, mis-
understood or missed altogether. In this sense interventions
have the pctential to be at very least neutral. They also have

the potential to be rather damaging, either through a faÍlure
to recognize the 'true, prcblem anc tc intervene appropriately
or because interventions attempted may have a negative impact

in and of themsel-ves.

rf one takes a wider perspective the potential is there
to intervene on a wider range of variables that may impact on

the i-earning situation. This can be done in an individual
sense. The aim may also be to intervene on generar system

characteristics which are generalÌy seen as problematic to
target groups of pupils experiencing probJ_ems.

The view that any particular intervencr or helper takes
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towards r'learni.ng disabilities, and related social probrems
will certainly effect practice mcdalities used and specific
interventicns chcsen. rs learning disability, in factr ân

intrlnsic characteri-stic of an individual or is it much mcre

of the result of a social process, a result cf the interactional-
nature of the reLationship between individuals and individuals
and total environments?

ft is an important area for critical examination and under-
standi-ng because the definitional diagnostic and interventive
perspectives remain somewhat problematic and controversial.

lVe must not just accept another deviant categorization
uncritically without an examination and understandlng of the
processes involved in its creation as a category and. in the
approaches and rnethods utilized in diagnosis and intervention.
What we perceive of as individual need or pathologlcal function
may be something else entirery or it may be more a reflection
of system needs. How are these aspects intertwined?

Uncritical acceptance may exacerbate a negative situaticn
and prevent the conceptual,ization of new cr creative approaches
and interventions. rt may prevent need changes in the way edu_

cation is largery structured and organizei around ncrmative
technique as it is applied to groups of children whc are ex_
pected to successfur],y negotiate their way through a lock step
curricul-um organized into ten month hierarchical steps. It
may prevent the individual-ization of our educaticnaf systems
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whereby alr children are viewed as special with very idio_
syncrati-c learning needs and capabilities. uncriticar_ accept_
ance may prevent us from effectively advocating for children
in this context.

Hopefully a criticar understanding read*" to a broader,
more complete understanding and an increa-.e in the kncwr_edge
which predicates and guides practice anei the way we interact
with children who are experiencing r'l,earning disabi_rities,,.
HopefuJ-ly a criticar understanding woul_d arso read us to ques_
tion how we define the probrem itserf and for what reasons.
McKnight has some interesting observations in this regard:

The complex professional remedialtools have come to justify the pro_fessional power to ãefine'the nä"¿to decide not only the appropriate
remedy but the def init ioir- of' the prob_
lern itself . fncreasingly profes_.ionãf 

"assume that in order tõ äeäf with de-ficiency, tþey must have the perãgãiirr"to decide what is deficient.
There^is no- greaÈer poh'er than the riEhtEo oetl-ne the_question. From the rigñtflows a set of -necessary answers. Ifthe services can effectively assèrt-itre
Iigþt to define rhe ?ppropriare qu".iïðn,h9 þas the pcwer ro aèiermine thd nã"ã--
o1'.hj-s neighbour rather than meeting hisneighbour, s need. (p. 85 ltl ich et . ãr . l- :_}TT)
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APPENDIX A

M¿INSTREAMTNG

A. Definiticn

B. Least Restricti ve Environment

The council for Exceptionar children developed a concise
definition of main-ctrearning which states:

I'Mainstreaming is a belief which involvesan educationar_placement procedure an¿ p"o."."for exceptional chirdrenr- based on the äor,----victlon that each such chird srrcuto be educatedin the least restrictive environment in whichhis educationar and rer,ated nee¿i-õan be ."iï.-factorily provided. This concept recognizesthat exceptional- children have ä ,iOe ;;;ã;-of speciar educational.needs, varying greãttyin intensity and duration; túat, tirerõ ls arecognized continuum of educational settingswhich m?yt.a! -a giv_en ti.me, be appropriate"for an individual childrs needs;'ih.t to themaximum extent apprcpriate, exceptionar child-ren shour-ci be educatèd with non-è*ceptionalchifdren; and th.at special classes, separatesch_coling, or other iemcval of an éxceþtionalchilci from education with non-"i."pticnalchildren shcurd occur only when thä iniãn-"ityof the child's special edücation and relateci"needs is such that they cannot be satisfiedin an environment inctüding t,"n-"*ðepticnar-children, even with the prõvision-of-;;p;1;_
mentary aids anC services." (IgT6 C.E.b:fnternational Conference, Chiòago _ Áp;ii 4_9)

I'Historically, handicapped pupi.Is were pulledout of regurar classrocms aird- placed in'self-contained cl-asses. The least iestrictiveprin_cip]e stcps this 'aLl_ or ncthingr approachto placement and -stresses the need tor-ir!i;g--a continuum of services sensitive to diversã
needs .,t (p.lZO Mercer 1979)

similarly the rleast restrictive arternative' is defined
in the foll-owing as

-234-
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ilFor any child, the educaticnalsetting in which he cr she can
succeed which is most like theregular classrcom..,, (p .t+t+Z, Heword
and Orlansky 1980)
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Figure 6: Cascade of Special Education Service Model

Level I

Iævel 2

? ^r-^ 't tsÉYc¡ J

Leve1 4

IæveI 5

L,evel 6

Level 7

NOfE:

o

Exceptlonal child¡en in regular classes,
wlth or without supportive se¡r¡ices

Regrular class attendance plus supplement_
ary lnstructional se¡r¡ice

Part ti¡¡e
special class

9" Full ti¡ne
speclal c:Iass

It Speclal sit,¡ationsr

o,q

o,
a

a2

úl Assigmnrent of pupils to
settings governed priraarily

by the school systeur{J

Bomebound -

Instruction
ln hospít,al
residential, or

total cate settings

Àssignment of indlvÍdua1s
to the settings governed

priurarily by healrh,
correctional, welfare,
or other agencies

rspecial schools in public school systems

the bu¡den of proof for downward, movement of a student must rest withthe schoot division which must show that it is not feasible Èoprovide adequate instruction at a higher level.

The cascade system of special education service. Source:"speciaL Education as Developmental Capita1,, by E.N. Deno.Exceptional Children, Lg7O, 37 (3), Zgà_Zn, e¡S. Copy-righted by The Council for Exceptional Children.
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APPENDTX C

DE PARTHENT OF EDUCAT IOI,¡

GUI DELINES FOR APP L I CAT I ON FOR LOT.I INCIDENCE SUPPORT

FoR SCH00 L DlVlsloNs/DlsTRlcTs

Lov¡ lncldence Support fundtng ls avallable for students wlth severe

handicaps who requl re extenslve modiflcatlons ln educatlonal prograrrning

which are beyond the scoPe of support for high lncidence handicaps'

Low lncidence I

Criteria for eligibility for funding at the Low lncldence I level

generally is based on the need for indlvldualized small group instruction
and/or additional individual support ln the classroom for the major Port¡on
of the school day because of the nature of the studentrs handicap. The

foì lowing handicapping conditions ere considered for Lovr lncidence I Support:

Trainable Hental lY HandicaPPed

I'bderate Hu I t i -Hand i caPPed

Severely Physl cal lY Hand icaPPed

Severely Hearlng lmPaired

Severely Visual lY lmPaired

Very Severely Learning Disåbled

Very Severely Emotionally Disturbed

Other special conditlons can be consîdered'

Low I nci dence I I

Criteria for ellglbillty for fundlng at the Low lncldence ll level

generally ls based on the need for indlvidual Ínstruetlon for the major

port¡on of thé school day because of the nature of the studentrs ha.nd¡cêP.

The fol lovrîn-o handicapping conditlons are consldered for Low lncldence I I

Support:

Severely l{ul tl -Hand icaPPed

Severely Psychot lc and/or Autlstlc
Profoundly Deaf

Other speelal condltlons can be consldered" "237-
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DEFINITIO,IS

The definltlons beræ erc provrdcd ¡s e gurde to asslst ¡chool
divlslons/districts ln the lnitial selcctlon of students for [or lncidence
Support funding. Thc ch¡ld Development rnd Support Servlccs braræh wlll
determlne flnal cllglblllty ln consultatlon wlth school dlvislon pcrsonnel.

Leve I I

I Trainable tþntall v Hand I capped

The child who has an lnteillgence quoticnt which is less than
5o (ts) as e result of a valid lntelllgence tcst edminlstered by a
qualified person. The chlld must have a vcry stgnlficant deficlt
in adaptive behavlor and requíre intenslve speclal educatlonal
progranming for a major port¡on of the school day.

2. Hoderate t{ulti-Handica pped

The child wtro presents more than one syndrome at a tine. Taken
together, the handlcapping conditions present ô serlous adjustment
d¡ff¡culty for the student rn the school and the chlld requires
intensive special educational measures ln order to beneflt from a
school program.

3. Severely Phys lcal I v Hand i capped

The child who, ðs a result of an accídent, lltness, lnjury to
the rrervous system, congenrtal deflclency or mðlformation, suffcrs
from a severe physlcal handícap and requircs lntenslve speclal
educational nÞasurcs and/or phys tcal rehabl I f tat lon.

4. Scverel Hearl i red

The chi ld who, on the strength of en eudlologlcat examlnrtlon, ls
for¡nd to have r severe or profound hearlng tmpatrmcnt. Addltlon¡l
essessrîent havc ldentiflcd a severc delay ln language, speêch ¡nd
academic functlonlng ¡uhlch rcqulres lntenslve rcnredlatlon and speclat
prograrmlng ln the above strted rreas.
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5. Severelv Visual lv I mpa I red

A chlld wlll be consldered severcly vlsually tnpaired lf, efter
al I possíble vlsuaf correct¡on, he requircs spcclal ¡naterials ond

.services, but ls able to use vlsual media (lncluding prlnt) as his
prlmary method of lcarning. ln order to becoræ cl lgible for Ler
Incldence support funding, the vlsually handicappcd child requircs
very intensive special education measures whlch are directly related
to the visual handicap. ln sqne cases, this may ðpply to the
integrated brailic-uslng blind student u,ho requlres intensive lnput
in additlon to the servlces provided by the Departnent.

6. Very Severel y Learninq Disabled
The child whose performance In readlng, language and/or

mathematics is grossly below that expected on the basls of intelllgcnce
or learn ing potentlal. These very gevere academic dîfficultíes wi I I
prohibit functionlng in a regular classrocrn wlthout highly ¡ntens¡ve
individual ized lnput.

7. VerY Severel y Emotional lv Disturbed
The chïld who, as a result of an appropriate assessment, shows

very severe emotlonal and social behavioral problerns wþich are
incompatíble with the numbers and standards of rcaular school groups.
These diff¡culties do not appear to be caused by lnappropriate school
expectatíons. The student requires an lntensive speclfic program to
anel iorate the emotional and educational problem.

Level I I

Severe ly Hul tl-Handica pped

The chl'ld wtro has a cornblnatlon of gcverc handicaps whlch p.'ju."
very severe multlple learning, developnrent a¡Ålor behavloral problcms.
The child will have a severe mental handlcap, comparnded by e severe
phys ical handicap to the cxtent that helshe can not respond to the
usual instructimal ÍEthods provlded ln spcclat cducat ion programs
for the ¡rentâl ly or phys lcal ly handicappedi orr lf mt retarded, wi I I

I
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havc t¡ro or r¡orc 3GyêrG phyrrcrr tmprtnËnt3. A¡ r Gon¡cq¡¡cncc of
thc ¡cvcrc ar¡ltl-hrndlc.P¡r the cht ld rcqulrc¡ lntcn¡lvr ¡nd cmtlnuou¡
¡¡¡l¡t¡nce tndlo¡ rupcrvl¡lon on ¡n lndlvldu¡l b¡¡l¡.

2 Scvc rc I Ps chot I c ¡ndlor Ar¡t I tlc
Thls catcaory tnc!ude¡ ¡ vrriety of cxtrerp chronrc dcvr¡nt

bchavlor¡ rcnglng from rnpur¡rve ¡nd rggrc¡3ryG to dcprcrrrvc rnd
rrlthdrawn vhlch rrc frcqucntry bcyond controt. Thc ehild drrprryr
highly dcvl¡nt rchgol bch¡vlor ¡vhlch ncccs3lt¡tc¡ pteccrcnt ln ¡
spccirl hlghly lntenrlvc thcr¡pcutlc rnd cdr¡cetlon¡l progrrn lcttlng.

t. Profoundl Dc¡ f
thc chl ld who h¡¡ ¡ profo,rnd hcarrng ro¡¡ ¡¡ npl¡urcd by rn

eudiologlcel cx¡mlnrtlon. Thc heerlr,9 lo¡s l¡ ¡o ¡cvcrc thrt lt
hrs lnpcdcd thc devcropmcnt of rpccch rnd renguegc. Thc child rcqurrcs
a htghly spccirl lzcd progrrm of lnctructlon utlilztng rttcrnetc
mcthods of corm¡nlc¡t lon.

4. Other Specfal Condt tfons
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APPENDIX D

M.^ìi tToSA

MINISTER OF EÞUC,^T¡ON
WINN IPEC

R3C OVE

May 18, 1983

CHAIRPERSONS

SUPERINTENDENTS
SECRETARY-TREASURERS
SPECIAL EDUCATION CO.ORDINATORS

I recently advised school divisions and districts of funding associated
with the 1983 Education Support Program. A significant increãse has been
provided for special needs programs. This increase is an indication of this
governmentrs conmitment to providing greater opportunities for those with
the greatest need.

I indicated that I would clarify provincial expecËations with respect to the
application of special needs support. This letter addresses that issue.

The stance of the Governnent of Manitoba
special needs is the following:

r¡ith respect to children with

Since each child in the Province has the right to develop to the
fullest extent possible as a confident and valued nember of our
society, there is a responsibility for the provincial government and
those who provide educational services in the public school system to
ensure that the child with special needs has an equal opportunity to
receive a meaningful and appropriate educational ptogt"r.

1o provide a child with an appropriate progran, we believe the child is best
placed where her/his total needs are met as completely as possible. For alarge proportion of children with special needs, thi; goal is best
accomplished by placement sithin the regular program stream. Social
interaction with other studenÈs in a normal environment is a vital part of
the educational curriculum. For manv of these children_,- it is necessary toprovide additional supports in order for then to benefit fully f.or tú"i,
experiences in the regular classroom.

My DeparÈment recognizes that special supports to maintain children
appropriately in the regular classroom requires the application of
resources in a manner which is noÈ uniform for all students. Learning
conditions vary from student to student and the assignment of resources
should be a¡ípropriate to the assessed needs of each student.

2l+I
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through the effective use of reoource teachere and other specialiet
peraonnel, nost of the etudents nith special neede in a division - those
whose difficulties Èend to be on the nild and moderate eide of the continuun

cen be accorunodated in the mainstream of education and can receive the
most aPPropriate educatíon in that setting. School divieions have a la rgedegree of flexibility to employ qualified pereonnel who witl deve loPappropriate programs to neet the needs of their studente. This largell_¡gn-
ca te r cal fi ertmenÈ encour s the fo
o a network of c ehensive servicee in the divis on 8e

partment t s spec al funding nrechanisns sre meant to naxini
provision of real a

ze both the
nddecision-making process at the local level and the

adequate supports to the individual ehild with specí aI needs.

A snall proportion of the student population has exceptional needs which are
so significant that a higher level of resources is necesssry because of theextensive nature of the progran nodifications required. These 6tudentshave need of highly individualized programs. Low enrollment classgroupings could be suitable for those scheduled portions of the tir¡etable
involving instruction in r¡hich individual attention is vítal. However, thesegregation of students in special class groupings should not become lockedinto the entire scope of the timetable. Efforts should be made to ensurethat the learning experiences of these etudents benefit fron eocialinterection with all of the students in the school.

The identification of students' Iearning conditions can become a negat iveprocess. The handic e thePubIic Schools Act are intended to serve as ex Ie oft Severedi 1 re re u re cons derable nodif caÈ rons
o o r progran. It is not necessa to attach suc to
I v1 I ur ses. It I's essent ial to dete he
leve Presen the stu t to an rh ro-
gram wh I meet that need.

I{hether the child is placed in an educatíonal progran which renges from a
specialized setting Èo the regular classroon is noÈ a criterion ¡rhich ehouldbe used either by Ey Department or by school divisions to deternineeligibility for low-incidence funding. lfe believe rhar rhe child with
severe difficulties should be placed in the least restrictive setting which
may well be in the regular classroom.

My goverrìment places great enphasis on the continued development of e
comprehensive service delivery systen to meet the needs of ctrildren rrith
special needs. The increasing ínvolvement of parents, coununity groups andother Sovernment departments through co-operation with Uoara- members,
adrninistrators and teachers in the public school system will further this
developmenË. 1o facilitate such involvement I urge school divisions anddistricts to make infornation describing special education prograns and
relaÈed services evailable to the co""nunity.

I
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I would welcorne further input in Èhe area of special needs from you and I
urge you to continue cornmunicating with us on this very important matter.

Yours sincerely,

Maureen Hemphill
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"r'earning cìisabilities is a generic t.erm that refersto a heterogeneous group of-disorders due toidentifiable or inferrecl central nervous systemdysfunction- Such d.isorders may be maniteäteã-'Uydelays in early develppment ancì/or difficultiãs- inany of the following areas: attention, memorv.reasoning. coord.ination, co¡nmunicatinå, reaaiio_writing, spelling, calculatíon, sociai'"ònpàtãñå",
and emotional maturatÍon-

"r-earning c'lisabilities are inLr.insic to the inaiviauar,
ancl-may affect learning ancì.beh¿rviour in any incliviauåf ,Íncluding those r.iittr pótenLially average, avel:age,or above average intel).ige¡ìce.

"Learning disabirities are not clue'prirnar:iry Lo visuat,hearing, or motor handicaps; to rneñtal retãrclat.ion,emotionar clisturbance, or e¡rviro¡rrre¡:taL disadvantage;altlrough the¡' ¡¡¿t occur concurrently r,riilr uny ðf these.

"Learning disabilities may arise from genetic
variations, bioclremical factors, even[,s in the pre topre-natal perioil, or any other subsec.¡uent. eventä
resuLting. in neurological impairment,"
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Research Methodol osy

The research process began with defining what a rearning
dlsability was and how it ca¡ne to be. This was determÍned by

a research process that examined, in a histcrical and socio_
logical sense, the roots of the phenomenon and the process in-
volved in the evorution of the dcminant concepts. rt was de-
termined through this process that a generaÌized widely accepted
definition was in use throughout Ncrth America. The research
process involved a J-ibrary survey of the rel_evant literature
on LD as well as an examination of specific pieces of legisJ-a_
tion in both canada and the united states. lt al-so involved
an exanination of the various reports and briefs that have been
generated by consumer groups such as the various chapters of the
ACLD and the CEC.

Once a general definition was established, it then became

necessary to attempt a critical understanding of the criticaL
concepts invol-ved in it and how the definition has been opera_
tionalized. This was done within the general approaches and

concepts utilized in special education. This was done through
a review of the l-Íterature and through per-"onal experience as

a professional in the educaticnal field.
The research and general literature on LD was generally

surveyed in an attempt to come to an understanding of what was

invoLved in the operational,izing process and what the wide range
of experiences indicated j-n terms of efficacy and./or probJ-ematic

2l+5
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areas. This was done by a prccess of selecting particularly
germane articl-es and general- writings.

within this operationalizaLion process it was necessary

to critically exarnine three areas. Firstly, an examination
of the processes, techniques and tools invol_ved in diagnosing
LD was made. This required looking at the whore area of
psychometric testing incfuding the raticnal-e for Lhe use of
tests, issues invoLving varidity and reliability, as well as

the whole process of interpretation of results. rt al-so re-
quired a critical examination of the wider use of the mul-fi-
factoral- testing and assessment procedures generally ascribed
to and in widespread u-qe. A critical examination of the Ìitera-
ture on testing and assessment, particularly as it relates to
special education generally, and LD specificarry, was necessary

to the above.

secondly, the writer examined the many and varÍous reme-

diaL and/or compensatory techniques that have been used to
intervene on LD. This was done by examining the research and

de-ecriptive literature in attempting to come to an understand-
1ng of their relative effectiveness.

ThÍrdl-y, it was necessary to examine the general impact

and effectiveness of generalized approaches and the efficacy
of the general paradigm set up to deat with a specific concept

of LD.

The above research acted as a conceptual springboard
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within which the poricies ceveloped in ontario and lvlanitoba
could be examined. The writer began by examining in a hls_
torical sense the deveropments in education in both provinces.
The annual reports of the departments of educaticn were exa¡nined
as an initial reference point. From these annual_ reports, key
references to a variety of concepts, pieces of J_egislation,
specific research and/or reports were obtained. Frimary sources
were then sought and examined where possible and practicable.
secondary source-c which commented directly on the educaticnal-
scene in both provinces were ar-so examined. rt was also neces_
sary tc communicate with a number of people as to what were
the important ancì germane events, reports, legisJ,ation, and
research, etc. and where this information might be obtained.

These people were ar-sc very helpful in clarifying and
interpreting information and in assisti-ng me to place things
within the context of the actuar rearity cf the day to day
operaticn of an educaticnal system. These people were vari_
ously located with the lr{inlstry or Department of Education in
Ontario and Manitoba, within MAST, MTS, MACLD, oAcLD, CACLD

or a number of schoor boards in Manltcba and Ontario.
As pointed out in chapter rr, the infcrmation gathered

through the above research process was then examined and inter-
preted within the framework of a specific conceptuaL model.
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